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Abstract
This thesis presents a study of computer literacy in schools, informed by the perspectives
of education professionals and computer professionals. The study examines the traditional arguments of computer enthusiasts for computer education and analyzes Lheir
underlying justifications, giving counterarguments where appropriate. Examples are
taken from classroom observation, interviews, and the literature. Many well intentioned
schools and dedicated teachers are striving to overcome the serious flaws that characterize
computer-literacy education: vague goals, inadequate hardware, bad software, and poor
training. But while ccmputers can be useful tools, mandatory computer education is
unjustified. Computer literacy as a fundamental skill (like reading and writing) is oversold, misapplied, basically trivial in many applications, and not demonstrably up to its
claims for education. In many cases, enthusiasm for computers and education has less to
do with the educational value of computers than with a complex web of social pressures
on educators. Moreover, the euphoria about computers in schools can be a smokescreen,
diverting attention from fundamental educational problems, such as the demoralizing
environments in which many primary- and secondary-school teachers work, or the lack of
real literacy among many graduates. Such problems do not have technological solutions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computing is the predominant technology of this age. Computers are at the heart of
modern organizations - banks, factories, communications companies, transportation systems, and the military - and transactions with computers are part of daily life. Decisions
about how computers should - and should not - be used will be made increasingly by
people who are graduates of an educational system that incorporates "computer literacy"
as a fundamental component. The wisdom of these decisions will depend largely on the
quality of that education.
In this paper, I present a study of the phenomenon of computer literacy in schools,
informed by the perspectives of both education professionals and computer professionals.
While computer literacy is poorly defined, it is the most common term used to refer to a
body of information about computers which, according to its enthusiasts, will transform
today's students into the productive workers, informed citizens, and wise decision-makers
of our "information society." Computer literacy, defined in a variety of ways, is becoming
a standard part of the curriculum of primary and secondary schools throughout the
United States.
The use of the term "literacy" in conjunction with computers is not accidental; it
reflects the view of some advocates that computer-related skills are as important as is
the ability to read and write. Use of the term "computer literacy" implies the existence of
a group of "computer illiterates," who by definition are at an unspecified but nonetheless
serious disadvantage compared to computer-literate people. "The device," insists Charles
Suhor, deputy executive director of the National Council of Teachers of English, "is raw
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propaganda, and does no service to reading and writing (which must now, it seems, be
redundantly ca..ed 'print literacy')." 1 Previous technologies (e.g., radio, television, and
telephonc' also generated much enthusiasm in the educational community, but few people
suggested that it was necessary for everyone to learn about them. Unlike computers, these
earlier technologies were not compared in influence to print, and they were not elevated
to the status of "literacy."
In contrast, educational computing enthusiasts believe that there is something so
special about computer literacy, that it should be added to educators' "short lists" of
basic skills, along with, for instance, English, mathematics, science, and social studies.
The much-publicized report "A Nation at Risk" lists computer science as one of "Five
New Basics" that all high-school students should be required to study.
In response, schools have bought more computers, particularly during the past few
years. By many measures, computing in schools has spread rapidly. Most surveys of
computers in schools reveal steady increases over the past few years in, for instance, the
computer/student ratio in many schools. The most detailed study to date of microcomputer use in schools found that as of spring 1985, 86% of U.S. schools had at least one
computer for instruction. 2 This figure was up from 53% reported for January 1983.
Documenting the degree to which computers are fast becoming a classroom fixture, this
same study found that from 1983 to 1985:
" The number of computers in schools jumped from 250,000 to 1 million.
" Three-fourths of the 33,000 schools that had not previously used computers began
to do so.

" The proportion of elementary schools with 5 or more computers jumped from 7% to
54%, and the proportion of secondary schools with 15 or more computers increased
from 10% to 56%.
'Tom Snyder and Jane Palmer, In Search of the '.lost Amazing Thing: Children, Education,
and2 Computers (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1986) 52-53.
1lenry Jay Becker, projcct director, "Instructional Uses of School Computers" (Baltimore, Maryland: Center for Social Organization of Schools, The Johns Hopkins University, 1986-1987) series of six
newsletters.
3
Snyder and Palmer, 31.
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" The time that computer-using high-school students spent at terminals each week
nearly doubled, to 90 minutes.
" The number of students using computers jumped from 4.5 million to 15 million.
" By 1985, one million pre-college students in the United States took computer pro4
gramming courses.

Along with an increase in the presence of computers in schools, there has been an
increase in the use of those computers to teach computer literacy. The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) does regular, large-scale studies of primary and
secondary education throughout the country, for the Federal government. In 1980, they
found 15% of elementary schools and 50% of secondary schools offering instruction in the
use of computers. By 1985, these figuires climbed to 82% of elementary schools and 93%
of secondary schools.'

According to the 1985 study, school "computers are used almost

exclusively to teach about computers"; 6 that is, to teach computer literacy.
When Electronic Learning surveyed state education agencies in 1983, they found
17 states with laws requiring or recommending computer-literacy instruction in K-12
(kindergarten through twelfth grade) schools. Similar bills were under consideration in a
good many more states.'

In another survey (conducted in November 1985), 96% of the

respondents - primarily classroom teachers, computer coordinators, and administrators
- said that their schools offered instruction in computer literacy (mostly stand-alone
courses, taught separately from the rest of the curriculum).8
While the non-military portion of the federal budget has been slashed, and the educational system is in relatively poor financial shape, money has somehow been found for
computers. Computer classes are added to schools as fast as money to buy computers can
'Becker, "Instructional Uses of School Computers."
'National Assessment of Educational Progress, "Computer Competence: The First National Assessment" (Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Testing Service, 1988) 7.
6

lbid., 3.

'T. Spain, "How State Governments are Helping to Define Computer Literacy," Article 10b in Terenice
R Cannings and Stephen W. Brown, eds., The Information Age Classroom: Using the Computer
as a Tool (Irvine, California: Franklin, Beedle & ArFociates, 1986) 53.
8 "Reader's Survey Results: What Is Computer Literacy?" Classroom Computer Learning (March
1986) 53.
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be squeezed from strained school budgets (in some cases, even faster, as some schools
decide to teach computer classes although they cannot afford to buy any computer. 1.
The incorporation of computers represents a frenzy of change in the normally slow, staid
educational system.
Continued large investments will be required for schools to address the many problems
that educators cite, when asked about their current use of computers:
" Nationwide, the average school still has only one computer for every 40 students
(as of the last large-scale survey). And the computers that schools can afford are
at the inexpensive, weak end of the personal-computer spectrum.
" Almost everyone agrees that the vast majority of so-called educational software is
awful and does not meet teachers' curriculum needs.
* Teacher training in the use of computers is abysmal, when it exists at all.
" After spending all their money on equipment, some schools do not have adequate
funds leftover for repairs or other support services.
Moreover, large expenditures on computers reflect difficult tradeoffs for schools. More
money for computers means less money for teachers and teacher aides; less money for
books, maps, and laboratory supplies; less money for facility maintenance; and so on.
More time for computer classes, curriculum development, class preparation, teacher training, and so on means less time for other subjects. Are these tradeoffs justified?
Critical evaluation - evaluation of how and why computer literacy is taught - is in
short supply. The increasingly focused attention on computers in education has both
resulted from and contributed to a veritable frenzy of equipment purchases and curriculum changes in schools. Although computer-literacy advocates agree that there are
important, unsolved problems, the momentum to increase the use of computers in schools
remains unabated, and the education literature remains wildly optimistic about computers. The equipment purchases and curriculum changes are taking place in an atmosphere
almost completely devoid of critical evaluation. Moreover, there has been little attempt

to inform these educational changes with the insights of people who are already computer literate: computer professionals. (To the extent that "computer literacy" means
anything, it must apply to computer professionals.)
The enthusiasm about computers that infects the education literature is almost uniformly uncritical. Most papers simply describe the format of a class or piece of software,
with little evaluation beyond the frequent complaints that there are too few machines
and the software is inadequate.

Despite the lack of evaluation, the assumption that

computer education is worthwhile, even essential, is rarely challenged. Most articles and
individuals assert benefits of computer literacy while giving no analysis or justification
whatsoever.
The most frequently cited reasons for teaching computer literacy are these:
1. Computer job skills are needed by everyone.
2. Computing is "good for the mind." It improves general thinking skills.
3. Computer literacy is a fundamental life skill. Every informed citizen in today's
society "must" know about computers.
In Chapter 5 ("Why Is Computer Literacy Taught?"), I examine in detail the basis for
these reasons.
Another reason for teaching about computers, often cited by teachers, is pressure
from parents, administrators, and the media. Because of the widely touted benefits
of computer literacy, it is sometimes easier for schools to obtain money for computers
(e.g., state grant funds or money raised by parents) than for anything else (such as
more teachers or books). A school's initial hardware may be purchased at a substantial
"educational discount" or may even be donated. Schools are fertile ground for marketing
departments of computer companies. By providing today's students with a particular
brand of hardware and software, computer companies are establishing ties to tomorrow's
computer buyers.
The reasons offered for teaching computer literacy do not stand up to close scrutiny.
When schools decide to offer computer-literacy courses, they do so despite the almost
total absence of well grounded reasons. While promoters of computer-literacy education
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have been quick to make promises about its educational benefits, they are promises that
have not yet been fulfilled in practice, nor adequately addressed through research. Instead, the field is being driven by largely abstract debates on potentialeducational value.
Benefits are expressed in the future tense, and there is always a technical explanation
given for why these benefits have not yet been achieved; e.g., not enough machines.
A common theme in arguments for computer-literacy education is the alleged necessity
to know about computers, to function in today's society:
"As Senator Lautenberg said upon the introduction of the Computer Education Assistance Act of 1984, 'Our competitive position in the international
economy is dependent on the ability of this country to produce well-educated,
skilled and creative workers.' Computer education programs can significantly
improve our ability to do so by providing powerful tools to improve the quality of education in all subjects and by introducing children to the technology
of the future. ... computer education cannot be thought of as an optional
9
course or a luxury, it is nothing less than a necessity."

In one local school district, the computer coordinator argues that "The well being of
today's students could depend heavily upon how competent they are in understanding
and using computer technology."' 0 A computer-literacy textbook says this: "You do not
have to depend on others .... You do not have to trust experts. You are literate. ... You

are in control. When you become computer literate, you will know two important things:
(1) What things a computer can do and (2) how to tell a computer to do the things you
11
want it to do."

This is typical of the strong rhetoric of those arguing in favor of widespread computer
education. But is this rhetoric justified? Does what we know about teaching and learning
9

Paul Bonner, "Computers in Education: Promise and Reality," Article 5 in Terence R. Cannings
and Stephen W. Brown, eds., The Information Age Classroom: Using the Computer as a Tool
(Irvine, California: Franklin, Beedle & Associates, 1986) 25.
"°Joanne Krepelka, "Action Plan for Computer Technology, 1986-87" (Cambridge, Massachusetts:

Cambridge Public School System, 1986), computer coordinator's report, ii.
"Arthur Luehrmann, Computer Literacy: A Hands-On Approach (U.S.A.: McGraw-Hill, Inc.,
1983) 1.
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computer literacy support what is said about the value of computer-literacy education?
The key question is: What is behind all the attention to computer literacy in schools?

1.1

Research Plan

Against the widespread background of optimism for the computerization of education,
the goal of my research is to assess computer-literacy education in a study that differs
from previous work in two ways. First, it is informed by the perspectives of not only education professionals, but also computer professionals, the most computer-literate group
in society. Second, it takes a critical look at computer literacy, asking for justification
for claims about the benefits of computers in schools.
I collected data from several sources:
" Literature review. I read extensively in the education literature and, where appropriate, the computing literature. A current bibliography of about 250 computerliteracy items is in Chapter 7. It ranges from academic to popular works and
includes classroom materials. The literature review provided much of the information about the status of computer-literacy education - the facts about curriculum,
hardware, software, and so on.
My literature review included about three dozen classroom materials, ranging from
computer-literacy textbooks to unpublished school, district, and state computerliteracy curriculum guides. In addition, many individual classes are described in
articles in the education literature. I found a great deal of similarity among all the
computer-literacy class descriptions I reviewed.
" Classroom observation. I observed two computer-literacy classes (both in Massachusetts): one middle-school class for eighth-grade students and one graduate
class for teachers, administrators, and computer coordinators. I observed other educational uses of computers in additional schools. Classroom observation provided
more information about the status of computer-literacy classes.
Also, what I observed yielded important insights that were not revealed in the
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literature. For example, my classroom observations made clear the great extent to
which computer-literacy education is vocational education, preparation for menial
clerical jobs. Much of it concentrates on the mechanics of how to operate machines,
handle floppy disks, and run printers.
What I observed in schools highlights the problem of inadequate teacher training:
In the graduate class for teachers and administrators, a computer operating system
was defined incorrectly as a program that "directs the flow of electricity." From
this class, two dozen teachers went forth with some fundamental misconceptions
about how computers work.
And what I observed reveals a danger of trying to make people "computer literate"
by exposing them to "toy" computers: In one class, students were assured wrongly
that the people who create complex computer programs understand and control
those programs. Initially, the students worried about potential negative impacts of
computers. Based on this class discussion, they reassured themselves that there are
computer experts somewhere who control the large, complicated systems on which
everyone depends. This conclusion is comforting but dangerously misleading.
9 Interviews. I conducted eleven interviews with computer coordinators, computerliteracy teachers (including the teachers of the two classes mentioned above), and
other teachers (primary and secondary) who were acquiring computer-literacy training in preparation for using computers in their classrooms in a variety of ways. Interviews (and surveys, below) provided additional status information about teacher
training and school support for computer-literacy classes. In these formal and detailed interviews, I probed
- teachers' beliefs about the value of teaching computer literacy and the foundations of these beliefs,
- teachers' perceptions of what schools should be teaching and how in their view
these are or are not supported by computers, and
- how teachers estimate the hidden costs of fitting computer time into alreadyfull classes and school days.
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Many informal discussions with other teachers also probed for evidence to support
the reasons given for teaching computer literacy.
* Surveys.

I surveyed computer-literacy teachers and administrators who were

themselves the students of the graduate class that I observed. In the survey, I
probed many of the same issues as in the interviews, but over a wider audience
(and in less depth). Since the teachers I surveyed work in many different schools
and school districts, I was able to use the survey to obtain information about the
status of computer-literacy education in many more schools than I could observe.
I distributed a survey to computer professionals over an international computer
network. Access to the network enabled me to obtain responses from many people.
This was an important source of information about the views of computer technologists on computer-literacy education. I solicited people's views on how computer
literacy should be taught (if at all) and why, as well as their reactions to information
about how it is taught.
Questions for each survey are listed in appendices.
Data analysis followed data collection. By "data analysis," I mean interpretive analysis - analysis that is at once qualitative and disciplined. The approach to information
gathering was largely an ethnographic one, starting with the premise that what is to
count as "fact" about computer literacy depends partly on the observer's viewpoint. 12
My objective has been to present two relevant viewpoints in one study.

1.2

Guide to this Report

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
2 See

John Van Maanen, Tales of the Field: On Writing Ethnography (Chicago, IL: The
University of Chicago Press, 1988). Eric Bredo and Walter Feinberg, eds., Knowledge and Values in
Social and Educational Research (Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 1982). Paul Rabinow
and William M. Sullivan, eds., Interpretive Social Science: A Reader (California: University of
California Press, 1979).
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" Chapter 3. Educators' Perspectives
This chapter discusses computer-literacy education from the viewpoint of primaryand secondary-school educators. I use information from interviews, classroom observation, my written survey, and the education literature. This chapter also examines the environment surrounding computer-literacy education in primary and secondary schools: school requirements, teacher training, hardware (availability, quality, equity in access, maintenance), software (overall quality, types of programs),
time (how is computer literacy fit into the school day), and money (how do schools
afford computers, computer teachers, and computer coordinators).
" Chapter 4. Computer Professionals' Perspectives
This chapter discusses computer-literacy education from the viewpoint of computer
professionals, using information from discussions and my electronic survey. Taken
together, Chapters 3 and 4 document a wide divergence of views on computer
literacy held by educators and by computer professionals.
* Chapter 5. Why Is Computer Literacy Taught?
Why do computer-literacy advocates believe that computer literacy should be
taught? This chapter presents the traditional arguments for computer-literacy education and examines the basis for these arguments.
" Chapter 6. Conclusions
* Chapter 7. Bibliography
" Appendix A. Survey On Computer Literacy (for Teachers)
* Appendix B. Survey On Computer Literacy (for Computer Professionals)
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Chapter 2
How is Computer Literacy Taught?
Although computer literacy is fast becoming a standard part of the curriculum of primary and secondary schools throughout the United States, there is little agreement on a
definition of computer literacy or the goal of computer-literacy classes. Many definitions
are circular: "computer literacy is education about computers" or "computer literacy is
whatever one needs to know about computers":
"The term computer literacy can be considered to mean the minimum knowledge, know-how, familiarity, capabilities, abilities, and so forth, about computers essential for a person to function well in the contemporary world."'
"The MECC [Computer Literacy Study] authors responded that computer
literacy is whatever knowledge and skills the average citizen needs to know
about computers ....
"[Tihe National Center for Educational Statistics (1983) assembled a panel
of experts to define this elusive concept and guide subsequent national survey
work. The ten-member panel settled on the following: 'Computer literacy
may defined as whatever a person needs to know and do with computers in
order to function competently in our information-based society.' "'
'Alfred Bork, Personal Computers for Education, New York: Harper & Row, 1985, 33.
2 'Mission: Define Computer Literacy. The Illinois-Wisconsin ISACS Computer Coordinators' Comon Computer Literacy Report (May 1985)," The Computing Teacher (November 1985) 10.
mittee
3 Roy M.
Gabriel, "Assessing Computer Literacy: A Validated Instrument and Empirical Results,"
AEDS Journal,18, 3 (Spring 1985) 154.
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Typical definitions contain vaguely important-sounding goals; e.g., "knowing how to
use a computer" or "running a program." The definition of computer science put forth
by the National Commission on Excellence in Education includes the following goals:
"understand the computer as an information, computation, and communication device;
...; and understand the world of computers, electronics, and related technologies." 4 In

the classroom, vague goals usually translate into reducing the subject matter to a set of
mechanical skills and superficial treatment of relevant as well as irrelevant issues.
Many course descriptions reflect instruction that is little more than a presentation
of lists for students to memorize. A New York City guide to computer literacy lists
"performance objectives" for a module on "Computers In Our Lives"; typical objectives
are these: "State at least one use of the computer in the home. State at least one use
of the computer in the school. State at least one use of the computer in our society.
Describe at least three different computer careers." 5 A study of computer-literacy course
objectives was done by the Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium (MECC), a
prominent distributor of classroom software. Of 63 objectives listed in the study,
"Fifty-one objectives involve nothing more than student acceptance of hearsay
about computing, such as might be acquired from a book or from being told
by the teacher. ... Altogether, there are eleven objectives that start with

'Identify,' twenty-one that start with 'Recognize,' and three that start with
'Determine.'

In every such case little real change occurs if these verbs are

replaced by the single word Remember. Indeed, the corresponding test items
on the MECC assessment instrument require only that the student remember
the 'right' set of words that goes with that objective." 6
The core of most computer-literacy classes is threefold: computer terminology, hardware, and software. Many courses also incorporate programming, jobs in computing, or
4 National

Commission on Excellence in Education, "A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for Education
Reform" (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1983) 26.
5 Computer Literacy: Elementary Grades (Brooklyn, New York: Board of Education, City of
New York, 1983) 147.
6 Arthur Luehrmann, "Computer Literacy - What Should It Be?" Mathematics Teacher, 74, 9 (December 1981) 684.
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social impacts of computers (including ethical and legal issues). Each topic is examined
in more detail below.
Most arguments for computer-literacy education are based on a belief that computing
is such a special technology, learning about it is as important as learning to read and write.
However, the history of this allegedly momentous technology is usually not considered
sufficiently important to be included in the curriculum. Where history is included, it
may consist of little more than a "photo essay," a series of photographs of different types
of computers. Most history components of computer-literacy classes do not consider the
historical context in which computers were and are developed; e.g., the close relationship
between computer technology and the requirements of the military. One computerliteracy curriculum guide states the following: "Students will be able to describe why the
computer might have been invented (to help man extend the use of his brain and keep
track of large numbers of things)."' In fact, computers were invented (simultaneously in
several different countries) to calculate bomb trajectories, break enemy codes, assist in
urgently needed military-aircraft engineering calculations, etc.
In a number of definitions of computer literacy, key computing concepts are not distinguished from the mechanics of computer operation. One elementary-school computerliteracy curriculum lumps 13 topics, including including programming, keyboard use,
and "integration of computers into daily life," at a single level of hierarchy.'

Although

many computer-literacy enthusiasts stress that students should be taught general concepts, most computer-literacy courses emphasize particular machines, programs, and
languages. Where computer-literacy teachers are trained at all, their training also focuses on operating specific hardware and software. Given the great rate of change in
the field of computers - where particular equipment and ways of doing things become

7

Center for Learning Technologies, State Education Department, Computer Literacy: An Intro-

duction (Albany, New York: The University of the State of New York, 1983) 77. Quoting Pat Walkington, "Curriculum Guide for Beginning Computer Literacy and Programming in BASIC," Phoenox,
Arizona.
'Robert Calfee, "Computer Literacy and Book Literacy: Parallels and Contrasts," Educational Researcher(May 1985) 12.
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obsolete quickly - machine-specific and program-specific education about computers is
inappropriate.
Although computer literacy is perceived by some advocates as being as important as
"print literacy," computer-literacy education only skims the surface of knowledge about
real-world computing. I did not encounter any computer-literacy courses or classroom
materials that accurately present the computer abstractly or concretely as a symbolprocessing device, discuss computational powers and limits, or consider in any depth
the benefits and risks associated with important computer applications.

However, I

did encounter courses that explicitly "teach" students to "have positive attitudes about
computers." Such instruction discourages critical individual examination of the impacts
of computers.
In contrast, computer scientists' definitions of computc: literacy are considerably
more detailed than any computer-literacy course description. They scorn the emphasis
on mechanical skills that characterizes computer-literacy classes. Computer professionals'
views on computer literacy (discussed in Chapter 4) are completely at odds with how
computer literacy is taught.

2.1

Terminology and Jargon

Much of the time in computer-literacy classes is spent on jargon. In 1983, at Pepperdine University's Computer Literacy Institute, educators from throughout the country
decided that computer literacy must include "having a working knowledge of computer
terminology." 9 Public-school teachers in the state of Virginia are required to define selected computer terms, in order to be certified in basic computer literacy.10
Fluency in a little jargon enables people to read magazine articles about computer
technology with some comprehension, and this falsely nurtures their feeling of belonging
in the "information society." My colleagues in the computer profession laugh and nod
9James

Penrod and Nancy Hughes, "Computer Literacy: Synopsis Of An Institute," Cause/Effect

(November 1983) 3.
iOChris Pipho, "The Computer Literacy Dilemma in the Public Schools," EducationalHorizons (Spring
1985) 101.
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knowingly when I mention people who, having read the latest Time magazine article
about computers, thrust themselves excitedly into a conversation about computers, confident that they can "talk knowledgeably" about them. In the classroom, exposure to
terminology is often taken as sufficient to satisfy the common course goal of "having an
awareness about computers."
How the computer is defined to people who are not yet computer literate is very
important. Consider the following definitions from computer-literacy books:
" "A computer is a problem-solving machine." 1
" "A computer is an electronic machine that solves problems or answers questions." 12
" "A computer ... is a machine that can handle large amounts of information and

work with amazing speed." 13
"

"A computer is an electronic tool that helps people do many different things faster,
14
easier, or better."

"

"A computer is a person or thing that computes; it is also an electronic machine
that is used to perform specific kinds of knowledge work. It can accept information,
process that information by carrying out mathematical operations at high rates of
speed, and produce a logical result. ... Knowledge Work: Knowledge is essentially
the Science of Things. 'Things' refers to everything in the observable universe visible and invisible, like objects, sounds, sensations, and ideas. Computers are
machines that have been taught to remember the logic of things and their relationships, which is why people say that computers do 'knowledge work.' An electronic
computer takes common knowledge about things and arranges the information so
that the relationship that exists between units of information can be demonstrated

"Shelley Chasen and Sylvia B. Cohen, Basic Computing F (grade 6) (New York, NY: Scholastic
Inc.,2 1984) 6.
1 Jack L. Roberts, Understanding Computers (New York, NY: Scholastic Inc., 1984) 8.
3 Ellen Richman, Spotlight on Computer
Literacy (Framingham, Massachusetts: Random Ilouse
School Division, 1982) iv.
4 Jack L. Roberts, Scholastic Computing:
An Introduction to Computers, Teacher's Edition
(New York, NY: Scholastic Inc., 1984) 4.
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immediately or later. ... Additional knowledge about things is discovered in many
ways, such as describing processes and proposing new ways in which things could
happen.

People and computers work together in order to 'understand' the way

" 15
things are.

These definitions are vacuous and reveal no insights about computers. The last definition above degenerates into enthusiastic, essentially meaningless technobabble. Although
terminology is the simplest aspect of computer-literacy education, even these most basic
definitions of the computer itself reveals the superficiality that characterizes teaching
about computer literacy.
At worst, the information that is presented is simply wrong. In one class, a computer operating system was defined incorrectly as a program that "directs the flow of
electricity."1 6 This was a graduate class in computer literacy, taught for teachers, who
went forth armed with fundamental misconceptions about how computers work. (Any
mention of operating systems is rare. Only one article I have read about computer literacy suggests that computer-literacy students ought to learn anything about an operating
system,' 7 and several computer-literacy textbooks make no mention of them at all.)
At best, the abundance of jargon (which derives from the emphasis of computerliteracy courses on the mechanics of computer operation) is difficult to absorb, especially
for young children. In a typical computer-literacy class, squeezed into an already full
school schedule, a great deal of new terminology must be presented quickly. In one class
I observed, when the teacher asked review questions about previous lessons, students
responded by stating every new term that had been presented in the previous class.
5
1 Carin

E. Horn and James L. Poirot, Computer Literacy: Problem-Solving with Computers,
second
edition (Austin, Texas: Sterling Swift Publishing Company, 1985) 66, 4.
6
1 Classroom observation.
7 Wilma

S. Longstreet and Peter E. Sorant, "Computer Literacy - Definition?" EducationalHorizons
(Spring 1985) 118.
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2.2

Hardware

A common element of computer-literacy education is knowledge of the main components
of a computer system. EDUCONI, a consortium of Boston-area schools, stated this in
1983.1

When secondary-school educators in Nebraska were surveyed to determine which

computer-literacy topics they thought most important, they listed ten topics under the
themes of awareness about computers and competency; one aspect of awareness about
computers was understanding the parts of a computer.1

Virginia's teacher-certification

requirements for computer literacy include identifying the basic components of a computer and describing the functions of each component.2" In 1984, Tennessee's high-school
graduation requirements stated that "any student graduating from a school of higher education should be computer literate. Briefly, the terms of this requirement include ...a
1 Vassar College's core computer-literacy
working knowledge of computer equipment .......
course, "Computing as a Resource," includes instruction designed to make students "un22
derstand the basic operating concepts of computers."

Typical primary and secondary classes in computer literacy divide the class's hardware
segment into input, processing, and output. Most of the time in class is spent on computer
input devices and their use.

This provides opportunity for a show-and-tell class.

I

observed one class in which the teacher displayed not only the few components that
students would use in the rest of the course (keyboard, terminal, and floppy disks).
but also components that are too expensive or that operate on machines that are too
expensive for most schools to afford (joystick, mouse, and/or touch-sensitive display).
These latter items were brought out from the school's storage closet and passed around
the class during the hardware discussion.
'8 EDUCOM Computer Literacy Newsletter, 1, 1 (Fall 1983).
19Tina T. Cheng and Dorothy Jo Stevens, "Prioritizing Computer Literacy Topics," Computers in
Education, 9, 1 (1985) 10.
2
°Pipho, 101.
21
1M. Gene Bailey and Rebekah L. Tidwell, "Implementing Computer Literacy: The Year After,"
ACM SIGCSE Bulletin, 18, 1 (February 1986) 24. Proceedings 17th SIGCSE Technical Symposium on

Computer Science Education.
22

' EDUCOM Computer Literacy Newsletter, 1, 3 (Spring 1984).
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This kind of instruction makes it possible for schools that have no computers at all

to offer computer-literacy classes. But no sensible computer-literacy class that aims to
teach students how to use computers can be taught without hands-on access. There is
extremely important information about computers that can be taught without hardware
or software - for example, one could examine the social and political context of some
important computer applications, such as air traffic control, stock-market trading, or
military battle management - but these topics are addressed very superficially, if at all,
in existing computer-literacy classes.
Little class time is spent on output, perhaps because schools can afford very few
printers, very poor-resolution monitors, and no other output devices. Little time is spent
on processing, which reflects not an economic problem but a teacher-training problem.
The processing phase, while most critical, is poorly explained by textbooks and teachertraining materials. Nothing in this phase of actual computing is visible or tangible. The
CPU is simply presented as "the brain of the computer," and the student is given a
mysterious definition of what it does: "This is where the computer solves a problem.
You can't see anything happening in the process step."2"
Further clarification comes (occasionally) only by dividing the CPU into an arithmetic
unit and a control unit. The control unit is not elaborated on further. The arithmetic
unit (only occasionally called an arithmetic/logic unit) is often presented as a number
cruncher: "The arithmetic unit can only add and compare numbers."24 It is entirely
up to the student to bridge the gap in understanding between a machine that adds and
compares numbers and a text processor, for instance.
Course goals that may sound irr:ortant on paper often are translated in the classroom
into mechanical skills. "Knowing a computer's basic structure and functions" translates
to memorizing simple descriptions of computer components, like those mentioned above.
"Knowing how to use a computer" translates to learning to handle floppy disks. "Knowledge of computer technology" - one of the three major areas of "computer competence"
as defined by the NAEP - translates to knowing some definitions and being able to make
"3Shelley Chasen and Sylvia B. Cohen, Basic Computing E (New York, NY: Scholastic Inc., 1984)
8.
24
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the most basic identifications (e.g., pointing out the keyboard in a drawing of a computer
system).
In the area of computer-technology knowledge, the NAEP reached the conclusion that
"Most American students have some familiarity with computers. Most, for example, can
identify a keyboard, disk drive, and printer. Most have some practical knowledge of computers. A majority of seventh and eleventh graders, for example, can distinguish between
hardware and software. ... Overall, students were able to answer most of these questions
correctly - most had a substantial knowledge of computer functions and components."
Their positive tone is not always consistent with the data on which their conclusions are
based. For instance, among 11th-grade students (who scored best on the survey):
* approximately 30% did not know what a cursor does,
* 60% did not know what a modem does, and
* 40% could not identify a spreadsheet as a software component or a video display
as a hardware component.
To answer the questions correctly, students did not have to know how to define items in
any depth; they merely had to pick the correct definitions from multiple-choice lists.
The average performance of 11 th-grade students on "knowledge of computer technology" was 65.3% correct. (11th grade students performed best of all the students tested
by the NAEP.) As the NAEP concluded, the students answered "most of these questions"
correctly.25 By usual standards, they also failed the test.

2.3

Software

Along with an introduction to hardware, some instruction in "basic software concepts"
is part of typical computer-literacy classes: "How Computers Work: An introduction
to software is a useful exercise for anyone today ....
Removing the mystery of comput-

ers will remove some of the exaggerated value now attached to anything that is done
25

National Assessment of Educational Progress, 10-14, 29.
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by computer." 2"

Sometimes the software section of a computer-literacy course is pre-

sented as a way to make students feel comfortable interacting with computers. To one
elementary-school computer teacher, computer literacy is "just knowing how to approach
"27 In a surthe machine, what the possible uses are, what kinds of software there are ....

vey of educators to determine the most important components of computer literacy, "the
competency for public high school students to operate computers ranked the highest on
the scale."

28

To the EDUCOM computer consortium, "the ability to use the computer effectively
in one's profession" means emphasizing applications software, not programming or operating skills. 29 In Virginia, computer-literacy teachers must be able to "load and run
selected software" and "select and use an appropriate program to accomplish a given
task."'

°

In the classroom, "being able to operate a computer" means being able to run

one or a small number of particular pieces of software, described vaguely as whatever
software packages people "need." Often, the goal of "running programs" is satisfied by
operating the computer as an appliance, to accomplish a particular goal; this is distinct
from knowing anything about how the computer works or how to program it.
The application that dominates computer-literacy classes is word processing. Word
processing constitutes all of some computer-literacy classes. For example, the only computer requirement for students in Scarsdale, New York, is to know how to use a word
processor."

When the New York State Education Department surveyed 14 "people

active in computer education," to get their views on computer literacy, one person classified word processing as "pseudo-programming" and essential to any computer-literacy
course.

32
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M. Fritz, "Rethinking Computer Literacy," in Karen Duncan and Diana Harris, eds., Com-

puters in Education (New York: IFIP, 1985) 706. Proceedings IFIP TC3 4th World Conference on
Computers in Education - WCCE 85.
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lnterview.
28
Cheng and Stevens, 12.
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EDUCOM Computer Literacy Newsletter, 1, 1 (Fall 1983).
30
Pipho, 101.
3 'Hearsay,

Second National Conference on Technological Literacy (Washington, D.C.: 6-8 February

1987).
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for Learning Technologies, State Education Department, Computer Literacy: An Introduction, 2.
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In one Massachusetts town, the first of two computer-literacy courses is described as
follows: "Computer Literacy I: This course will focus on word processing. Students will
learn how to use a word processor, save and retrieve files from a disk and how to print out
results in various formats. ... Students will also learn about the different types of software
available."3"

Another Massachusetts town divides its computer-education curriculum

into two major categories, word processing and, on the same level, "problem-solving
and thinking skills." This town has a six-year word-processing curriculum: In the early
grades, "informal word processing experiences" means learning to use the keyboaard.
Later, "introduction to word processing" means typing in text, moving the cursor (one
character at a time), and learning two commands (SAVE and RETRIEVE). Finally,
"development of word processing skills" and "mastery" each mean learning another few
commands.

34

Despite the strong emphasis on word processing, 11th-grade students scored only 72%
correct on the NAEP's multiple-choice survey questions. This is much better than their
performance on the other two commonly taught computer-literacy applications: the same
students scored 53% correct on databases and 31% correct on spreadsheets. 3

Coverage

of spreadsheet programs and database management systems is minimal, focusing on the
syntax of a few commands, with little or no time spent on the most difficult aspect of
using these systems - organizing information so the programs can be used effectively. The
amount of time spent on applications is much less than the typical written curriculum's
emphasis on applications suggests (although common-sense suggests that little time for
new subjects can be squeezed out of school days):
"The striking pattern of this table is that students seem to be getting infrequent, if any, practice using word processing, graphics, or database applications. Even among those who used the common applications, the frequency
of use is low. Only about 10 percent of seventh and eleventh graders prac33

Marianne Gonzalez, "Elementary Computer Curriculum Retrospective" (Acton, Massachusetts: Acton3 4 Public School System, 12 November 1985) 2.
"Computer Education Curriculum: Kindergarten-Grade 6" (Arlington, Massachusetts: Arlington
Public Schools, September 1985. Draft.
"5National Assessment of Educational Progress, 9.
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ticed as much as once a week. Graphics and database packages were used less
frequently ...
If [computer science is one of the New Basics], we must be concerned about
what appear to be low levels of computer competence described in this report.
Students should know more about computers. But what aspects of computer
knowledge and use are essential for students to learn?

Some argue that,

above all, students should know how to use flexible applications software,
such as word processing and spreadsheet programs. If these are important,
then clearly the data are disappointing. Most students do not have such skills,
nor do they have the instruction necessary to develop the skills."'
When other types of software are included in computer-literacy classes, they include
spelling checkers, electronic mail, graphics, and telecommunication programs. A suite of
software - along with the big three above - is perceived by some people as the new basic
training for workers in today's "information society":
"The clear emphasis on total office automation - universal word processing,
electronic mail, electronic filing systems, and complex networking - suggests
that the corporate world of the future appears headed toward a 'paperless
office.'

It therefore seems appropriate to include among computer literacy

skills the capacity to process text, data, and graphics in a totally electronic
environment." 3
As I discuss in Chapter 5, arguments for computer literacy that depend on workplace
needs are poorly founded.
While inclusion of many types of software makes a computer-literacy course description sound thorough, in class the extra software is likely to be demonstrated by the
teacher for a few moments, with little or no time allocated for student use, let alone
mastery or significant understanding. Thus, computer-literacy course goals that sound
significant on paper - for instance: "The computer-literate student understands what a
36 National
37

Assessment of Educational Progress, 21, 70.
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computer can do and has the skills necessary to use a computer to accomplish a variety of tasks" 38 - are satisfied in the classes I observed and read about by insignificant
"exposure" to a few types of application software.
Although computer-literacy definitions stress general concepts, classes focus on specific software and hardware. The Illinois-Wisconsin computer coordinators' survey is
typical in its emphasis on generality:
"...

it is vital that computer literacy units stress broad concepts and trans-

ferable ideas rather than specifics. It is far more important that the student
understands searching and sorting than how to use PFS:File, or looping and
branching rather than how to program in a particular language. Above all,
the student must be able to use a reference manual or user's guide to discover
39
more about the software or hardware s/he is using."

But in the classroom, the focus usually is on PFS:File or another database program, not
on general concepts of, for instance, searching and sorting.
Students are rarely exposed to actual program documentation, making it difficult for
them to learn more about a program at a later time. Instead, they see a reworded subset
of command descriptions, often just enough to complete their assignments.
Coverage of all applications is characterized by rote assignments that specify every
small step to be completed: which disk to insert when, what commands to type at
each point, and so on. Leaving little room for thought or exploration, these are the
types of exercises which, it is claimed, fulfill the goal of "equipping students with the
skills necessary to enable them to effectively use the computer as a tool both in their
40
education and in their careers."

Software simulations, which have the potential to be among the most creative educational uses of computers, are often beyond the financial reach of schools. Some educational programs are simulations of activities that are much better experienced directly.
38 "Mission:

Define Computer Literacy. The Illinois-Wisconsin Computer Coordinators' Committee

on39Computer Literacy Report," 10.
Ibid.

40 Bailey

and Tidwell, 24-25.
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One such program attempts to simulate growing a plant: The student specifies an amount
of water (in milliliters, a ridiculous measurement for watering plants), number of hours
of sunlight per day, and so on. The program determines how much the plant would grow
each week and updates a crude stick-figure plant on the screen. Students are asked to
repeat this process 14 times, to simulate a 14-week growth cycle; they quickly grow bored
with the program. If the students grew plants, they would learn much more about plants,
and the education would be much more engaging.
Simulations are removed from reality. They do not include the qualitative texture
of the real world or manipulation of real things. Because of the avoidance of direct
experience that is necessarily part of simulations, one educational psychologist questions
the value of them for young children:
"It is difficult to think of one simulation activity that could be more meaningful to young children than their own dramatic play. ... My consistent em-

phasis on direct experience is not meant to imply that young children using
computers are not experiencing. They are. It is the quality of that experience
and the accompanying collateral learnings that are being questioned. What
may be added to what has already been noted is that analysis, definition, and
logic do not suit every realm of knowing or state of being. Ambiguity, uncertainty, and the qualitative also are a part of knowing and living. It would
be ironic if in introducing the microcomputer to young children - a tool with
enormous potential for expanding capacity and learning possibilities - we end
up limiting the range and quality of their experiencing." 41
A former teacher, now a producer of well regarded software simulations for the educational
market, cautions teachers to use simulations judiciously and never forget their limitations:
"A simulation may approach reality, but it is not reality, and never can be.
It should never be used if the real thing is available and viable as a learning
experience under the conditions one is working.
4 1Harriet

... But if you settle for

K. Cuffaro, "Microcomputers in Education: Why Is Earlier Better?"
Record, 85, 4 (Summer 1984) 564-565.
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simulations because such field trips are out of range or impossible, be aware
that much of the richness and color ...cannot be simulated. Most of the
variables cannot be known and if they were could not be included. ... The

harder developers work to make simulations rich enough to be worthwhile,
...the harder they are going to be pedagogically to use. Why? Because
simulations beg for intense teacher involvement, and the better the simulation,
the greater the requisite involvement." 42
In some computer-literacy course descriptions, the software component is described
as a way to remove the students' sense of mystery about computers, but classes often
do the opposite. In one graduate class, students became fascinated with the computer's
ability to sort a list of words alphabetically, and one student asked the teacher how the
computer could do this. Shrugging her shoulders, the teacher responded: "How does it
43
alphabetize? I don't know. How does it know to be a word processor? It's magic!"

2.4

Programming

A major unsettled curriculum issue of computer-literacy education is whether programming should be taught. Some educators fael that programming is too technical for an
introductory computer class. They argue that programming is the domain of computer
experts, not people who are merely computer literate.
On the other hand, many computer-literacy classes do include programming. A series
of computer workbooks for grades 1-6 focuses on programming (in BASIC and Logo),
to the exclusion of applications software. 44 In 1983, EDUCOM found that most definitions of computer literacy included "the ability to read/write simple programs; BASIC is
frequently mentioned as the programming language required."4 5 In 1985, results of an42
Snyder
43

and Palmer, 1986, 122, 142.
Classroom observation.
44See Patricia Relf Hanavan, Basic Computing A and Basic Computing B (grades 1 and 2);
Patricia Relf Hanavan, Shelley Chasen, Sylvia B. Cohen, Basic Computing C (grade 3); and Shelley
Chasen and Sylvia B. Cohen, Basic Computing D, Basic Computing E, and Basic Computing
F (grades 4, 5, and 6). New York, NY: Scholastic Inc., 1984.
45
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other survey listed several programming-related items among the ten computer-literacy
topics appearing most frequently in the literature: "being able to write algorithms or
draw flowcharts when using computers to solve problems, knowing programming language commands, and being able to write computer programs."4" Acton, Massachusetts's
computer-literacy handbook (1983) lists two "essential areas," one of which is computer
programming. 4

Virginia's certified computer-literacy teachers must be able to "write

a simple program" to solve a given problem. 4' In Tennessee, high-school graduates are
required to have "a modest ability to use a programming language."49 In two New York
City guides to computer literacy, most of the curriculum modules focus on programming.
The guide for intermediate and secondary grades contains 40 lessons, 27 of which are
about BASIC. The guide for elementary grades contains 53 modules on Logo and 23 on
"Computer Literacy and the BASIC Language" (most of which are about BASIC).

0

A variety of arguments are used to justify the inclusion of programming in a computerliteracy course. Some people claim that learning to program makes one better understand
the powers and limitations of computing. One Oregon school district has a mandated
6-week, 30-hour, middle-school computer course that "familiarizes students with ...
beginning programming skills."

The district's computer coordinator explains why pro-

gramming is included: "You can be more forgiving of the computer's limits and more
understanding about why it's doing what it's doing, or failing to do, if you have some level
- and it doesn't have to be advanced - of programming competence." 51 The coordinator may have added the caveat about not needing "advanced" programming competence
because his district used tiny computers (8 kilobytes of memory), too small for students
to acquire genuine programming competence, let alone understand the powers or limits
of the much larger computers that run important real-world applications.
Other people believe that a major goal of computer-literacy education is to enable
46Cheng

and Stevens, 10.
Marianne Gonzalez, 1.
48
Pipho, 101.
49
Bailey and Tidwell, 24.
5"Computer Literacy:
Elementary Grades and Computer Literacy: Intermediate and
Secondary Grades (Brooklyn, New York: Board of Education, City of New York, 1983).
5 David Hawley, Computer
Literacy (Oregon: Oregon School Study Council, 1984) 14-16. Printed
as OSSC Bulletin, 27, 8 (April 1984). Quoting Jack Turner.
47
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people to conirol computers - John Kemeny talks about learning to "make them [computers] do what you want them to do"5 2 - and that programming instruction is necessary
to achieve this control. But the programming instruction I know of in existing computerliteracy classes is far too superficial to enable students to write meaningful programs or
otherwise exert meaningful control over computers.
Still others claim that teaching programming is a means to teach other, more important skills, typically logical thinking skills:
"In computer literacy, we don't really teach programming as such. We introduce them to programming concepts. We're teaching them structure, we're
teaching them logical thinking .
"... if programming and algorithms do not become part of the learning pack-

age for developing computer literacy, the learner is deprived of the opportunity to develop, in the context of computer hardware, appropriate cognitive
54
structures for problem solving."

This argument for computer-literacy education is reminiscent of earlier arguments, for
instance, arguments for universal education in Latin. I call this the mental-discipline
argument for programming and discuss it (and the lack of justification for it) in Chapter
5.
When pressed, many computer-literacy teachers who include a programming component in their courses do not know why they are teaching programming. Often under
pressure to construct a computer-literacy curriculum quickly and with little support,
teachers must fill class time by "exposing" students to whatever software can be acquired most easily.
Where programming is part of a computer-literacy course at the primary- or secondary-school level, it means programming in Logo (a language used only in schools) or
BASIC (a language widely denounced by computer professionals).
512Roberts,

Freqently, BASIC

Scholastic Computing, 41. Interview with John Kemeny.
Hawley, 10. Quoting Jim Neideigh, district computer-education specialist.
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is included gratis with the small computers that are most often bought or donated for
school use. BASIC is so often part of the educational-computing package that one textbook refers to it as being "built into the machine" and informs readers that, if they are
to cummunicate with a computer at all, they must learn BASIC."5 A computer-literacy
activity book for elementary and middle-school students states that "Most microcomputers have a BASIC translator built into their circuitry - that is, BASIC is included in
the price of the machine."

6

Since schools struggle to afford computers, the incentive to

use free software is great.
Logo also is often included with a basic educational computer package. Moreover,
the education literature has been flooded with enthusiastic articles about Logo. Since
computer-literacy teachers do not have the time (and often not the necessary skills)
to evaluate the mountain of "education" software, the incentive to use software that
everyone else is using is great. There is no time to question the fact that the alleged
benefits of Logo have not been well evaluated:
"Most authors of articles on Logo and its uses perceive little need to justify
Logo at all; it has been accepted by educators already. Indeed, Logo seems to
have become something of a cult within education. D.D. Thornburg, author
of seven books on Logo, states that many converts 'accepted (Logo's) benefits
on faith and felt that criticizing Logo ... bordered on sacrilege.'

Although

Logo is now some twenty years old, there has been relatively little empirical
research conducted to either refute or support the claims of Papert and his
disciples.

" 57

Whatever the justification for teaching programming, the classroom experiences I
know about are dismal. As with applications software, students' exposure to programming is minimal, if for no other reason than the lack or poor quality of equipment
"sStephen Radin and Harold M. Greenberg, Computer Literacy for School Administrators &
Supervisors (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1983) 59.
"6International Council for Computers in Education, Computer Literacy Activities for Elementary & Middle School Students (Oregon: ICCE, 1984) 23.
5 7Wesley A. Many, et al., "The Effect of Learning to Program in Logo on Reasoning Skills of Junior
High School Students," Journal of EducationalComputing Research, 4, 2 (1988) 204.
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(discussed, along with other classroom problems, in Chapter 3). Lack of teacher training, often aggravated by bad teaching materials, is another problem. One textbook talks
about "controlling the computer with quality programming,""8 but typical computerliteracy teachers are not proficient programmers and are never taught about "quality"
programming concepts such as structured programming.
Although documentation is critically important in real-world programming, it is often
absent from programming instruction in computer-literacy classes. In one test of the
cognitive effects of programming, students were asked to choose the "function of program
documentation" from the following:
* "To store the program on a disk safely
" To ensure program success
* To write down codes using a programming language" 59
Such a trivial reference to documentation in a test reflects classroom instruction that
typically makes no mention of, for instance, the relationship between documentation and
program maintainability or comprehensibility.
It is senseless even to talk about "quality" programming in most classes, since classroom exposure to programs is so superficial. A course description might include "learning
what computer programming is all about. The main goal should be to acquaint students
with a first-hand knowledge of what computer languages is [sic] and what it means to
write programs."'

A typical course focuses on the syntax of a few programming-language

commands and the ability to read and write the simplest of programs.
One particularly impressive definition of computer literacy includes this:
"An indirect but important set of skills for computer literacy is the evaluation
of computer-stored data and the models used in its manipulation. Evaluation
includes the following:
"8Radin and Greenberg, 6.

"9Tina T. Cheng, Barbara Plake, and Dorothy Jo Stevens, "A Validation Study of the Computer
Literacy Examination: Cognitive Aspect," AEDS Journal, 18, 3 (Spring 1985) 150.
"°Geoffrey Akst, "Computer Literacy: An Interview with Dr. Michael Hoban." Journal of Developm,-ntal Education, 8, 2 (1985) 17. Quoting M. Hoban.
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" identifying the premises underlying a data structure,
" determine the appropriateness of program operations, and
* assessing the validity and reliability of the outcomes."

1

Concepts such as data structure or program reliability are not mentioned in any of the
computer-literacy classes, curricula, and textbooks I studied. What can a student learn
about high-quality programming by being exposed to 10-line BASIC programs? Moreover, students are not made aware of just how merely introductory their programming
exposure is.
The NAEP reported distinctly negative results in its survey of students' understanding
of computer programming:
"As a whole, students knew little about programming in the languages most
commonly taught in schools ....It can be argued that only small numbers

of students have experience with programming languages. But the picture
is changed only moderately when observations are confined to students who
said they know the languages.

... Most students appear to have had diffi-

culty answering the assessment questions. No grade averaged even 50 percent
Overall performance appears to be disappointing."6 2
correct ....

In a typical NAEP survey question, 69% of 11th graders could not select the correct
definition for algorithm from the following multiple-choice list:
" A step-by-step process for solving a given type of problem.
" A word processing program for the computer language ALGOL.
" A special procedure for interpreting computer output.
63
" A special program for algebra.

6 t Longstreet and Sorant, 118.
6 National Assessment of Educational
63

Ibid., 13.

Progress, 25, 28.
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This is not surprising to anyone who observes computer-literacy classes, in which "algorithm" is considered a sophisticated concept and is rarely discussed.
A more typical computer-literacy test question, which reflects course content, asks
students to match a list of programming-language names with application areas; e.g.,
"COBOL" is correctly matched with "business." Another test question lists a five-line
BASIC program consisting entirely of PRINT statements, and asks students to make a
series of changes; e.g., add a line that causes the computer to print a particular phrase.

4

Both questions are intended for students who have completed a programming component
of a computer-literacy course.
In one survey of programming instruction, the Bank Street College of Education interviewed students who studied Logo. The students had significant misconceptions about
the concept of a program, what happens inside the computer, recursive programming,
saving and recalling programs, and the concept of an algorithm. The researchers concluded: "the progress of even the most advanced students could be hindered by their
inadequate mental models of Logo. ... the children we studied had neither deep knowledge of Logo nor explicit problem-solving strategies ..."65
Another study, of high-school students who were taught programming, concluded
this: "All measures of programming skill showed that the students had gained only a
modest understanding of any of the languages taught." Most students did not understand
flow of control, order of execution, recursion, values of variables that are incremented,
and even some basic programming-language commands.

Few students used variables

or subprocedures; instead, most students wrote linear, brute-force programs or were
unable to solve assignments at all. Few students could accurately predict the output of
a program that had an iterative structure with conditional tests and multiple variables
to be incremented.6 6
64

"Assessments for Computer Literacy," Dayton, Ohio: Dayton Public School System (1986) 1-2.
Ronald Mawby, et al., "Structured Interviews on Children's Conceptions of Computers," Technical
Report No. 19, Center for Children and Technology, Bank Street College of Education (February 1984)
65

36.
6

D. Midian Kurland, et al., "A Study of the Development of Programming Ability and Thinking
Skills in High School Students," Journal of Educational Computing Research, 2, 4 (1986) 40-43.
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2.5

Jobs in Computing

Many computer-literacy courses discuss "careers in computing."

The Salem, Oregon

school district offers computer literacy in all its middle and high schools. Its course goals
include: "Be aware of career opportunities related to computers. Be aware of current
uses of computers."

67

The usual motivation for telling students about jobs in computing is a belief that
these students are entering a world in which most, if not all jobs will involve computers. Much of the time in computer-literacy classes is spent on what may be viewed as
vocational education, concentrating on the mechanics of operating machines, running application programs, and learning jargon. But the job market in computing is overrated
by computer-literacy textbooks, which imply that any computer experience whatsoever
will assure students of good jobs:
"Schools need to teach students the skills that are fast becoming passports to
better-paying jobs. These skills include word processing techniques, calculating routines, alternative ways of transmitting data, and the use of electronic
6
mail and electronic bulletin boards." 8

The only jobs for which these skills might be considered particularly important are lowpaying clerical positions. As I discuss in Chapter 5, few jobs in which people use computers require people to know how anything about computers.

2.6

Social Impacts of Computers

"Social impacts" is a catch-all phrase that encompasses computer uses, computer ethics,
and legal implications of computers. One education-journal article about computer literacy argues for a substantial social-impacts component in computer-literacy courses: "To
6
68

Hawley, 18.

William J.Ridley and McAllister, H. Hull, Jr., "Transforming American Education: Reducing the
Risk to the Nation. A Report to the Secretary of Education, United States Department of Education, by
the National Task Force on Educational Technology" (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Education,
Office of Educational Research and Improvement, April 1986) 15.
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be literate means to understand how computers and other aspects of modern technology
affect and interact with every aspect of our life: in school, on the job, in the home and
at play. Students should understand how to cope with the changing technology and how
to interact with the many applications of computers around us."6 9 But, as the article's
author complains, most computer-literacy classes do not impart understanding of social
impacts of computing, because most class time is spent on the mechanics of operating
the machines.
Many course descriptions include general topics such as "how computers are changing
our lives," "proper and improper uses of computers," "what's good about them - and
what's dangerous," or "an awareness of the public debate over how computers may or
should affect our social institutions and our individual lives."

°

In the classroom, "social

effects of computers" means a brief mention of the fact that some people lose their
jobs because of computer automation.

"Computer ethics" means a brief mention of

computer crime. Ethics discussions in computer-literacy classes include nothing about
whistleblowing, the largest category in the literature about computer ethics and an area
of active discussion in the computer community. "Legal aspects of computers" means a
little more than a warning to students that they should not make their own copies of
software disks they use in class.
A sixth-grade computer-literacy workbook has a section on "People and Computers."
It consists of four cartoons with a list of captions below each cartoon. The student is
asked to select the most appropriate caption from each list. The correct answers are:
1. "Many people believe that computers can do everything, but computers cannot
work without people.
2. Computers are not only for playing games.
3. The word bug has a special meaning in computer language.
4. Some people think that computers waiat the same things as humans."
6 9Alan
70

Neibauer, "The Computer Literacy Myth," T.H.E. Journal (February 1985) 89.

Roberts, Scholastic Computing, 1, 41 (interview with John Kemeny).
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According to the "Skills Chart" at the back of the book, this exercise is the entire coverage
for the following "skill": "Recognizing social and other non-technicaI implications of using
computers." 71

Classroom and textbook coverage of the impacts of computers is quite optimistic.
Computer-literacy classes ignore or treat only lightly the weaknesses and negative impacts of computer applications. For instance, students are told that the FBI uses computers to store information on crimes and criminals. They are not told that surveys of
the record quality of these files revealed that as many as 72% of some files' records were
inaccurate, incomplete, and/or ambiguous. 72 Students are told that the Department of
Health and Human Services uses computers to maintain information on senior citizens
eligible for Social Security benefits, but they are not aware that the huge system is so
incomprehensible that SSA programmers are afraid to try to correct problems by modifying the software.

3

Students are told about allegedly high-productivity uses of computers

in factories, but they do not discuss job losses due to computer automation - except to
be assured that they need not be troubled by such job losses, because laid-off factory
employees can simply get new jobs repairing computerized equipment. 4 Such teaching
cheerfully ignores evidence that factory workers' skills are distinct from computer-repair
skills, retraining programs are rare, and some companies install computerized equipment
explicitly to reduce the size of their labor force, hence have more interest in firing employees than in transferring them to other positions. Computer-literacy classes do not
consider uses of computers that are among the most ethically problematic for computer
professionals - military uses, such as in autonomous weapons.
71

Chasen and Cohen, Basic Computing F, 62-63.
See Kenneth C. Laudon, Dossier Society: Value Choices in the Design of National Information Systems (New York: Columbia University Press, 1986). See also U.S. Congress, Office of
Technology Assessment, "Federal Government Information Technology: Electronic Record Systems and
Individual
Privacy," OTA-CIT-296 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1986).
73
Hearsay, SSA project at Computer Corporation of America.
74
Roberts, Understanding Computers, 59.
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Powers and Limits of Computers

Underlying educators' enthusiasm about computer-literacy classes is the belief that learning about computers will enable students to control the computers in their lives and to
be wise citizens in an "information age." Computer-literacy skills, it is argued, will help
equip today's students to be tomorrow's technological decision-makers. According to
this argument, only a computer-literate population will be able to intelligently evaluate computer uses, identify problems and potential problems, and resist dangerous and
otherwise undesirable new systems. I believe that education about computers that emphasizes informed evaluation of computer uses is important; but this sort of "computer
literacy" would require an accurate and profound understanding of the powers and limits
of computers, issues that are covered at best superficially in typical computer-literacy
classes.
Often, the level of explanation is simplistic to the point of inaccuracy.

Genuine

understanding of the powers of computers is stymied by the oversimplified models of
computing put forth in computer-literacy classes. One textbook teaches that computers
just work with numbers. 5 This entirely misses the point that computers derive most of
their power from their ability to process abstract symbols. Most computers at work in
the real world spend little time "crunching" numbers.
On one computer-literacy test, the correct answer to the question "How does a computer solve a problem?" was "It follows instructions to do what it is programmed to
do." 76 A textbook states: "A computer can't do anything by itself. It must be told
exactly what to do and how to do it. " 77 And in classes I observed, this is exactly what

students are taught: computers do (only) what they are told to do. This is comforting
but, as every computer professional knows, it is dangerously misleading; more on this in
Chapter 6.
Genuine understanding of the limits of computers is also stymied by superficial classroom coverage. One list of objectives for computer-literacy education includes this: "Lim7

1Jack

L. Roberts, Scholastic Computing, 5.

76Cheng,

Plake, and Stevens, 148.
Scholastic Computing, 10.

77Roberts,
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itations: ... focus on developing a general sense of the capabilities and limitations of computing machines. Examples of computer limitations include the facts that computers do
not have feelings and consciousness, nor are they able to make value judgements.... , s

But while computers cannot "make" value judgments, computer systems embody the
value judgements of their designers. To understand the limitations of computer simulations, for example, one must know that they are abstractions of reality that are "loaded
with judgements about what to include and what to leave out."'

a

A computer-literacy curriculum guide states that after taking the course described
in the guide, "Students will be able to discuss the limitations of the computer - such
as its inability to synthesize information, and originate new ideas."'

But computer

systems can combine and manipulate information and can interact with other systems in
ways that are novel and entirely unexpected, even to the people who programmed those
systems. This behavior is characteristic of most large computer applications. People who
are unaware of it, its sources and consequences, do not understand one of the most basic
limitations of computer use.
Inaccurate and superficial classroom materials nurture inaccurate and superficial models of computing. When the Bank Street College of Education studied one computer-rich
school, they found that students developed important misconceptions about computing.
The students had incorrect models of the inner workings of computers and the powers and
limits of computers, and they "knew nothing" of the fundamental notion of the computer
as an abstract computational device."1 Another study reached a similar conclusion:
"Most students do not understand the general limitations of computers. For
instance, more than half of the 1,500 students tested believe that 'computers
help people make decisions by providing correct answers to any question.'
While those with no prior exposure to computers were more likely to give the
"SRonald E. Anderson and Daniel L. Klassen, "A Conceptual Framework for Developing Computer
Instruction," AEDS Journal,4, 3 (Spring 1981) 144.
Literacy
79
Snyder and Palmer, 1986, 122.
8 0Center

for Learning Technologies, State Education Department, Computer Literacy: An Introduction 77. Quoting Pat Walkington, "Curriculum Guide for Beginning Computer Literacy and
Programming in BASIC," Phoenix, Arizona.

" t Ronald Mawby, et al.
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incorrect response to this item, 43% of the students with computer programming experience also answered incorrectly. ... It is clear ... that students lack

realistic views and basic knowledge of computers and that mere exposure to
8 2
computers does not automatically eradicate misconceptions."

Development of an informed critical attitude about computers is undermined by some
schools' explicit determination to "teach" students to think positively about computers.
In a list of the ten most important computer-literacy topics, Nebraska secondary-school
educators included "having positive attitudes about computers." sa A wider survey of
educators' views about computer literacy, which generated a prioritized list of topics,
placed "having positive attitudes" in the upper half of the list.84 One article included
the following objectives for computer-literacy classes:
* "Enjoys and desires work or play with computers, especially computer-assisted
learning.
* Describes past experiences with computers with positive-affect words, like fun, exciting, challenging, and so on.
* Given an opportunity, spends some free time using a computer." s"
As early as third grade, the NAEP found that more students said they liked using computers than had ever used computers!8" Students may be influenced not only by positively
biased curricula but also by positively biased media reporting about computers (not to
mention computer-company advertisements).
Most disturbing is the dangerously misleading statement in all computer-literacy education, that computers just follow instructions:
"Computers can only do what people tell them to do in a program. If a
computer does not get clear instructions, it won't do anything. If something
8 2Anderson

and Klassen, 141-142.
s 3Cheng and Stevens, 10.
84Ibid., 12.
"5David C. Johnson, et al., "Computer Literacy - What Is It?" Mathematics Teacher, 73, 2 (February
1980) 94.
"6 National Assessment of Educational Progress, 32-33.
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is wrong in a program, the corniputer will tell you by saying ERROR. Then
87
you must correct the mistake."

Many of the large programs on which we depend are so complex that no one understands
how the system of which they are a part functions. It is this more subtle level of explanation that is necessary for informed, critical decision-making about the uses and abuses
of computers.
Computer-literacy education primarily teaches recognition - of jargon, components,
and applications - on very simple computers, and at a superficial depth of mere multiplechoice "awareness." It produces students who believe themselves to be "computer literate" but who know nothing about real-world computing. Recognition is not the same as
understanding.

"7Shelley Chasen and Sylvia B. Cohen, Basic Computing E, 60.

Chapter 3
Educators' Perspectives
Most of the teachers I interviewed recited a litany of problems with computers in their
schools. Many complain that there is not enough equipment. The hardware that their
schools can afford is at the inexpensive end of the personal-computer spectrum; these are
small machines that are relatively hard to use, with constraints that can affect educational
objectives (e.g., some of the word-processing programs that run on small machines can
manipulate only very short papers). There is universal agreement that the quality of
most "educational" software is abysmal.'
Many teachers are frustrated by the lack of training they receive in the use of computers. In one school, teacher training consisted of one hour of instruction given by the
local Radio Shack store, provided gratis with the purchase of Radio Shack computers
for the school. Some teachers who are required to teach computer literacy are given no
training whatsoever and feel that they get insufficient ongoing support. Some districts
have mandated computer-literacy courses and no computer-literacy curricula, mandated
courses and no computer coordinator, or mandated courses and no funds allocated for
computers. Even people who specialize as computer coordinators are trained primarily
in fields other than computing. Few people with significant computer training consider
working under the conditions that characterize primary- and secondary-school teaching.
Other problems exist in the support environment that is needed with computers; too
lInformation presented in this Chapter is based largely on interviews and classroom observation
conducted in several school districts in Massachusetts. My interview and observation data are supported
by many references in the education literature that discuss education nationwide.
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little funding is available for hardware maintenance and software review, not to mention
continued investment in new hardware (conaputers become obsolete very fast). Schools
may not fully appreciate the enormous extent of these support costs. It is not in the
interest of computer salespeople to emphasize these costs.
Computer-literacy curriculum development also gets short shrift. There are districts
that buy computers but have no idea how they will use them. There are districts that
require computer-literacy courses but have neither course curricula nor the resources to
develop such curricula. One district created a new position, computer coordinator, but
it still has no computer curriculum; their computer coordinator wrote th., in a report:
"Curriculum Development: A written core curriculum does not exist. Thus,
the use of computer technology as a tool for instruction is not identified. Staff
Development: A core academic curriculum does not exist. Thus, the existing
staff development model for computer education is not driven by the core
academic goals for the City. ... There currently exists no written document

that outlines what practices are going on within the system as it relates to
the use of computers to achieve curriculum goals." 2
Although many schools have installed computers, a two-year survey of 2,500 schools
3
found no evidence of substantive curriculum changes because of computers.

Despite its shortcomings, the present environment of school computing has been
achieved only at great cost relative to school budgets. Funding for computers seldom
comes from new sources, but from grants and school budgets that are already severely
strained. In 1983, money spent on software and computer hardware in schools totaled
one-third of all money spent on books in all subject areas and all grades. 4 Time is another hard-pressed scarce resource, as computer literacy or any other new topic cannot
be added to the curriculum without either extending class time or taking time away from
other topics.
2 Krepelka,

"Action Plan," 11, 16.
Peariman, Educational Computer Operations, System Specialist, Boston Public Schools.
"Computers and Education," talk given in a series on Computers and Society, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, 19 March 1985.
4Henry Jay Becker, "Computers in Schools Today: Some Basic Considerations," American Journal
of Education, 93, 1 (November 1984) 22.
3Robert
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School systems rarely consider such critical tradeoffs of money and time explicitly.
The standard operating procedure for schools has been to buy computers before thinking
about software and to buy both hardware and software before thinking about teacher
preparation. Curriculum development comes later still. Schools rarely stop to consider
whether computers can contribute meaningfully to educational programs; if they do consider this, it is usually only after making significant investments in computer instruction.
There is no denying the fact that many educators are enthusiastic about having
computers in schools. Compared to the normally slow, staid progress of the educational
system, the introductiun of computers has been a cultural explosion. Multiple streams
of influence contribute to teachers' motivations to use computers; they often have little
to do with education.

Indeed, many teachers who are enthusiastic about computer-

literacy education do not place computer literacy near the top of their lists of educational
priorities. To begin to understand their motivations, one must consider computer literacy
in the broader context of the educational system as viewed through teachers' eyes. For
instance, teachers cannot help but 1c' impressed by the prestige conveyed by computer
use in schools, even where more basic facilities are lacking. The single most prominent
theme to emerge from my discussions with teachers about computer literacy is their
sense of being pressured to use computers. This and other major concerns of classroom
educators about computer-literacy education are discussed below.

3.1

Hardware and Software

One of the most surprising aspects of the strong rhetoric in favor of computer-literacy
education is that so many people have spent so much time discussing the impact of a
machine to which students and teachers alike have so little access. Teachers who use
or want to use computers in their classrooms complain chronically about the lack of
hardware. They are right -

financial investments in hardware that are large by school

standards brought the typical school (K-12) to a ratio of only 1 computer for roughly
every 40 students, as of April 1986, when the last large-scale survey was done.'
'Ridley and Hull, 11.

The
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same ratio was reported in a large survey done in the spring of 1985. The 1985 survey
also reported the following figures:
* 86% of U.S. schools had at least one computer for instruction, 63% had 5 or more,
and 24% had 15 or more. The median was 8 computers per school.
" The median percentage of students who used computers in an average week was
30% in K-6, 25% in middle schools, and 21% in high schools.
" The median amount of computer use per student per week was 35 minutes in K-6,
1.5 hours in middle school, and 1.8 hours in high school.
" The most active 10% of students accounted for 33% of the time that computers
are used in schools. The most active 25% of students accounted for 60% of the
computer use.
" The median number of hours per week that school computers were in use was 15
in K-6, 20 in middle schools, and 23 in high schools. 6
The problem of lack of hardware is compounded by the inadequacy of the hardware
that schools typically can afford to buy. The small computers that students are typically
exposed to in school are extremely limited in what they can do; for instance, in the length
of document that they enable students to process. Graphics or sound, wht_-e available,
are crude. These and other inadequacies produce what one prominent computer scientist
7
calls "kindergarten-level training" in computers.

Poor facilities for computer-literacy education affect teachers' lives in ways not necessarily directly related to computer-literacy education. The scarcity of computers creates
a logistical nightmare for the school administration and particularly for already overburdened teachers who are required to teach computer literacy. School computers are either
hoarded in one room or dispersed sparsely throughout individual classrooms. If they are
6 Becker,
7

"Instructional Uses of School Computers" (June 1986) 2, 5, 6.

Daniel D. McCracken, "A Skeptical View of Computer Literacy," SIGCSE Bulletin, 16, 1 (Febru-

ary 1984) Appendix A, Proceedings 15th ACM SIGCSE Technical Symposium on Computer Science
Education, 5.
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gathered together in a separate computer lab, teachers must figure out how to fit lab
time into the school week. When !ab time is a particularly scarce resource, teachers sign
up for it in advance, then arrange the rest of their schedule around the computer lab.
Few computer labs contain as many machines as there are students in a typical class,
so students must either share machines or use them on a rotating basis. Shared used
may have the potential for interesting collaborations among groups of students, but
khus far, there is little software or curriculum materials that tap this potential.

In

addition, successful supervision of collaborative work is especially demanding on the
teacher. Rotating use is the norm when computers are dispersed throughout classrooms,
typically giving each teacher one or two machines. This can lead to serious classroommanagement problems: teachers may feel that they need to spend an inordinate amount
of time "directing traffic." The even smaller number of printers also affects class plans;
teachers may have to set aside enough class time for everyone to line up and print
hardcopy versions of their work before class ends, or students may leave their computer
8
classes with no written product to review.

The outdated machines that characterize school computer labs can run only limited
software; that is, only software which runs on extremely small machines. Much of the recently well reviewed educational software (e.g., complicated simulations or environments
for exploring mathematics, science, and other subjects) needs more storage capacity than
that found in a typical school computer. Such software runs on machines that are much
too expensive for schools to afford; often, the software itself :s too expensive for schools
to afford. The hardware limitations of school computers rule out, for instance, the use of
contemporary, icon-based, WYSIWYG ("what you see is what you get") word-processing
software. Other examples are spreadsheet and database-management software designed
to run on typical school computers. Many teachers and students are left to contend with
word-processing (or other) programs that are hard to learn and to use and that have long
since been replaced by better software in, for instance, much of the commercial workplace
that does word processing.
8

Classroom observation.
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When programming (as opposed to applications software) is included in computerliteracy classes, it can be done only in relatively unsupportive software environments:
"Good programming environments ...make ...coding ...far more efficient,
In contrast,
allowing the programmer to concentrate on higher level issues ....

the programming environments provided for today's school microcomputers
are so impoverished ...that entering the code for a program and getting it to
9
execute correctly is the central problem."

Software designers producing programs for the pre-college educational market must seriously compromise their programs (e.g., in terms of ease of use, as manifested in the quality
of user interfaces) because of limitations of the typical school computers on which those
programs will run. In short, schools attempting to plan for computer use often find that
issues unrelated to educational needs and goals severely constrain what they can do with
computers at all, let alone educationally.
The vast majority of "educational" software (including software designated for
computer-literacy classes and other subjects) is widely denounced by educators as not
satisfying their curriculum needs. Teachers I have seen reviewing a variety of school software have criticized programs because of instructions that were confusing, incomplete,
or written at the wrong grade level, because of poor pedagogy, poor choice of colors,
and inadequate documentation. Few educational software programs are field tested before distribution.' 0 One paper, about a district that is proud of its computer-literacy
program, says this: "In at least one regard, South Brunswick is just like every other
school district that uses computers. Everyone there agrees that the available educational
software is, for the most part, terrible.""
9

Roy D. Pea and D. Midian Kurland, "On the Cognitive Effects of Learning Computer Programming:
A Critical Look" (New York: Bank Street College of Education, Center for Children and Technology,
January 1984), Technical Report No. 9, 10.
"Curt Dudley-Marling and Ronald D. Owston, "The State of Educational Software: A CriterionBased Evaluation," EducationalTechnology, XXVII, 3 (March 1987) 25.
llDennis A. Williams, "How One School Does It Right," Article 20 in Terence R. Cannings and
Stephen W. Brown, eds., The Information Age Classroom: Using the Computer as a Tool
(Irvine, California: Franklin, Beedle & Associates, 1986) 96.
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Software-evaluation organizations rate the majority of commercially available educational software as just plain bad. According to the Educational Products Information
Exchange (EPIE), only 5% of the software they evaluated as of 1985 was "exemplary,"
and about 25% did not meet either their minimum standards or standards set by the
California State Department of Education in its "Guidelines for Educational Software
Evaluation for California Schools."'

2

Another softwdre-evaluation service, MicroSIFT.

"highly recommended" only 17% of the software it evaluated (up to 1985). 13 In 1984, a
Canadian software project in the province of Alberta was unable to recommend nine out
14
of ten software products reviewed for use in schools.

Teachers' and educational organizations' claims of poor quality software are supported
by a study in which computer-literacy tests were given to more than 3,000 students at
3 grade levels in 115 schools. Test questions were based on instructional objectives from
computer-education cuirl.ula nationwide. Students who were trained with computerliteracy software averaged only 50% correct in all grades.'"
Some software publishers are book publishers who know little about software but are
pressured to include it in their educational materials. Many of them turn existing textbooks into software, producing workbook-like programs known as "drill-and-practice."
So much "educational" software is of the drill-and-practice variety that most of the computer time in elementary schools is devoted to drill-and-practice programs.' 6 While this
type of software is easy for teachers to insert into an existing curriculum and to use,
many teachers (and students) quickly grow bored with it.
"On the whole, skill-oriented software is very similar to workbooks in content,
with the exception that these 'workbooks' move. ... The question here is not
'Why use a microcomputer?' but rather 'Why use workbooks, animated or
not, with young children?""

7

"Dudley-Marling and Owston, 26.
13Ibid.

141bid.

"5 Roy M. Gabriel, "Computer Literacy Assessment and Validation: Empirical Relationships at Both
Student and School Levels," Journalof Educational Computing Research, 1, 1 (1985) 419.

' 6 Art Levine, "Something doesn't quite compute," U.S. News & World Report, 101, 19 (10 November
1986) 78.
17Cuffaro, 562.
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That is, we should not use computers to bring out the worst we have to offer in educational materials. For their focus on uninspired software, Judah Schwartz, Director of
Harvard's Educational Technology Center, feels that most software publishers are "be18

neath contempt."

The hardware and software problems that characterize computer-literacy education
are unlikely to disappear soon. With few exceptions, the educational-software market
is responding to the uncritical demand for software by quickly mass-producing huge
quantities of low-quality programs. Research and development of higher quality software, designed to satisfy teachers' curriculum needs, are rare. The U.S. school system
is not in the business of funding software development.

"Computers and education"

work in the computer-science community is focused mainly on sophisticated simulations
and mic;oworlds (e.g., to help teach physics) that are not relevant to computer-literacy
programs and that run on machines that are more powerful and expensive than typical school computers. It is unclear how schools could finance the acquisition of more
expensive machines.
As scarce as computers are in schools, there are many more computers than ancillary
equipment and supplies needed for computer-literacy instruction. I visited an affluent
suburban private school that had a full-time computer coordinator, but because of a
shortage of software, disks had to be shared among students. 19 Because a typical school
computer lab has only one or two printers, teachers may have to end class early, to
give students enough time to line up and print their work. If the teacher decides that
class time is more important than printing time, the students may not be able to print
anything; instead, they must wait until their next computer class to review and continue
their work.
These are the situations that have spawned computer-literacy textbooks and curricula
designed to teach the use of computers, but with little or no actual use of computers:
"Even with the most generous budget, schools introducing computers for student courses
must plan for a rotating use of each terminal. In other words, the average CL course
8 Judah

Schwartz, "Software to Think With," talk presented at CPSR/Boston meeting (Computer

Professionals
for Social Responsibility) 2/17/88.
9 Classroom observation.
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has a built-in premise: at least part of it must be taught without a computer."2"

In

one computer-literacy activity book, 11 of the 12 activities do not involve the use of a
computer; the one activity that does require a computer calls for a total of 15-30 minutes
21
of hands-on access.

To understand the role of even the most limited computer facilities in schools, it helps
to know something about overall school facilities and resources:
" Many primary- and secondary-school teachers work in environments that are quite
literally decaying physically. A report on urban schools, recently issued by the
Institute for Educational Leadership, found that the backdrop for teaching is often
leaking roofs, burned-out lights, and broken toilets. 2

The findings of this report

are consistent with other national and state surveys. In 1983, there was a $25
billion backlog of school repair and renovation work; today, maintenance in many
schools is emergency-driven at best.2 3 Maintenance is such a serious problem that,
according to teachers, if physical conditions are to be even tolerable, the school's
principal must take an active role in selecting and monitoring the school's custodial
staff.
* Studies of schools have noted persistent, serious shortages of basic pedagogical and
other necessary resources. Many schools do not have enough textbooks, reading
kits, desks, blackboards, dictionaries, science equipment, lab workbooks, typewriters, and even pencils and paper. The Institute for Educational Leadership reported
that "In most schools, there was a 'rationing atmosphere' about basic supplies"

24

(my emphasis). Of 31 schools surveyed, 25 reported less than adequate resources,
citing insufficient supplies of materials, equipment, and staff. In some cases, teachers and principals are driven to buy their own supplies, ranging from blackboards
to toilet paper, using their own money.
20Roberts,

Scholastic Computing, 3.
Literacy Activities for Elementary & Middle School Students, 10.
B. Corcoran, Lisa J. Walker, and J.Lynne White, "Working in Urban Schools" (Washington,
D.C.:
Institute for Educational Leadership, 1988) 11.
23
Ibid.
24
Ibid., 28.
2 1Computer
22Thomas
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Space is also in short supply: Some teachers conduct classes in auditoriums or other
large spaces, where classroom areas are demarcated by movable partitions. In these
"rooms," noise from classes on the other side of the partitions is clearly audible and
obviously disruptive. Some teachers conduct classes in closets or in small lounges,
25
where they are disturbed by people passing through on their way to bathrooms.
"Floating" teachers, with no classroom of their own, are common.
* Teachers have limited access to basic office equipment, including copy machines,
telephones, audio-visual equipment, and typewriters. Copying facilities are a particular problem; copy machines are often considered a luxury, and access to them
is severely limited. In some cases, only administrative personnel may use a school's
copy machine, and teachers are relegated to ancient mimeograph machines. The
Institute for Educational Leadership's report noted a school that had exceptionally
good resources. In that school, teachers had purchased their own copier, financed
with the proceeds of candy sales they held on their own time throughout the year.
The teachers continued to hold these sales to obtain funds for supplies and maintenance, even after th machine was purchased.
I met several teachers who were thrilled about the prospect of having a computer
at their school, not because they felt it could contribute to their educational goals, but
because they could use it to print their lesson plans and would no longer have to use
"ditto" machines. They had a critical need for office equipment and, in this context,
it made sense for them to view the computer as a copier. I had not even seen a ditto
machine in many years, and I was surprised initially that none of the teachers suggested
addressing the office-equipment problem directly, by purchasing a copier. The teachers
knew that parents and administrators were likely to approve funding for computers but
not for copiers.
To summarize, many primary- and secondary-school teachers work in environments
that they consider professionally unsupportive and personally demoralizing. Working
under such conditions, some teachers do not expect to be successful, whether they are
25

Ibid., 15-16.
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teaching computer literacy or anything else. When computers are introduced in these
environments, often along with much fanfare, some teachers react with enthusiasm. What
is not clear is the extent to which their enthusiasm has anything to do with the educational
value of computers.

Teachers' reactions to school purchases of computers may more

strongly reflect what is bad about schools than what is good about computers.

3.2

Funding

When school districts, state education departments, and so on, decide that their schools
are to teach computer literacy, they are not always forthcoming with funding to support
the endeavor at the individual school level. Funding is needed, on a continuing basis,
for curriculum development, teacher preparation, hardware and software acquisition, and
maintenance. According to a survey by the Education Commission of the States, most
school officials in states with mandated computer-literacy instruction said that no "new or
specific money" was appropriated for the purchase of computers in local school districts.26
I encountered districts with some requirement for computer-literacy instruction but no
resources for curriculum development or teacher training.
From 1981 to 1986, Federal funding to the 44 largest school districts dropped 20%,
and local sources could not provide full replacement revenues."7 In spite of the climate
of strained educational budgets, schools have spent significant amounts of money on
computing.

Schools have financed computer acquisitions in a variety of ways, most

commonly by tapping large portions of discretionary funds, including state and federal
block grants. Sometimes, funds used to buy computers and software are taken directly
out of other budget areas, such as for books and other materials, or for building repair
and maintenance.

In California, one computer-rich class called the SmartClassroom

bought $110,000 worth of electronic equipment; to finance the purchases, "the district
used its share of state lottery proceeds, normally earmarked for teacher salary raises
26

Pipho, 100. Citing "Minimum High School Graduation Course Requirements in the Statcs,' Char-

inghouse Notes, November 1984, Education Commission of the States.
7
1

Corcoran, Walker, and White, 5-6.
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Parental interest in educational computing has played a large role in school-

computer funding: one study showed that about one-quarter of the computers bought
for elementary and secondary education in 1983 were paid for with funds raised by parents
29
explicitly for that purpose.
Despite expenditures for computers that are large by school standards, the computing environments in typical primary and secondary schools are poor. Cost is a deciding
factor in the quality of a school's computer-literacy program. At East Tennessee State
University, software that integrates word processing, spreadsheets, and other applications
was considered preferable pedagogically - preferable to different programs for different
applications, each with its own user interface, documentation, and so on - but the integrated software package was too expensive."a In a class on "Computers and Writing" (for
teachers), the teachers agreed that computerized spelling programs are extremely inconvenient to use on machines with only one disk drive; they also agreed that most of their
schools could not afford to buy two disk drives per machine.""

In one computer-literacy

class, even the small cost of floppy disks was an issue; the teacher told students that
they could avoid buying extra disks - backup disks - by getting a hardcopy printout
after each session.3 2 Another computer-literacy class used a particular word-processing
program not because it was deemed the best such program (or even a good one), but
because the teacher was able to buy 10 copies of the program (a "lab pack") at a reduced cost. Usually, teachers can afford only one or two copies of a program, which must
then be shared r-mong a whole class.33 One computer coordinator commented that when
hardware or software is purchased by a school, not because it is good or fits well into
the curriculum, but because of cost, teachers must adapt to the computers, rather than
vice-versa.
2
David
29

S. Wilson, "Computer's Role in Class Expands," The New York Times (13 April 1988) B:11.
Marc S. Tucker, "Computers in the Schools: What Revolution?" Article 21 in Terence R. Cannings

and Stephen W. Brown, eds., The Information Age Classroom: Using the Computer as a Tool
(Irvine, California: Franklin, Beedle & Associates, 1986) 107.
3°Bailey
and Tidwell, 25.
3 1Ronni L. Rosenberg,
"Computers and Writing," class paper for Ethnographic Research in Educational and Community Settings, Harvard University (May 1985) 32.
32
Classroom observation.
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Moreover, despite the best of intentions on the part of educators to provide equal
access to all students, access to computers is unequal. In 1983, "80% of the 2,000 largest,
richest high schools used computers for instruction, while only 40% of the smaller, poorer
high schools did." 3 4 Similar inequities continue to be documented by more recent studies.
Schools located in high socio-economic areas have more computers than schools located
in low socio-economic areas. Schools with a racially mixed or predominantly minority
student body have fewer computers than other schools.3 5 These gaps grow larger from
middle school to high school. The same surveys indicate that that the most academically
successful students receive the most personalized instruction with computers. With too
few computers to satisfy all the teachers who want or have to use the machines, some
schools must make hard choices about priorities; when one typing teacher wanted to use
the school's computers for word processing, she was told that "computers are only for the
academically talented."

6

In this respect, allocation of computing resources is consistent

with other areas of spending for education.

Such inequities may be systematic, since

part of school budgets comes from local taxes, and funding for computer acquisition
sometimes comes directly from local parents.

3.3

Training: Little Change from
Kindergarten through Graduate School

All the computer-literacy teachers I spoke with were trained as teachers in areas other
than computing.37 Teachers bear most of the burden of implementing computer-literacy
education, but usually they feel they do not have adequate opportunities to prepare
to teach computer-literacy courses. Often, teachers with little or no preparation find
themselves required to teach computer-literacy courses. One woman was put in charge
of introducing computers into a Boston-area school district while she was taking an
3 4Tucker,
3 5 Becker,
36
37

1986, 107. Quoting Markct Data Retrieval press release, October 1983.
"Instructional Uses of School Computers" (August 1986) 11.
Neibauer, 88.

Barbara Doyle, "Should a Computer Literacy Class be the First Required Course for Data Processing
Majors?" SIGCSE Bulletin, 18, 2 (June 1986) 11 [ACM Special Interest Group on Computer Science
Education.] See also National Assessment of Educational Progress, op cit.
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introductory computer-literacy course.
Whatever their motivations for learning about computers, many teachers feel they
get little support for their efforts. In-service computer training is often considered inadequate. Many teachers make heroic efforts to educate themselves with whatever bits
and pieces of information they can gather from friends and colleagues. Some take college
courses in computer literacy or other types of educational computing. These efforts are
made after a work day that, for an average teacher, might include teaching a half-dozen
classes, with a total of 150 students, and taking papers home to grade and lesson plans to
prepare at night. Under such circumstances, teachers are lucky if they can stay a small
step ahead of their students.
Teacher training in computers is minimal in terms of the time devoted to it. Typically,
when such training is available at all, it consists of only a few hours of workshops, during
which teachers primarily listen and have little opportunity to use computers or see them
in use over a long time. In one school, only one instructor with "special training" was
allowed to use the computer equipment; the training consisted entirely of a nine-hour
course at a local computer store.'

A computer-literacy activity book for elementary and

middle-school classes states that a half-day or one-day workshop is sufficient preparation
for teaching a computer-literacy course, for people who have had no prior experience
with computers.

39

The computer training that teachers do receive is user training. Training classes are
designed to impart just enough mechanical knowledge about how to operate the machine
so as not to be overwhelmed by it, not any understanding of how computers work. Training may be done by computer-store representatives who know nothing about educator's
needs or training methods. "Most of the present computer workshops for educators ...
are conducted by specialists with only marginal knowledge of the complexities of elementary education, and there is little connection between the course content and the real
world of the classroom."40
In computer-literacy training classes, computer knowledge is trivialized. In one com3
"Neibauer,
39

88.
1nternational Council for Computers in Education, 9.
4
°Langdon Winner, The Whale and the Reactor, Chicago: University of Press (1986) 155.
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puter workshop for elementary teachers, "the presenter emphasized that 'You don't need
to know anything about how this thing works. Just put the disk in, press RETURN,
and if it doesn't work, try another disk."

4'

An Apple II tutorial disk claims to be an

introduction to the machine but covers only "keyboarding"; at the end, it prints a message on the screen: "Congratulations, you're now a true-blue computer expert."4 2 One
computer coordinator said she considered it a strength of her district that there were no
"specialized" computer teachers; in this environment, she viewed everyone as a computer
43

teacher.

Consider these statements from classroom materials:
"You already know a great deal about computers. You have gained knowledge of computers through reading, watching television, going to movies and
talking to people. Computers have been readily available and widely used in
our society for about twenty years. Just by living in this society, you have
learned a lot about computers ....
You may not be consciously aware of some
of your computer knowledge. For example, our telephone system is heavily
computerized. ... Many of the newspapers and magazines you read are produced using computerized typesetting equipment. Computers may print your
44
paycheck and send withholding data to the Internal Revenue Service."

"... students

are entering college with considerable computer experience.

This student has probably spent several thousand hours playing video games,
45
is very familiar with the state of the art computer graphics [sic] as a result."

But people whose interactions with computers are limited to receiving computerized bills,
reading computer-typeset publications, or playing computer games are computer "users"
only incidentally, and learn nothing about computers through these interactions. In the
absence of adequate training in computers, computer-literacy teachers lack the skills to
41

Calfee, 11.

4 2Classroom
43

observation.
Dennis Williams, 96.
14International Council for Computers in Education, 6.
45Klassen, 43.
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evaluate the materials provided to them, and they face a frightening challenge when the
system does not work as predicted.
Sometimes, the information about computers that is presented to teachers is misleading, confusing, or simply wrong. In one class, I witnessed the following discussion of
operating systems:
"An operating system is a program that tells the computer how to deal with
information - tells it how to move information, how to operate, how to do
things. ... An operating system is done in a lower level language, machine
46
language. It really controls the flow of electricity through the circuits."

Later, when discussing Logo, the teacher explained that "Logo is like an operating system,
another set of instructions to the computer." 4' Videodisks were described as a "sort of
database, sort of an educational medium." 41 When one of the students became confused
about how a videodisk is like a database, the teacher said that the term "database" was
used loosely, "to mean it is a collection of information of the same kind, and you can
49
access each one separately."

Observations I made of teachers learning programming are very similar to observations
others have reported of children learning programming. I cited several such studies in
Chapter 2. Anothe, study, of a class that had 45 hours of intensive Logo instruction
(much more programming instruction than a typical computer-literacy class), noted these
findings:
9 Programming instruction emphasized syntax, not models of how programming languages work. Students "seemed to understand the code in that they gave adequate
glosses of individual lines. But ...many revealed that they did not understand
Logo's control structure well enough to trace the program's execution. ... Even

more failed to understand the most basic fact of flow of control: after a called
"Classroom observation.
47

Ibid.

4

Ibid.

49 Ibid.
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50
procedure is executed, control returns to the next line of the calling procedure."

"

Students often generated effects by trial and error, without any underlying mastery
of the language. "One characteristic of highly interactive programming languages
such as Logo and BASIC is that students can often get the effects they want simply
by repeated trial and error, without any overall plan, without fully understanding
how effects are created, without the use of sophisticated programming techniques,
and without recognizing that a more planful program could be used as a building
block in future programs." 5

"

"Brute force" programming was common, showing little evidence of students engaging in problem decomposition or using language features to structure a solution
to a problem. "For example, if a similar shape is required several times in a program, students will write new code each time the effect is required, rather than
writing one general procedure and calling it repeatedly. Programs thus consist of
long strings of Logo primitives that are nearly impossible, even for the students
who have written them, to read, modify or debug."

2

Introductory programming instruction, at the level found in typical computer-literacy
courses,5 3 emphasizes syntax and superficial mechanics at the expense of correct mental
modcls and deep understanding of programming concepts. This emphasis characterizes
teacher training in programming (as part of computer-literacy training), and teachers
propagate their own training when they teach computer literacy.
Overall, teachers and even computer coordinators rate their computer training as
poor. The National Assessment of Educational Progress found that "Many school [computer] coordinators have minimal training in computer studies and rate themselves as
5
D. Midian Kurland, et al., "Mapping the Cognitive Demands of Learning to Program," Symposium
on Development Studies of Computer Programming Skills, 1984 AERA Annual Meeting (New Orleans,
Louisiana: American Educational Research Association) 21.
51
Ibid., 4.
52

Ibid., 3.

refer here to programming instruction in typical computer-literacy classes, not to higher level
programming courses. I do not refer, for example, to programming-concepts courses that nliolht be
51I

introductory courses in a multi-year computer-science curriculum.
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mediocre in their ability to use computers." 54 Of teachers surveyed in grades 3 and 7,
less than one-quarter rated themselves very good at using computers; one-third rated
themselves fair or poor and did not consider themselves adequately prepared. One-third
of 11th-grade teachers rated themselves very good at using computers, and 15% rated
themselves fair or poor. 5 In another survey, the percentage of "computer-using" teachers who considered themselves expert at various computer tasks was 10% in grades K-6,
21% in middle school, and 27% in high school.5 6 And teachers are not supported by
other, better trained staff; in schools that I visited or read about, there was no one with
significant training in computers.
Curricula are effected by the level of teacher training: people cannot teach what they
themselves know little about. Computer-literacy teachers naturally propagate their own
computer-literacy training. Consequently, in many computer-literacy classes, directions
specify every minute step of the process of operating computers; e.g., which disk to
insert when, what disk drive to use, what to type at each step, when to press Carriage
Return, what to name each new file, and so on. When studying programming, sample
programs are handed out and students may be asked to "Type the following exactly as
it is written."5" In typical computer-literacy classes, satisfying a course goal of "learning
to use the computer" more than likely means following a sequence of directions of what
to type when.
Mastery of new skills is a strong motivator that can contribute to increased job satisfaction. But most teachers feel they have less than adequate professional-development
opportunities.5 " While teachers reason that their students will be computer literate if
they learn as much about computers as they themselves know, they feel that their own
computer-literacy training is insufficient. Indeed, it is astonishing how little the depth
of computer-literacy education changes as the grade level increases from kindergarten
through graduate school!
54

National Assessment of Educational Progress, 3.

55 Ibid., 64-69.
"6Becker, "Instructional Uses of School
5 Classroom observation.
5 Institute for Educational Leadership,
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Criticism of teacher-training programs in a variety of areas is not new; it has come
from both outside and inside the education community. In "A Nation at Risk," the
National Commission on Excellence in Education found that "teacher preparation programs need substantial improvement. ... The teacher preparation curriculum is weighted
heavily with courses in 'educational methods' at the expense of courses in subjects to be
taught."

9

In part because time and funding for teacher training is limited, the character

and distribution of training in computer literacy raises general questions about educational training priorities. I have seen teachers who do not know basic math making time
for computer-literacy training. Should computer training be a high priority for teachers
who do not know or remember that there are 360 degrees in a circle, or that there is a
relationship between the number of sides in a (regular) polygon and its interior angles?6 °
For a prospective teacher who cannot correctly add and subtract negative numbers, how
important is computer-literacy training?6 What priority should it be given?

Priorities

3.4

Some computer-literacy enthusiasts include computer literacy in their short lists of educational basics they feel all students must learn:
"All we can hope to give our children to allow them to function in this complex
world are the fundamentals upon which they can continue to learn.
fundamentals include:
* Reading and comprehension skills
* Communication skills (writing and public speaking)
* Mathematical concepts and problem-solving
* Fundamentals of scientific principles
62
* Computer skills"
5 9National Commission
6 °Classroom
61
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But normally, a new topic cannot simply be added to the existing curriculum. Unless
the school day or school year is lengthened, a new topic can be added only by replacing
something. In their "Sample Elementary Computer Curriculum Objectives," EDCO (the
Educational Collaborative, in Massachusetts) puts it this way: "Since any new course
takes time from existing curricula, systems must reorder their priorities."63 One question
for computer-literacy advocates is this: What is computer literacy more important than?
Answering this question requires considering overall educational priorities.

Many

students who graduate from high schol have appalling gaps in their knowledge in areas
usually considered part of basic education. The National Assessment for Educational
Progress was recently (1988) commissioned by ABC News to do a large, national survey
of high-school students. Some results were reported in an ABC News special report on
American education:
" More than half the surveyed students did not know what apartheid is.
" Nearly 70% did not know what Chernobyl is.
" Two-thirds did not know who the vice-presidential candidates were (in the last few
months of the 1988 Presidential campaign).
The average correct scores in the tested areas were: history 54%, literature 52%, math
63%, and science 55%." All failing scores, by normal standards. Similarly distressing
results are reported in many other studies.
One ought to critically question how important computer literacy is, in the light of
q,1'ih pr',?bems. A secondary-school teacher expressed her view of the proper place for
computer education among overall education priorities:
"There's so much in the news now about functional illiteracy, etc. Well, we're
teaching the kids computers, we must be doing something. I have nothing
against teaching the kids computers in school. I think if you have a big high
school, with a big faculty, and you have the time to give them a minicomputer
63
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course, I say fine. But the thing I want to know is, can those kids add and
subtract without the computer? ...
Can they read and write? Can they write
a good sentence? If they have to do a job resume, are they going to be able
to write it? Can they balance their checkbooks? If you can do that and still
fit in the computers, I say great. ... I really feel that if you don't even ever
show a kid a computer, but he can read well, if he can think and has good
math skills, he can pick up a computer manual any time he wants and figure
out how to use it. There are so many gaps. Right now, our primary goal is
to teach the kids how to think for themselves, and how to read and how to
write, and to be coherent, and to enjoy learning and be able to function in
life." 6 5
Some computer-literacy advocates argue that time for computer-literacy instruction
need not come at the expense of other instruction, if computer literacy is integrated into
the existing curriculum, rather than taught as a separate course. They contrast more
traditional, standalont computer-literacy instruction, in which computers are treated as
objects of instruction, with integratedcomputer use, in which computers are treated as
educational fools for instruction in subjects other than computer literacy. Integrated
computer use is sometimes referred to as computer awareness, computer exploration, or
computer specialization; none is well defined.
Integrating computers into a school's existing curriculum requires much more
curriculum-development effort than creating a separate computer-literacy course: Integrated computer use requires knowledge of not only computers but also the subject
into which computers are being integrated.

And while a separate computer-literacy

course requires one curriculum-development effort (or perhaps one effort for each level of
instruction), integrated computer use requires curriculum-development efforts for every
course in which computers are to be used. As I have shown above, resources even for
development of separate computer-literacy courses are insufficient. Hence, for practical
reasons, the integrated approach to computer education often means taking the compo65
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nents of an existing computer-literacy course and inserting them as is in several existing
courses. For instance, word processing might be covered in English class; databases, in
history class; spreadsheets, in math class; and "keyboarding," in primary school.
Integration of computers into existing curricula places a premium on sufficient quantities of equipment, well targeted software, and well prepared teachers. In the absence of
all these items - that is, in typical schools - the integrated approach to computer literacy
has not often succeeded; the National Assessment for Educational Progress found that
computers are not used much in teaching subjects other than computer-literacy. 66 And
like the standalone approach to computer literacy, the integrated approach still requires
a share of scarce educational time and money for hardware and software review and
acquisition, curriculum development, and especially teacher preparation.
The call to make computer-literacy education a high priority is based much less on
demonstrated benefits than on enthusiasts' claims for potential benefits:
"Computer learning environments have the potential for imparting some ...
important higher cognitive skills. ... Programming instruction has the potential for fostering the higher cognitive skills called for by the many recent
reports on the state of educational practice but, so far, the potential is not
being achieved."67
Representative Albert Gore, Jr., author of the National Educational Software Act of
1984, has said this: "The potential for computers to improve education is enormous,
more dramatic than any invention since writing. Yet that potential is not being met
[sic]. Simply put, our schools are being swept up in a tidal wave of technology without
any idea of how to make wise use of it."'

Often, technical reasons are given to explain

why computers have not (yet) lived up to their potential; for example, that there is
not enough hardware or that existing software is bad. After many years of unfulfilled
"National Assessment for Educational Progress, 35.
John Dalby, Francoise Tourniaire, and Marcia C. Linn, "Making Programming Instruction Cognitively Demanding: An Intervention Study," Symposium on Development Studies of Computer Programming Skills, 1984 AERA Annual Meeting (American Educational Research Association) (New Orleans,
Louisiana, 9-10) 2, 19.
"Albert Gore, Jr. Quoted in Bonner, 21.
67
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promises about educational computing, some educators are beginning to react negatively
to the wide gap separating rhetoric from reality:
"Software that is supposed to turn the world around is disappointing us right
and left, and we're not paying attention. ... As policy-makers we still insist
that everything is fine and that we just need more money, more time, and
more expertise."

69

The doubt felt privately by "every teacher and parent" is ignored collectively."0
While educational computing is founded on potential,teachers are painfully aware that
the most problematic realitiesof education are unlikely to be ameliorated by technology.
In 1987, a Carnegie Foundation study found that 25% of urban teachers and 13% of
other teachers said undernourishment is a serious problem for schools. 7"

"You can't

teach someone who is hungry, or cold, or worried about being shot, worried about having
a child, or considering suicide."

2

Preoccupied with survival, many families cannot make

education a priority. Teachers also cite poor student discipline and disruptive behavior
as major problems in schools, often linked to a lack of parental support for education.
Three out of every four parents never visit their child's school, never get to know their
73

child's teacher.

"People want their kids to go through school. And they want them to get A's
on their report cards. But they don't necessarily want them to learn anything
or to do any supervision that's necessary at home. ... Somehow they think
we have some magic wand that we can wave over their heads, and they're just
going to sit up and be smart, do all their work, and not have to bring any of
it home. And of course, we run into the same thing that any other teacher
would; we have a lot of parents who were not taught right themselves and
69
70
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who can't help their kids. We have two 1st-graders who probably read as well
if not better than their parents. You can tell the parents who went to school,
because you can see the difference in their kids. The kids in kindergarten,
you can tell the kids whose parents read to them and those who just spend a
lot of time playing or watching TV."74

And students spend plenty of time "playing and watching TV": half of all students watch
three to five hours of television every day, while only one-third spend as much as one
hour per day on homework. One out of every four students drops out of school before
high-school graduation.7" In this environment, how high a priority is computer-literacy
education?

3.5

Pressures to Use Computers

The single theme encountered most often in my discussions with teachers about computers is their strong sense of being pressured to use computers in class. The pressure comes
from several sources that interact with each other to form a complex web of social forces.
For instance, there is a commercial aspect to computer literacy: the developers, manufacturers, and retailers of computer-literacy materials (materials for classroom use and
for teacher training) have an economic incentive to encourage the education establishment to buy into computer-literacy education.

"We're looking at an infinite market,"

said the chairman of one computer-manufacturing firm. 76 Computer-literacy textbooks
send powerful messages to teachers about the dangers of being computer illiterate: "Before long, if you don't have your own computer, ..., you'll be competing with people who

have more information and skills than you do."7 " The television advertisements of major
educational-software vendors send a clear message that computers in schools are good,
even neccessary, for students.
As we have seen, teachers almost unanimously complain about the poor quality of
74
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school computing materials which, they say, do not address their curriculum needs and
appear to have been created by people who know nothing about classroom realities. But
high quality software, including educational software, is difficult, time-consuming, and
expensive to produce and field-test. Because teachers' own computer-literacy education
consists of only minimal (if any) exposure to tiny programs and no discussion of characteristics of larger programs, they are not prepared to fully appreciate the difficulties of
large-scale software production. Because schools feel the need to use computers, without having the resources to evaluate "educational" software packages on the market,
teachers buy software in spite of their distaste for it. The uncritical software market so
created fuels the industry, which has filled catalogues with hundreds of pieces of software
for the educational market. Indeed, in a sense, the segment of the computer industry
that produces materials for schools is simply responsive to pressure from educators for
more computer-literacy materials (and other computer software and textbooks). Some
of the resulting programs, produced hastily, are little more than new, dull, computerized
versions of old, dull, workbook drills.
Teachers also talk about feeling pressured to use computers by their students' parents: "Today, parents are gauging the value of their child's education by the number of
computers in the classroom.""8 One computer coordinator explained:
"A lot of interest? Oh, a lot of it is - you open a new computer lab, the PTA
comes in, they'll have an open house, and the parents certainly marvel at the
fact that there's all sorts of equipment. People feel good about that because
it's something concrete. It's much more difficult to say how valuable is that
computer lab going to be in that child's education."

9

On the other hand, parents, like teachers, are responding to a bombardment of newspaper
and magazine stories about the omnipresence of computers and the alleged necd for
everyone to know about computers (see Chapter 5 for more discussion of the reasons
given for teaching computer literacy). And parents also see the television advertisements
of educational-software vendors, some of which explicitly link being a good parent to
78
Neibauer,
79
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buying a computer. Neither parents nor teachers are exposed to much critical evaluation
of the claims for and the results of computer-literacy education.
One of the most obvious sources of pressure on teachers to use computers comes
from education administrators who impose requirements for computer-literacy instruction. Teachers usually have little involvement in decision-making about school requirements. Some teachers feel that school adminiztrators "get the computers first, then apply
pressure on teachers to use it, instead of identifying an educational need and asking if a
computer could help with that."'

One kindergarten teacher lamented:

"Idon't think these kids are developmentally ready for computers and have
trouble with the fact that computers are there. They are used as worksheets,
which is bad.

Kids need concrete manipulation, they're not yet abstract

thinkers. They're learning some things, but in spite of the computers. ... But

I have to use the computers, so I tried to make a checklist of things to look
for in software. I'm having trouble because I don't think they should be used
at all. The back to basics movement in schools means drill and practice, and
this is just transferred to computers, although it is already developmentally
wrong. I do have a computer in my room and don't know what to do with
8

it.",

David Noble suggests that by placing heavy emphasis on the introduction of computer
technology and the "need" of students to be computer literacy, administrators "stand to
expand their realm ....
School administrators are laying their bets on a sure ticket to a

better life for schools - technology.""2 But administrators respond similarly to many of
the same pressures to use computers that teachers and parents feel:
"They [principals] naturally want their school to have the most modern educational tools and curriculum. Today, the measure of this seems to be the
number of computer terminals in the classroom and the number of students
enrolled in literacy classes. Because of the speed by which computers have
8

Classroom observation.

'I Interview.
12 Noble,

61.
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grown in our society, the placement of hardware precedes the training of
teachers, the construction of curriculum and even the ability of teachers."""
Finally, many teachers talk about feeling strong pressure to use computers from
"Lsociety in general": "You feel pressure from the fact that you hear so much about
computers."

4

They are referring to a society-wide fascination with computers, one man-

ifestation of which is the massive media attention to the "computer revolution." Teachers
absorb a strong message that today's students must know something about computers,
but there is little substantive discussion of why this is or is not so, or what sort of
information about computers is appropriate or inappropriate.
Teachers are sensitive to public pressure on them to teach about computers, but
many remain unconvinced of the educational value of computer-literacy instruction. As
a result, many teachers feel "pushed into it [using computers); they feel that they 'have
to learn' about computers": 85
"The computers are coming, whether we like it or not."86
"This is a unique phenomenon in the history of education, where the will of
the public for an untried and expensive new subject is placing it in many curricula before the educators are either convinced about its place in education
or prepared to handle the subject completely and in a coordinated fashion.
Public approval is forthcoming for the expenditure of large sums of money
to put microcomputers in school at a time when money is hard to come by,
the quality of our public school education is being seriously challenged, and
teachers are being laid off." 8"
Even some of the teachers who are extremely enthusiastic about using computers reflect
strong external pressures when they talk about why they use computers:
SaNeibauer, 89.
"45 Interview.

" Ibid.
"6 Naomi S. Baron, "Should Everyone Learn Everything: The Question of Computer Literacy,"
SIGCSE Bulletin, 16, 1 (February 1982) 114. Proceedings 15th SIGCSE Technical Symposium on Colnputer
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"It's going to happen. Computers in the school has got to happen, and it's
got to happen at all levels. ... The computer is not a hula hoop to get stuck in
the closet. John Wayne isn't going to show up and ask, 'Are they bothering
you, Miss? Well, I'm back and I'll take care of it.' So, you may not have to
use it in your class, but it's going to happen around you."s
To some extent, the call for computer-literacy education feeds on teachers' (and the
public's) fears of emerging somehow disadvantaged from the "computer revolution":
"People who don't use computers in the future will be different, left behind."

9

"You feel pressure from the fact that more kids are turning in papers done
9°
on computers, and that the kids know things that you don't know."
"They're here to stay, and you're going to have to know how to use them. I
91
don't want my students to be smarter than me."
Some teachers also feel the need to have early, active involvement in school computing,
to help ensure teacher control over the new curriculum:
"Educators from all disciplines must learn as much as possible so that they can
wrest control from the software publishers, the hardware manufacturers, the
college professors and the anxious parents operating out of fear rather than
educational vision. Who should be pushing the buttons? You should." 92
To better understand teachers' sensitivity to being "left behind," to losing control,
and to pressures related to how they do their job, it helps to understand more about the
pressures that normally dominate their jobs. All too often, primary- and secondary-school
education in the U.S. is characterized by a lack of prestige for teachers. Most teachers
(especially in cities) do not feel respected by society, parents, district administration, and
supervisors:
"SInterview.
Ibid. 13.
9Interview.
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"Teachers are burned out, to a large degree. Teachers feel people don't respect
us, because of the way we're paid, because of the conditions, and because we're
93
not treated like professionals, we're treated like very tall children."

A frequent complaint from teachers is that their supervisors treat them like students;
e.g., teachers at one school were insulted when their principal gave awards to teachers for
perfect attendance. 9 4 Their jobs are further trivialized when they are required to spend
much of their time doing things that have little to do with their profession; a typical
teacher's duties might include several of the following tasks: hall monitoring, lunch duty,
bus supervision, study hall, cleaning, smoking duty, late night duty, or counseling tardy
students.
In 1983, the report "A Nation at Risk" cited several critical problems with teaching:
teachers were not well enough prepared, their working life was "unacceptable," salaries
were too low, few of the best students were attracted to teaching, and teachers had
little influence on professional decisions. 95

In 1988, another report on teaching cited

many of the same problems and noted that many teachers feel "powerless" to change
the conditions of their working lives: most have little control over school priorities, staff
96
development, school regulations, budget development, and resource allocation.

To a large extent, teachers work in isolation in their classrooms (that is, when they
have their own classrooms); they have relatively few opportunities, time, or space for
professional contact with their colleagues. Rewards for teaching are seen as inadequate,
and sanctions for bad teaching are much more in evidence than rewards for good teaching.
Today, half of all new teachers choose to leave the profession within five years.9" Many
of the teachers who stay have concluded "We don't count.""
Because teachers have little control over important aspects of their jobs, it is natural
that some of them are anxious to jump on the computer-literacy bandwagon early enough
93
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to exert control over the new technology. Because they feel beleaguered by a society that
is extremely critical about education, it is natural that some of them are eager to respond
quickly and positively, if uncritically, to societal enthusiasm about computers. Because
they work in physically deteriorating environments with a scarcity of basic resources, it
is natural that some of them want to take advantage of the one resource that administrators, parents' groups, and legislators are willing to buy for schools. In many cases,
enthusiasm about computers and education has nothing to do with the educational value
of computers.

3.6

Technology-Driven Education: 'A Bandaid on
What's Wrong with the School System'

One reflection of the pressure-driven nature of school computerization is the fascination among computer-literacy enthusiasts with technology for technology's sake, not for
educational value. Standards for educational programs are often technology-driven, "determined by the latest introduction from the commercial hardware manufacturers - more
memory, faster speed, better graphics, improved sound output, more attractive appearance or type. It is clear that educational goals alone do not drive the educational-software
"
development process. 9

Some educators are fascinated with any use of computers, even applications in which
the computer is incidental. In the report "Transforming American Education: Reducing
the Risk to the Nation," the National Task Force on Educational Technology speaks
glowingly of using computerized databases to present already tabulated statistics about
which fields of employment are expected to grow in the future; they assert that this
rote use of computer technology will "show students the impact that computers are
having on the working world they will be entering."'0 ° One teacher created a database
about famous people; for one assignment, students paged through the database, reading
one file after another and copying information verbatim onto their homework forms.
9 9Adeline

Naiman, "A Hard Look at Educational Software," Byte (February 1987) 198.
"'°Ridley and Hull, 9.
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Another teacher talked about having "programmed writing programs"; these turned out
to be word-processor files that the students paged through, exactly like a printed form,
with blank spaces left fLr the students to answer questions.

One school displayed a

bulletin board of "Computer Work," which consisted of simple black-and-white drawings
produced on inexpensive, low-resolution printers; in contrast, students' freehand drawings
were complicated, varied color images.

Responding to the special attention given to

simulation software, some software developers market trivial simulations of events that
are much easier and better experienced directly; e.g., one very boring but inexpensive
program "simulates" growing a plant. In these applications of computers, the computer
is an irrelevant and unnecessary component.
The pressures that drive school computerization serve to narrow the focus primarily
to the technology itself. Much of the time, teachers and administrators are under such
strong pressure to use computers, that they feel forced to select hardware and software
before they have time to even consider what to do with computers once they get them.
This is one reason curriculum development and educational planning for computer use
lag far behind equipment purchases. Schools concentratefirst on buying hardware, then
buying software, then training teachers, and only then - if they get this far and still have
additional time and money - they consider curriculum. In pursuing the steps in this
order, they almost guarantee that any later efforts at curriculum planning will have to
accommodate the technology, rather than requiring that the technology serve educational
needs. But this sequence of steps makes perfect sense if one realizes that as soon as schools
buy computers, any computers, they are relieved of much of the considerable pressure on
them to be "part of the information technolog. '
Perhaps the most disturbing effect of the pressure-driven nature of educational computing is the restriction of what are considered appropriate questions to ask about computers and education.

Despite the lack of evaluation, the assumption that computer

education is worthwhile, even essential, is rarely challenged:
"People who have become accustomed to the 'literacy' idea find it very difficult even to entertain the question of whether there is any universally required
computer experience. ... Merely to say the phrase 'computer literacy' defini-
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tively answers a question which has not explicitly been asked. ... One prac-

tical result of the literacy metaphor is that many decisions about computer
101
education have been nade in a kind of panic."
Indeed, some computer-literacy enthusiasts appear never to have questioned whether it is
important to teach about computers in schools, or why. In the current climate of school
computing, fundamental, difficult questions about the appropriateness of computers for
furthering educational goals are rarely asked; instead, the focus is on superficial, relatively
easy questions about what hardware and software to buy. A primary-school teacher
explained it this way, when I asked why there is so much fuss about the need to have
computers in schools: "I think part of it's trying to put a bandaid on what's wrong
with the school system. Everybody realizes that they made a mistake, way back when.
10 2
Somewhere along the line, they took a wrong turn."

It is unclear what percentage of educators genuinely believe that computer-literacy
education is a worthwhile idea. Computer-literacy advocates are extremely vocal, and
their enthusiasm dominates the education literature. But many teachers do not respond
with pleasure to shiny new computers. These teachers' voices are rarely heard above the
clamor in favor of computers in schools. One computer coordinator told me this: "It's like
pulling teeth to get people to use computers." 1" There are signs that all the negative
aspects of computers in schools - the unwanted pressures, the unfulfilled promises of
potential benefits - are beginning to cause a backlash.

101 Brian Harvey, "Stop Saying 'Computer Literacy'!" Article 9 in Terence R. Cannings and Stephen

NV. Brown, eds., The Information Age Classroom: Using the Computer as a Tool (Irvine,
California: Franklin, Beedle & Associates, 1986) 45-46. Reprinted from Classroom Computer News
(May/June 1983).
102 Interview.
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Chapter 4
Computer Professionals'
Perspectives
There is a noticeable absence of the computing community in evaluating and participating
in computer-literacy education. Comrmercial development of new machines and software
is influenced by strong market pressures that emphasize economic profit more than educational value. Research in "computers and education" is influenced by standards for
success and promotion in computer science, which emphasize technical innovation more
than educational reality. These standards foster new concepts, laboratory prototypes,
and impractical (but technically interesting) visions, not systems that are likely to fit
in actual schools (particularly at levels below undergraduate).

Like most professions,

the computing profession is not motivated from within to consider questions that might
threaten part of its enterprise, such as fundamental, critical questions about the value of
computers in schools.
The school system itself has no money to fund work in educational computing. Such
direct funding might help ensure a better match between what technology can provide and
what teachers want. Moreover, relatively poor schools cannot compete effectively with
the commercial market and the military for the skills of trained computer professionals.
Commercial and military funding sources have their own priorities and goals, which differ
from those of the educational system.
As a group, computer professionals, the most computer-literate people in our society,
know next to nothing about what is tauglt as computer literacy. Standard academic
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training in computer science rarely includes anything about educational computing. A
small number of computer professionals are involved in volunteer committees that advise
schools, but these committees usually have a limited mandate; the decision to buy computers or to teach computer literacy has usually been made by the time such committees
are formed and is not part of such a committee's work. For the most part, educators
have little opportunity to learn what the computer profession thinks of computer-literacy
education.
The few computer scientists who comment on computer-literacy education believe
that the typical school-computing environment (where environment refers to a combnation of hardware, software, and people) is too poor to support any worthwhile education.
I have spoken with and surveyed a number of computer professionals about computer
literacy.' Their criticisms begin with the basics, the hardware used in typical computerliteracy classes and the software that runs on such hardware:
"One thing that I noticed was that people tended to 'fixate' on whatever the
computer they used at schooi was. ... The Apple-li is really quite a limited

machine, and while it can be challenging to people attracted to computers
the skills it teaches really don't help in the real world. ... People [are] fixating
on yesterday's technology."
"Advances in electronics technology have made small personal computers inexpensive and widely available. But although their components are modern,
their capacities and their software tools often reflect twenty-year-old technology. Formative exposure to these machines has some potential for harm ...
Of course, those who go on to bigger machines and bigger programs will soon
learn about the problems [with computer software] I've been discussing, as
will those who are educated in other ways. The rest, however, stand to be
1

Unless otherwise cited in footnotes, quotations in this chapter come from the electronic survey I

conducted, described in Chapter 1. I contacted dozens of computer professionals, from recent graduates
of computer-science degree programs to people who had worked in computing for decades. My references
to "computer professionals" here include a range of people, including researchers, university professors,

hardware and software engineers, programmers, and students.
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' 2
misled profoundly about modern computer technology."

In addition to citing hardware that is unreasonably simple, small, and outdated, they
often cite software that is simplistic and hard to use: "the hard way to do everything." Yet
few computer professionals know enough about primary- or secondary-school education to
understand that the limitations of school budgets and priorities preclude school purchases
of more powerful, more expensive hardware and software. While highly critical of current
computer-literacy education, the computer professionals I spoke with had no suggestions
of how to pay for better, widespread computer education.
Among the people I contacted, special criticism was reserved for programming instruction in computer-literacy classes:
"This year perhaps a million people will write their first program - probably a BASIC program for a small computer from Apple, IBM, Radio Shack,
or Commodore - without anyone explaining to them that there's more to
program correctness than intuitive fiddling. They will think of themselves
as joining the mainstream of the computer age, when in fact they are being
introduced to programming as it was understood twenty-five years ago. ... To
give people their formative programming experiences with a language [BASIC] that lacks the single most important concept of modern programming 3
abstraction - is ridiculous."

"The basic concepts are missing. No data structures, no input/ouput, no tool
crafting, no design. Nothing to aid the student in solving a problem on the
machine! It is sad."
People I spoke with commented on the absence in computer-literacy classes of instruction in essential aspects of contemporary programming, including software-engineering
concepts such as structured programming and information hiding, notions such as programming style and program correctness, the value of program documentation, and the
2 John
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lecessitv for programs to be written so as to be comprehensible to and maintainable
l)v other pcople in the future. They (lecriv-d the emphasis, in computer-literacy courses
that include prograrriming, on what they viewed as the unimportant mechanics of writing
prograni code, instead of the much more important (and difficult.) work of designing good
programs. They wished that computer-literacy students who study programming were
e pX)sed to nmch larger programs, "so they can see what the real programming world
(loes.-

Like many educators, some computer professionals believed that programming

has no place in computer-literacy courses:

"There is a lingering feeling that 'literacy

equals programming,' which, for most people, simply isn't true. Literacy is in knowing
hiw to use a computer. Programmingis a vocational skill."
The programming component of computer-literacy courses received special attention
fron the computer professionals I spoke with, probably because most of them focused on
the technial aspects of computer literacy, not the educational aspects, and programming
is the most technical part of a typical computer-literacy course. Because it is the most
technical part of the class, programming is also the part of the class that most highlights
inadequate teacher training:
"From a professional point of view I have not beem too happy with the programming teachers. They are usually not really trained in programming and
tend to encourage poor practices."
--Teacher training must include the rudiments of software engineering, which
appea,'s to be the exception rather than the rule.

If we give our children

twenty-year old programming languages without giving their teachers the
benefit of the past twenty years of computer science, we doom them to fall
into the same bad habits we did." 4
A wirnber of other people also focused on the preparation of computer-literacy teachers:
"The problems I saw ...were that the instructors were

isentially learning

the s~lbject haphazardly as they were teaching it."
.'John Shore, "('ornput'rs at ('apital lii1 Day School" (Washington. D.('.: 23 September 1982) 18.
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"Most of the [computer-literacy courses] I have seen are taught by a teacher

that [sic] has had a 1-3 week computer camp for teachers, and knows little
else."
"Secondary schools, when they have computer education programs, often use
instructors whose own computer competence is questionable."
Computer professionals who had once been students in computer-literacy classes often
criticized their teachers' as having been "one step ahead of the class at the time." Yet few
computer professionals have concrete suggestions of how to improve the preparation of
primary- and secondary-school computer teachers (let alone how to pay for better teacher
preparation). In some cases, the people I spoke with felt that more detailed technical
information should be taught in computer-literacy courses, which would require teachers
to have even nmore training than is required (and not provided) now.
Generally, computer professionals tend to view current computer-literacy education
as a superficial treatment of a vaguely defined topic:
"My impression of computer literacy in general is that it is vastly oversold
and underdefined."
"I find 'computer literacy' to be a buzzword in search of a definition."
"The high school 'computer literacy' programs that I have seen have been a
joke."
"Computer literacy courses are garbage. ... Computing is given a cheap,
I suspect that [it] actually does more damage
cursory, trendy treatment ....
than good."
Daniel McCracken, a leading computer scientist, calls computer-literacy education
"kindergarten-level training," soon to be obsolete:
"I also look to historical precedents, where I see no other attempt to educate
the entire populace about new technology having (so far) much greater impact
on people's everyday lives than computers, such as automobiles and TV. The
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only direct precedent was the New Math fad a couple of decades ago, which
was pushed for many of the same reasons now being advanced for computer
literacy, and which sank with hardly a trace when those arguments turned
out to be mostly empty. ... I do:i't understand what defense can be made for

having all students ... take a required course in which they write a tic-tac-toe
program and a program to find all the primes less than 100, and in which
they are spoon-fed some pablum about societal impact." 5
Alan Kay, a seminal researcher on easy-to-use personal computers, believes that the
typical school approach of learning about computers by emphasizing how to get things
to run is like learning language by emphasizing how to recognize words and books. The
flaw in such education is too much emphasis on mechanics and not enough on higherlevel content. 6 Some educators agree: The principal of a K-12 school in North Carolina
believes that only computer applications, not mechanics, should be taught, and only on
a "need to know" basis.
Perhaps the most scathing indictments of computer-literacy instruction come from
college computer-science teachers, some of whose students have taken computer-literacy
courses before entering college. I spoke with a Harvard professor of introductory (freshman) computer science, whose students include many graduates of the best primary and
secondary school systems in the country, most of whom had prior exposure to computers. He had this to say about their preparation: "Secondary school education is doing
nothing for these people. They don't know anything about computers. It's a waste of
time." He added that these students have no advantage over other students who never
used a computer before.' Other university professors I spoke with echoed his comments:
"My experience is that students come to the university woefully prepared for
any kind of encounter with a computer."
"There's no question that the college students I see ... are familiar with
5 McCracken,

1, 4.
Software," Scientific American, 251, 3 (September 1984) 59.
'Alan
Kay,
"Computer
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computers ... in about the way they are with toasters. Few have any idea of
what they can do with the machine."
"The worst problem, by far, for most students was their secondary-school
training. Questions focusing on problem decomposition were met with queries
like 'Ah, so I should use a FOR loop, right?'

They had been trained to

believe that programming was the job of translating a solution in pseudocode into BASIC. The idea that they should participate in the solution was
foreign to them. ... It took about 3 weeks for the students to overcome their
inadequate model of programming. ... The key problem was that someone
in the schools had decided that computer programming should be taught
(probably to increase computer literacy). So, the history teacher or math
teacher who had once been to a Radio Shack was told to get the best deal
on some Apple-Ils and go with it. The teacher picked up the manuals and a
BASIC book from -, local bookstore and read them to the class."
Despite all this strongly worded, clear-cut criticism, computer professionals give conflicting messages about the underlying value of computer-literacy education. They complain about almost all aspects of current computer-literacy education and, when asked
about educational priorities, most argue that computer literacy merits a low priority.
But when asked about whether computer literacy should be taught, their responses
are strognly positive, serving to bolster already strong pressures on educators to add
computer-literacy instruction to school curricula: "Clearly, our responsibility to educate
our children includes the responsibility to educate them about computers."' The ACM
(Association for Computing Machinery), the largest professional organization for computer professionals, formed a Task Group on Computer Literacy, which reported this in
1981:
"It [computer literacy] is an honorable goal with few negative consequences.
It is seen as providing a basis for improving national productivity and the
"Shore, "Computers at Capital Hill Day School," 2.
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well-being of all citizens. It is one of the cornerstones of a society built on
technology. It is, according to some, necessary for survival." 9
Consider the range of explanations given by computer professionals for why computer
literacy should be taught:
"...

there's no doubt in my mind that skill with a computer is vital for

professional competence in today's world, and is becoming more so."
"The most important computer literacy skill is logic, and it just so happens
that logic applies to much more than computers.

... If a child can leave

elementary school, or perhaps to bc more realistic junior high school, with a
grasp of some of the fundamentals of reasoning, it would greatly improve their
[sic] ability to think logically about the subjects their high-school teachers will
throw at them - not to mention what the real world will throw at them."
"I think that computer literacy is a subset of something much more important
in our society, namely critical thinking

.... "

"I do believe that studying computers and programming has helped me to
analyze and solve problems. And I believe that the beneficial effect extends
beyond computer problems. I suspect that the effect is due to the practice
you get - when you practice disciplined thinking in the context of computer
problems, it helps with disciplined thinking in the context of non-computer
'1°
problems. ... Simply put, mental exercise is mental exercise.

"Given the exponential increase in the use of computers in every facet of life
(both in our everyday and working lives), some degree of 'computer literacy'
will become an essential component of the minimum requirements for success
in even the most banal endeavors (such as, for instance, shopping)."
9

Randhawa and Hunt, 2. Quoting D. Klassen, "Computer Literacy," in Topics: Computer Education

for Elementary and Secondary Schools (New York: ACM, January 1981) 66.
"0 Shore, personal communication.
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Many computer professionals believe that "computer literacy" should be taught. Their
reasons for this fall into the same categories most often given by others for teaching
computer literacy:
1. Computer job skills will be needed by everyone,
2. Learning about computers is good discipline for the mind.
3. Every informed citizen in today's society must know about computers.
These reasons are explored in detail in Chapter 5, where I argue that there is no compelling justification for them.
In thinking about computer-literacy education, some schools establish advisory committees that include local-area parents who work with computers and volunteer to help
the school. Such committees also offer contradictory advice to schools. On the one hand,
they emphasize the need for significant curriculum development, teacher preparation,
resource management, and overall planning, all before any selection of hardware and
software. One advisory-committee report argued that before introducing computers, a
school should have a large-scale staff-development plan, and before choosing software, a
school should develop curriculum goals, then choose software to accomplish those goals:
"One question must first be answered: What is the purpose of computers in
our schools? ...It is only an idealistic hope that computers themselves will
11
improve the educational experience for students in the schools."'

T hc reports' authors noted that school plans for computer literacy need to be reviewed
often (they recommended reviews every 6-12 months), because the technology changes

so quickly. They pointed out that their town's schools had already bought computers
"but have yet to undertake the serious planning and development that distinguish a
12
comprehensive program from fragmented, piecemeal tinkering."

"Daniel R. Ries, "The Role of Computers in Belmont Public Schools: Final Report of the Advisory Committee to the School School Committee on the Use of Computers" (Belmont, Massachusetts:
February 1984)) 3.
12Ibid., 2.
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But the committee was severely limited by the town in the sort of recommendations they could make. Before setting up the advisory committee, the town had already
purchased computer hardware and software. The committee's mandate was limited to
recommending how these resources should be used to teach computer literacy. The committee was not free to consider the priority of computer-literacy education or whether
the school should teach it.
[t is typical for policy-making about computer-literacy education to be split into
two distinct types of decisions, handed over to two distinct sets of experts. Educators
make decisions about whether computer literacy should be taught, and they consider
questions of teacher training, curriculum development, and so on, to be their domain.
They may reserve for advisory committees and computer professionals the task of making
recommendations about technical details, especially about what particular hardware and
software to purchase.

Some committees may still point out the importance of issues

other than technical ones, but they usually end up supporting the school's already-made
decisions by concluding that computer-literacy education is a good thing. One report
argued that "it would be unwise and perhaps counterproductive in the long run" to defer
resolution of issues such as curriculum development, training, and long-range educational
planning, but it stated that "installing computers without resolving these issues would
be better than doing nothing at all ...
,,3 Given the tremendous pressures on schools
to install computers, such statements are sufficient to serve as certification from the
computer community of the value of computer-literacy education.
Where there is strong criticism from computer professionals about the basic idea of
computer-literacy education, it is found not in school advisory-committee reports but in
the computing literature:
"On our present course, we are going to waste ten years, a IoL of money,
and an irretrievable opportunity to do more useful things - on a venture
with goals that I do not believe even its proponents have clearly defined.
The attitude seems to be, 'The Computers Are Coming! Don't just stand
"'Shore, "Computers at Capital Hill Day School," 28-29.
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there! DO SOMETHING!' Well, sure, the computers are coming. They will
affect our lives, and the lives of our children and our grandchildren, in ways
more profound than any previous technological innovation. But, much as it
hurts me to say this considering that I write programming books for a living,
I don't understand how we prepare for that future effectively by requiring
all students to undergo kindergarten-level training in the way computers are
currently programmed."'

4

But the computing literature is unlikely to be read by many computer-literacy teachers.
Finally, I talked with computer professionals about alternative instruction in "computer literacy." A few people proposed more detailed technical education (one suggested
"elementary digital technology .... the idea of building complicated things out of very
simple logic circuits might be something that everybody should know").

Most of the

suggestions focused not on technical detail, but on the social implications of computer
use:
" Limits of computer software; e.g., computers can do only what people understand
well enough to describe in a computer program.
" Attack the myth of computer infallibility. "I would hope that they would start
teaching that the reliability of the computer is only as good as the software. A
computer is not infallible, even though the hardware may not make mistakes. If
the programmer doesn't think things through, the shortcomings s/he creates may
live forever. And don't just accept something as gospel because it came from a
computer."
" Risks of t'"isting computers inappropriately. One computer scientist felt that "everyone should have certain 'true' perceptions about computers," which must include
a large dose of skepticism and the understanding that it is inappropriate to trust
computers in certain situations, notably, situations that people understand poorly.
4 McCracken,

5.
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e Ethics.

A school advisory-committee report noted: "The ubiquitous computer

requires that educators identify and discuss the philosophical and ethical issues
that this technology raises." 15 A computer engineer said this: "There is a great
lack of emphasis on the need for ethical behavior in the the use of computers. Just
as we like to tell children of the dangers of alcohol and drugs in school, we need to
tell them of the dangers of unethical use of computers."
Several people urged that "computer-literacy" courses include examples of positive
uses of computers, not just warnings about computer uses. In fact, there is already an
abundance of positive presentations of computers, in classes, advertisements, and the
media. What is in short supply is the intellectual balance that would be provided by
informed critic-sm:
"The public ... regularly receives highly biased and misleading information
on computers and computer reliability. The nature of our commercial and
research society is such that we only talk about our succcesses, never our
failures and limitations. When a new program works, we broadcast that
information. When a program fails, we stay silent. When a project succeeds,
we present it at conferences and tell the newspapers. When a project fails,
we go on to new things, wiser but with little fanfare." 16

5 Ries,
6

9.

David Parnas, letter, 29 July 1985.

Chapter 5
Why Is Computer Literacy Taught?
A middle-school teacher responsible for her school's computer-literacy classes says she is
not an optimist about computers in schools, but she believes it is important for schools
to teach about computers. When I ask why she believes this, she gives three reasons: job
skills; "it is another example of a system, a hierarchical way of thinking"; and "computers
are all around, so everyone has to interact with them."' Her reasons are the most common
ones offered for teaching computer literacy in schools. I describe them as follows:
1. The argument of jobs. Computer job skills will be needed by everyone,
2. The argument of mental discipline. Learning about computers is good discipline
for the mind.
3. The argument of informed citizens. Every informed citizen in today's society needs
to know about computers.
Claims that computer-literacy education is the ticket to a good job, "better" thinking,
and wise public policy are widely accepted but rarely justified. Nowhere in the literature
about computer literacy does anyone offer - or even demand! - justification for them.
The reasons given for teaching computer literacy do not stand up to close examination.
1Interview.
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5.1

The Argument of Jobs

In 19S4, Senator Chris Dodd of Connecticut said that learning about computers could
improve a person's job prospects, because "by 1990 an estimated 30 million jobs in a
broad range of fields will be computer related." 2 John Kemeny put it more dramatically
in an interview:

Kemeny

"I believed [in 1963] that knowing how to use the computer was as

important as reading and writing."
Question: "Do you still believe that's true?"
Kemeny. "Absolutely. In fact, I'll take it a step further. In the future, people
who are computer illiteratewill be as unemployable as people who don't know
how to read or write today. " '
Educational materials for and about computer-literacy courses assert that in the future,
people without computer skills will be at a competitive disadvantage in the job market:
an extensive study in the United States concluded that for the year
1967, 46 percent of the gross national product was produced by information
industries and that nearly half of the labor force held information-related
It goes without saying that the future work force .vill be expected to
jobs ....
possess computer literacy

"

In Belmont, Massachusetts, a committee set up to advise the school on its use of computers (not whether computers should be used, but how), reported this:
"...

half the work force is dependent upon information systems to carry

out their job task. ... Indeed, computers have become commonplace, from
the executive suite to the loading dock and from the supermarket check-

2
Joseph
3

A. Menosky, "Computer Worship," Science '84 (May 1984) 43.
Roberts, Scholastic Computing, 41.
4
Randhawa and Hunt, 6-7. Citing M.U. Porat, The Information Economy, Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1980.
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out counter to the kitchen counter, elevating the importance of computer
literacy in many professional and non-professional occupations."'
One computer-literacy handbook states: "It will only be a short time before all jobs are
computer dependent" 6
It is a short leap from these strong statements about the omnipresence of computers
in the workplace to the assertion that all students must be taught how to use computers.
Computer-literacy education, it is argued, will give individuals the job skills necessary
to be productive members of today's technological workplacc. And computer-literacy
education will give the country the appropriately skilled workers necessary to regain our
economic competitiveness.
The argument of jobs has several rebuttals:
1. Most jobs do not use computers, and very few jobs require significant knowledge
about computers,
2. Jobs that "use" computers rarely require knowledge about computers, and
3. The skills that businesses really want are not related to computers.
First, most current and projected jobs are not dependent on computers. Labor-market
studies onducted by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and others indicate that the
occupational outlook is for more jobs in menial service areas. Some of these jobs may
"use" computers, but they will not require any knowledge of computers; indeed, they
will require little oi no training beyond high school.'
Few jobs are genuinely "high-tech" in the sense of requiring significant knowledge
of computers. While articles about computer literacy imply that jobs abound in hightechnology industries (and that these jobs require computer-literate workers), research
5
6

Ries, 19.
Deborah L. Brecher, The Women's Computer Literacy Handbook (New York: New American

Library, 1985) 9.
'See U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Occupational Outlook Handbook, 1982-1983," Superintcrident
of Documents, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, Bulletin No. 2200. Gene I. Macroff,
"The Real Job Boom Is Likely to be Low-Tech," New York Times (4 September 1983) 16E. Langdon
Winner, op cit., 106.
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suggests that the number of high-technology jobs is far fewer than most people think.
Contrary to the popular belief of computer-literacy advocates, most jobs (even in hightechnology industry) require very little in the way of computer skills or awareness. 8
According to an economist with the Communications Workers of America: "Most jobs
regarded as high technology positions are characterized by routine work .... Workers must
have only a high school education and ability to pass minimum intelligence tests."9 Jobs
such as air-traffic controller are dependent on computers but not on knowledge about
operating computers.
Judging by employment studies, computer companies will be hiring many fewer programmers than janitors and clerical workers. Levin and Rumberger studied employment
and employment-growth projections for the 1980s. They concluded:
"Of the 20 occupations expected to generate the most jobs in the economy
during this period [1978-1990], not one is related to high technology. ... Only
3 or 4 of the 'top 20' occupations in terms of total contribution to job growth
require education beyond the secondary level .... In fact, more new jobs for
janitors will be created than new jobs in all the five occupations with the
highest relative growth rates. ... Revised BLS [Bureau of Labor Statistics]
estimates show that high technology occupations, as a group, will account for
only 7 percent of all new jobs between 1980 and 1990. " 1
A study by Carey reported that of the fastest-growing occupations, two were related
to computers: data processing machine mechanics and computer sybtem operators, both
of which are relatively low on the status scale for computer-related positions. Taken
together, these two positions account for only 1.3% of all occupations.1 1 Jobs such as
these do use computers but require relatively little training or training on specialized
'Peter Kelman, "Computer Literacy: A Critical Re-Examination," Computers in the Schools, 1, 2
(Summer 1984) 5.
9
W. Serrin, "Computers divide AT&T and its workers," New York Times (18 November 1983) 1.
1

Henry M. Levin and Russell W. Rumberger, Russell W., "The Educational Implications of High

Technology," Project Report No. 83-A4, Institute for Research on Educational Finance and Governance,
School of Education, stanford University (February 1983) 4-5.
"Max L. Carey, "Occupational Employment Growth Through 1990," Monthly Labor Review, 104
(August 1981) Table 2.
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systems that is best learned on the job.

Genuine high-technology jobs that demand significant computer skills are increasing
at a fast rate, but only a fast relative rate; that is, relative to the current number of
such jobs, not to the job market as a whole.

Carey also projected that the fastest

absolute growth would occur in occupations unrelated to computers: janitors, nurses'
1
aides/orderlies, sales clerks, cashiers, and waiters/waitresses

2

A second rebuttal to the argument of jobs is this: Jobs that "use" computers do not
automatically require computer literacy. For instance, a secondary-school teacher raised
the argument of jobs in an interview:
Question: "You've said that computers cost a lot of money, and you weren't
impressed with the software that you got to see .... What makes you say
computers are important?"
Answer "Well, I think you'd have to be a moron not to see the handwriting
on the wall. Computers are coming in. To what degree is hard to tell yet.
Even for these kids that don't want to go to college, they want to get a job
somewhere ... you can't go to the grocery store or anywhere else, the cash
registers are computerized."
Question: "How much do you need to know about computers to work at the
grocery store?"
Answer. "Oh, nothing."
Senator Dodd's figure of 30 million computer-related jobs includes grocery-store checkers
using bar-code readers and other jobs that strain reasonable definitions of being "related"
to computer technology. These people comprise the "overwhelming majority of the 30
million," and thcy need no computer-literacy instruction to do their jobs.1 3
One computer-literacy textbook describes how truck drivers "use" computers: They
wear small computerized devices on bands around their heads, which beep if they fall
asleep while driving.' 4 These truck drivers do not need to know how to use computers!
"2Ibid., Table 2.
3
Menosky, 43.
4
' Roherts. Scholastic Computing, 243.

1
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Neither do car mechanics using computerized diagnostic systems, telephone operators
using computerized directories, airline agents using computerized reservation systems,
and cashiers using computerized cash registers. (The cashiers do not even need to know
how to read, if they work for a company that uses the latest in graphic-icon-based user
interfaces.)
High technology will affect many jobs, and many people will "use" computers, but
few people need computer skills. Secretaries will use word processors, bookkeepers will
use spreadsheets, and clerical workers will use record-keeping systems. But use of these
new tools will not require workers with more sophisticated computer skills. The trend in
computing is toward machines that are easier to use, that require less and less "literacy"
of users.
A premise underlying the argument of jobs is that increased automation demands
increased job skills levels. This premise is disputed. James Bright, a Harvard Business
School professor, studied the effects of automation on job-skill requirements in a variety
of U.S. firms, examining claims made over the past 20 years, that increasing levels of
automation would require increasing skills by operators and other workers. Bright found
that skill requirements first increased, then decreased sharply as automation increased.
Aggregate skill levels of U.S. jobs have not changed much in the last 20 years, despite
widespread automation:
"Indeed, one of the major purposes and effects of high technology is to simplify
or reduce the skill requirements for performing a particular work task. With
the exception of a relatively small number of highly specialized positions
for designing and implementing high technology applications, most jobs will
not require higher skill levels. ... The general educational requirements for

creating good citizens and productive workers are not likely to be altered
15
significantly by high technology."

15Levin

and Rumberger, 11.
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Today's automobile is much more sophisticated technologically than yesterday's but also
easier to use. The same can be said about the many devices we use that contain computers.
Finally, the argument of jobs is used to justify computer-literacy education indirectly, as a means to provide students with other, "higher level" skills that, it is argued,
businesses desperately need in their employees. Marc Tucker, chairman of the NAEP's
Committee on Computer Competence, believes that "A generation of kids coming out of
schools who were really skilled with data and had a grasp of complex dynamic systems
would stand a much better chance of securing the economic future for themselves and
their country than the generation that is now emerging from our schools." 16 But his
premise - that computer-literacy education gives students a "grasp of complex dynamic
systems" - is unjustified. Another computer-literacy enthusiast says that "Accurate and
accessible information is becoming increasingly central to economic prosperity, and the
most productive employees will be those trained to refine knowledge rapidly from data." 17
But his premise - that computer-literacy education teaches students how to better refine
knowledge from data - is unjustified. (See the next section for a detailed discussion of
the relationship between computer skills and thinking skills.)
Some computer-literacy advocates believe that because computers are "informationprocessing" machines, everyone who wants to use information must use computers:

"...

knowledge of and ability to use a computer will become a necessity for most citizens in
the future. ... In the age of information, the ability to use computers will become a
major tool of people who acquire and use information. That means most of us will use
them since we will all acquire and use information."

8

This argument confuses two quite

different meanings of "using information." One way of expressing the difference is to say
that computers process information syntactically, and people can process information
semantically. Computer-literacy classes expose people to tools for calculating tables
16"Study Finds Children Know Computer's Parts, Not Whole," The New York Times (7 April 1988)

A:24.
7 Christopher

Dede, "New Technology and Education," Encyclopedia of Educational Commu-

nications Media Technology, 2nd edition (Winter 1984) 3. Pre-publication copy.
l"Jerry Willis, "Educational Computing: Current Status and Future Directions," Computers in the
Schools, 1, 1 (Spring 1984) 6, 9.
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of formulas, manipulating words and paragraphs, and searching and sorting lists. But
people must decide what information is important and how to organize it to get a job
done. It is people who are expected to make decisions based on information, some of
which may be processed by a computer.

Decision-making is a complex process that

resists complete automation, despite the best efforts of computer scientists. What these
efforts have taught us is that decision-making depends as much on human experience and
unanticipated events as it does on algorithmic processes.
Surveys of businesses indicate that the skills they do want, but rarely find, in employees - written and oral communications skills and interpersonal skills - are unrelated to
computers. A study by the Bell System showed a preference for managers who were good
at organizing, planning, and decision making, abilities that the study correlated positively
with liberal-arts educations. 19 Business executives (in another poll) cited the following
as the most important job skills they hoped to find in those they hire: communication
skills, analytical ability, interpersonal skills, mathematical skills, and behavioral traits
and attitudes related to sound business practices.2" Levin and Rumberger reported that
"Both U.S. and British employers indicate that they seek new employees with a sound
21
education and good work habits rather than narrow vocational skills."

"Despite the assertions by some computer literacy advocates, even in today's
technological society, most business people are more concerned that their employees come to them with strong basic communications skills and good work
habits than with a high level of specific technical skill. ... While businesseq
do not wish to spend money and valuable time teaching their workers basic
communications skills or inculcating proper attitudes, they are thoroughly
prepared to provide specific training to handle the machines, equipment, instruments, etc., required for the job ...
9

Roger Robin Ekins, "Computer Illiterate, and Proud of It," AACJC Journal (October/November
1985)
30-31.
20
Ibid.
21

Levin and Rumberger, 12.
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Historically, job-specific vocational training in public schools has been a colossal failure. ... Schools do not need yet another area in which they are charged

with failing the society. It would be better to acknowledge from the outset that computer literacy programs in schools have only limited value as
22
prevocational training."

According to one manager who is himself a computer professional, "computer-literacy
graduates are useless." Most of all, he told me, he needs employees who can adapt to
changing technologies.
Business managers do talk about the need for more highly skilled workers. But the
skills they are referring to are reading, writing, basic math, social interaction, and good
work habits (such as showing up to work on time). These are the skills needed to succeed
in today's high-technology society, and they are lacking in many school graduates.
The perceived job-market need for computer literacy is largely artificial. The insistence on widespread, mandatory computer-literacy education generates a need, in the
form of requirements for high-school graduation, college application, teacher certification,
and job application.
"Just as good spelling is now required to fill out an application for a janitor's
job and a high school diploma is needed to become a nurse's aide, and a
college diploma is necessary for just about everything else, so tomorrow CL
[computer literacy) will be a requisite for many jobs that actually require
no computer knowledge. With such credential barriers in place, CL will have
created its own necessity, and employability will depend in part upon a parcel
of useless knowledge about computers." 23
Though computer literacy is not a new basic skill, by saying so we make it so.
"Kelman, 8-9. Citing Philip Shenon, "Industry asks basic skills," New York Times (4/24/83) 12:49.
Noble, 53.

23
'
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5.2

The Argument of Mental Discipline:
24
'Wheaties of the Mind'

Simply put, the "argument of mental discipline" is that "'electronic learners' will think
on higher levels than their pencil-and-paper equivalents did previously." 2 The mentaldiscipline argument rests on the widespread association of computer technology with
certain attributes that are also associated with thinking (in particular, with problem solving). These attributes include logic, rationality, organization, and procedurality, among
others. It is widely believed that interacting with computers demands and nurtures
"higher-level thinking skills" based on these attributes. For instance, several participants in a "Computers and Writing" course felt that their writing was better organized if
they used a word processor, because they perceived word processors as highly organized
programs. Invariably, the people who said this were the most well organized people in
the class.

26

When I ask teachers what they are teaching in their computer-literacy classes, they
often mention general skills such as problem-solving, logical thinking, organization, and
planning. The Director of the University of Oregon's Center for Advanced Technology
in Education (and a professor of Computer Science and Educational Psychology) has
said that underlying computer-literacy education is the notion of an "effective procedure," which he defines as "a very systematic way of doing things." 2 71 One educator
wrote that the purpose of teaching students to deal with computers is to cause "an
increasing percentage of the members of our society to be able to do systems analysis, to specify step-by-step processes by which real-life problems can be handled in

24

Roy D. Pea, "Logo Programming and Problem Solving," Symposium on Chameleon in the Classroom: Developing Roles for Computers, 1983 AERA Annual Meeting (American Educational Research
Association),
Montreal, Canada, 26.
25
Carolee Matsumoto, "The Potential of Computers for Teaching Thinking," Article I in Terence
R. Cannings and Stephen W. Brown, eds., Telecommunications, Robots, and Problem Solving
(Irvine,
California: Franklin, Beedle & Associates, 1987) 37.
26
Rosenberg, "Computers and Writing," 19.
27
Hawley, 3. Quoting Dexter Fletcher.
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computers." 2" A school superintendent of a California district said this about computerliteracy instruction:
"If the computer can help develop in the minds of these young people a whole
logical form of thinking and problem solving, I think we're going to bridge an
extreme gap in all parts of the curriculum. ... If we can train the cells of the
mind to think in an organized pattern, then all our teachings will be grasped
29
at a much faster rate."

A claim to "train the cells of the mind to think" is obviously extraordinary, especially
when tied to a machine in such relatively short supply. When he made this statement,
the superintendent's district had an average of one computer for every 24 students, and
students received an average of 30-60 minutes per week of computer instruction.
Some advocates of the mental-discipline argument cite vaguely defined, even nonsensical "thinking skills." In 1985, a System Specialist in Boston's Educational Computing
Operations department said that computers in schools are worthwhile because they help
teach "cognitive thinking development." 3'
A computer-literacy activity book describes two activities to teach the "skill" of
"divergent thinking":
Day 1: Make a list of tools and machines that extend human physical capabilities ...
Day 2: Make a list of extensions to the capabilities of the human brain.
The book notes that students "will probably list aids such as calculators, books, robots,
computers, watches, and so on." The only clue to how the book's authors define divergent
thinking is this statement: "The more divergent the thinking becomes, the better." 3 1
Catalogs of "educational" software include categories such as reasoning skills, logical
reasons, analytical reasons, and problem solving (along with, for instance, mathematics,
28Anton

Braun Quist, "'Computer Literacy': Wave of the Future - Or Pelic of the Past?" Computers
in the Schools, 1, 1 (Spring 1984) 68.
2 9Menosky,
44. Quoting Ronald Flora, Superintendent of the Lake Elsinore, CA school district.
3 Pearlman.
31
lnternational Council for Computers in Education, 12.
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language skills, computer literacy, and keyboarding). 32 Commenting on such software, a
1985 Computer Coordinators' Committee on Computer Literacy said this: "The newest
generation of problem-solving software offers a way of having students learn and practice
gathering appropriate information, deciding what to do with it, and interpreting the
results of whatever is done. The intellectual gains from problem solving in this way
are certainly transferable to other areas outside the realm of computers."'

As this

committee's statement illustrates, advocates of the mental-discipline argument believe
that exposure to ccmputers will cause students to become "better" thinkers (where better
is defined as more logical), in domains other than computing. In other words, the mentaldiscipline argument rests on the assumption that intellectual skills gained through the
use of computers will generalize or transfer to other areas of learning:
"Most jobs will require workers with quite sophisticated higher order cognitive
skills. For example, typewriters are now being replaced by word processing
/ information management / data networking devices, since one professional
using such a machine can do the work of five clerk/ typists. ... However, this
new device is not being used as was the typewriter, simply to input symbols.
Instead, to realize productivity gains from the 'intelligent' tool, the employee
must be well versed in complex pattern recognition, information evaluation,
information synthesis, decisionmaking given incomplete information, flexibility, and creativity. These higher order cognitive skills are illustrative of
an emerging altered definition of higher intelligence. ... Only a technology
based educational approach can offer students direct experience with intelligent tools to build these new cognitive and affective skills necessary for work
and family life."

4

Often, the logical-thinking benefit that allegedly derives from computer-literacy education is linked to a specific aspect of computer use, such as word processing.
32

As

For instance, see "QUEUE: The Best in Educational Software" (Bridgeport, CT: QUEUE, Inc.,
1987). See also "Sunburst Educational Computing Courseware" (Pleasantville, NY: Sunburst Communications, 1987).
33
"Mission: Define Computer Literacy. The Illinois-Wisconsin ISACS Computer Coordinators' Committee on Computer Literacy Report (May 1985),"12.
34
Dede, 15-17.
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mentioned before, some people believe that word-processing programs improve writing
skills by training (or at least making it easier for) people to organize their thoughts "better"; however, the evidence is at best mixed. Researchers at the University of Minnesota
found that students who adapted best to word-processing programs were those who were
already accustomed to planning before writing - those people who began writing only
after they had a good idea what they wanted to say and how they wanted to organize it.
In contrast, students who did relatively little planning before writing and then needed
to revise extensively did not perceive word-processing programs as particularly useful.3 5
Commenting on this research, Colette Daiute, author of Writing & Computers, wrote
this:
"Despite the ease of revising and editing, the subjects who reported that
they did not like to revise still didn't revise. This research has ...reminded
us that the writer - not the computer - does the difficult conceptual work.
Contrary to reports by many professional writers, the students who revised
extensively did not find much solace in the easy block move and automatic recopy commands. This may be because the precursor to using these commands
- thinking about how the text should be pruned, expanded, and reorganized
- is hard work."'
Daiute's own research indicates that writers who revise their text with word processors
tend to rewrite and reformulate less extensively than writers who revise with "older
technologies" (pens and typewriters).

Writers in her study made only small changes

with word processors, but they made "substantial improvements" when they had to
spend more time recopying their text.3"
Word-processing programs may be valuable and convenient tools for good writers,
"5See L.S. Bridwell, G. Sirc, and R. Brooke, "Revising and computers: Case studies of student writers,"
in S. Freedman, ed., The Acquisition of written language: Revision and response (New York:
Ablex, 1985). See also L.S. Bridwell, P. Johnson, and S. Brehe, "Computers and composing: Case

studies of experienced writers," in A. Matsuhashi, ed., Writing in real time: Modelling production
processes (New York: Longman, 1983).
36
Colette Daiute, Writing & Computers (Reading, Massachusetts:
Company,
1985) 221-222.
37
Ibid., 39.

Addison-Wesley Publishing
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but they do not address the most difficult tasks involved in writing. Like other computer
applications presented in computer-literacy classes, word-processing programs deal only
with the mechanics of a task, not its intellectual content. They help the writer manipulate characters, words, and blocks of text, but they do not give people good ideas or
worthwhile things to write.
Most of the time the mental-discipline argument for computer literacy is used, it is
linked to the teaching of computer programning. A prevalent assertion is that computer
programming improves general thinking abilities:
"There is an undocumented but much discussed advantage that many believe to result from using computers and writing computer programs. The
most popular term for this advantage seems t( be 'procedural thinking,' and
it refers loosely to supposed improvements in logical thinking and problem
solving. I don't like the term - a better one would be 'disciplined thinking.'
But although this effect is harder to achieve than is commonly supposed, I
believe that t's real. The study of computers and computer programming
can lead to improvements in your ability to analyze and solve problems. ..."38
Computer-literacy coordinators who were surveyed said this: "Only a few students will
go on to become computer programmers, but all students have something to gain by
learning to write simple computer programs. Computer programming provides a logical,
systematic framework for problem solving."

9

One educator wrote that computer-literacy

courses should include instruction in programming, because "...the logic and problem
solving skills learned are invaluable." 4 °

Another educator wrote:

"Programming can

serve this purpose [of increasing problem-solving and logic skills] well. It encourages,
even demands, logical reasoning. It sharpens problem-solving abilities

.

Even some

people who are highly critical of computer-literacy education accept without question that
learning to program is a good thing for all students: "We should know how to do a little
38

John Shore, The Sachertorte Algorithm and Other Antidotes to Computer Anxiety 32-33.
Define Computer Literacy. The Illinois-Wisconsin ISACS Computer Coordinators' Committee on Computer Literacy Report (May 1985),"12.
40
Fritz, 707.
4 iNeibauer, 90.
39 "Mission:
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programming and should understand something about the theories of computing. We
should certainly engage ourselves in the marvelous problem-solving potential of computer
technology and can only benefit from learning how to represent abstract ideas in concrete
form."

42

Where computers are in short supply, the emphasis in computer-literacy education
is on something related to programming, called "algorithmic thinking." One computerliteracy workbook, intended for classes with no computers, describes an activity that
teaches the skill of algorithmic thinking. In this activity, groups of students walk around
the classroom, stopping at several "learning stations." Each station has some playing
cards and a set of instructions. In a sample learning station's instructions, the students
are asked to count the number of cards at the station. If the number is odd, the students
are instructed to record the word ODD on their Recording Sheets; if the number is even,
they are instructed to record EVEN. They are then instructed to shuffle the cards and
43
move on to the next station.
Advocates of the mental-discipline argument range from educators to computer salespeople to computer scientists, but none have any convincing support for the argument.
Psychologists point out that transfer of cognitive skills between any two domains is exceptionally difficult to achieve or demonstrate:
"Merely because the same skill or ability level applies to two tasks, one cannot
predict transfer with confidence. While two tasks may both involve a precise
cognitive style ..., they may engage these in crucially different ways ..... Trans-

fer of problem-solving strategies between dissimilar problems, or problems of
different content, is notoriously difficult to achieve even for adults.""
When the manager of behavioral research for Atari computer company was asked about
the basis for Atari's promotion of the educational value of its products, he said: "I guess
you could say that the extent to which programming teaches generally useful mental
skills is still an area open to question and exploration." 4 5
4

'Ekins, 31.

43

international Council for Computers in Education, 5, 18-22.

"Roy D. Pea, "Logo Programming and Problem Solving," 29.
4 5Menosky,

46. Quoting Robert Olton.
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Evidence that is relevant to the mental-discipline argument comes from the few studies
done on the cognitive effects of learning programming. These studies are inconclusive,
yielding apparently contradictory results. Several of the most careful studies, done at the
Bank Street College of Education, uncovered no evidence to support the mental-discipline
argument.
In one project at the Bank Street College, researchers compared elementary-school
students who never programmed with students who spent 30 hours programming over
the course of a school year (a substantial amount of time by school standards).

The

study focused on the effects of programming instruction on planning skills. It concluded
that there was no difference between the programmers and non-programmers in all the
dimensions of planning that were considered:
"There is no currently availabl, programming language or computer environment that can, in itself, without instructional guidance, help students to
develop these advanced thinking strategies, or make them aware of the broad
range of problem domains to which they might be applied. At the current
time, learning these skills is a deeply social affair

46

Another study considered the development of thinking skills in three groups of highschool students: those with no programming experience, one year of experience, and two
years of experience. There were no significant differences among the groups in several
measures of "far transfer," or transfer from programming to relatively dissimilar activities. Significant differences were found only on some subscores for the "near transfer"
task, algorithm design and analysis: The programming students were more likely than
the control group to apply simple programming structures learned in their programming
course (a loop, a conditional test, and a counter) to other programming tasks. Also, more
programming students than non-programming students could write algorithms with only
a few flaws (although few programming students could develop successful algorithms).4 7
"Roy D. Pea and D. Midian Kurland, "Logo Programming and the Development of Planning Skills,"
Technical Report No. 16, Center for Children and Technology, Bank Street College of Education (March
1984)
22-23, 44-45.
7
1 Kurland et al, 1986, 38-39.
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While it is gratifying to note that programming instruction appeared to teach students
something .bout programming, the researchers noted that the study's results provide no
support for the widespread claims of far transfer:
"Although programming students were somewhat better on a task closely
analogous to a programming problem, they were not better at reasoning with
variables, developing equations, procedural means-end reasoning, decentering, or planning on tasks which were not like programming in terms of surface
characteristics. ... The algorithm task, to which programming students did
apply some of theik skills, ..., bore relatively obvious similarities to a programrning task .... Given the transfer of the operational skills here and not

to our other tasks, it is apparent that relatively context-specific rather than
general operations were learned ...
From our perspective, based on data from the present study and others, we
do not believe that the current hope for incidental learning of generalizable
48
thinking skills through programming is realistic."

The same study reached some unexpected and troubling conclusions about the learning that did take place among students studying programming:
"Some students relied on the understanding of a few good students and never
bothered to learn the material themselves. ... Though several were concerned

with understanding what to do, they did not seem to have techniques or rules
for systematically analyzing buggy programs and for developing corrections.
Students often seemed to feel helpless. ... Unlike many other domains where

the opposite is true, in programming a student's performance, as reflected
in completed programs, can clearly outstrip understanding by a considerable
margin."

49

Other studies echo these negative conclusions about the effects of introductory programming instruction:
48
Ibid.,
49

44, 48-49.
Ibid., 43-44.
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"[Students'] understanding of the program is basically at the level of a single
line. ... Novices usually have a tinker toy model of program construction.

They presume that programs are assembled by piecing the language features
together. ... They do not engage in the activities required for refining the

natural language statement of the problem into a statement which can be
decomposed and coded into a problem solution. As a result, when they are
asked to solve problems which are more complex than simple translations of
known language features, their solutions are often poorly organized, incorrect,
or inefficient.

Thus, the top down design and stepwise refinement which

experts use to write programs is not taught nor required by most introductory
programming courses at the junior high level."5 °
Researchers have noted that many students rarely do any planning before programming;
instead, they go to their computer terminals and write programs from scratch. They do
not debug their programs much either, preferring the tedious task of completely rewriting
a program, rather than the intellectually harder task of figuring out what is wrong with
the first program."

I observed this behavior repeatedly in computer-literacy classes.

Other studies of programmers have been condemned for having serious methodological flaws, including overly small numbers of subjects and lack of a control group. In one
project that found evidence of transfer from Logo programming, the researchers had studied groups of two or three students who were specially guided by an adult tutor.5 2 Were
the effects noted by the researchers the result of Logo instruction or of an extraordinarily
high teacher-student ratio and specially trained teachers?
Another project uncovered both positive and negative effects of Logo programming on
problem-solving abilities. Some students appeared to be "learning" logical fallacies. But
the Logo children tended to ask more questions and to self-correct their errors. However,
the students learning Logo had received extra interaction from teachers and peers and
5°Dalby,

Tourniaire, and Linn.
51 Roy D. Pea, "Logo Programming and Problem Solving," 30.
5*2Gavriel

Salomon and D.N. Perkins, "Transfer of Cognitive Skills From Programming: When and

How?" Journal o," Educational Computing Research, 3, 2 (1987) 161.
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much prompting with "metacognitively-oriented questions."

3

The other students - using

CAI systems (computer-aided instruction) - received no such attention.
Some researchers conclude that it is precisely the extra attention that programming
students often receive (in stitdies of programming and cognition), which accounts for any
perceived benefits of programming instruction:
"Originally, one might have thought of programming as a kind of cognitive
playground; mere engagement in the activity of itself would exercise the mind
as real playground exercise young bodies, without any need for instruction
finely tuned to provoke such consequences. Unfortunately, the research argues
against such a vision.
Instead, according to our interpretation of the conditions for transfer, certain
inconvenient conditions must be met. ... The straightforward teaching of
elementary programming is not a very good way to foster cognitive skills.""
According to this research team, the only likely way to harvest general cognitive benefits
from programming instruction involves "a high teacher-student ratio, Socratic interaction with the learners, great sensitivity on the part of the teacher for the ebb and flow
of enthusiasm and understanding in the individual student, calculated provocation of
abstraction and connection-making, and so on." In the long run, the researchers suggest
that improved curricula and teacher-training programs "may make possible" programming instruction that has an impact on cognitive skills.5 5 As these researchers point
out, satisfying this long list of preconditions for the mental-discipline argument would
seriously strain the resources of the educational system. Any teacher would agree that
large investments in teachers and curricula "may make possible" all sorts of wonderful

educational results.
Additional studies of the effects of programming instruction have speculated on the
relative importance of the programming and the instruction. One report on Logo stu53 Douglas

H.Clements, "Longitudinal Study of the Effects of Logo Programming on Cognitive Abilities
and54 Achievements," Journal of Educational Computing Research, 3, 1 (1987) 91-92.
Salomon and Perkins, 163-164.
5 5lbid., 164.
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dents in elementary and high schools stated that although Logo allows practices such as
planning, debugging, and careful documentation, students do not pick up these practices
without explicit and well planned instruction. 56 As discussed in Chapter 2, the toy-like
programming instruction in computer-literacy classes is neither well planned nor explicit
about general cognitive skills such as planning.
Several meta-studies of programming and cognition have concluded that the alleged
connection between learning to program and learning to think is unjustified:
"The field present[s] indecisive and apparently contradictory results. ... Overall the results [have] to be considered inconclusive." 57
"In the process of learning to program a computer, it is assumed, students
will also learn about their own thinking processes. ... Despite these claims,

there have been very few relevant research studies and almost no convincing
58
support of this connection."

"The intuitively plausible claims for the cognitive benefits of programming
have broadened in scope and in public attention. Although, as yet, there
is no evidence to support these claims, their presumed validity is affecting
important decisions in public education ....We run the risk of having the

naive 'technoromantic' ideas become entrenched in the school curriculum by
affirmation rather than by empirical verification through a cyclic process of
research and development." 59
The mental-discipline argument is a great hope, but it remains an unsubstantiated
hope. What little we know about the psychology of programming is inconclusive. What
we know is not commensurate with the strong claims that are made for the cognitive ben56

Roy D. Pea, "What Will It Take to Learn Thinking Skills Through Computer Programming?"
Symposium on Development Studies of Computer Programming Skills, 1984 AERA Annual Meeting
(American Educational Research Association), New Orleans, Louisiana, 6.

"7Salomon and Perkins, 150.
Richard E. Mayer, Jennifer L. Dyck, and William Vilberg, "Learning to Program and Learning to
Think: What's the Connection?" Communications of the ACM, 29, 7 (July 1986) 605.
5

9

Pea and Kurland (January 1984) 2.
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efits, of learning programming. Such claims are characteristic of arguments for computer-

literacy education.
Some computer-literacy advocates fall back on a common-sense version of the mentaldiscipline argument: It is obvious that programming demands "good" thinking skills and
equally obvious that these skills must rub off in other areas. This sort of argument is
used to justify the teaching of a great many things in schools. But there are equally
common-sense counterarguments; for instance, it is probably not true that computer
programmers are "better thinkers" than any other group of people.
Contrary to popular assumption, programming does not require good organizational
or planning skills, although it certainly benefits from these skills (as do many other activities). People who are normally disorganized are likely to write disorganized programs,
which can nonetheless work "correctly." Like any other type of work, programming can
be done carefully or sloppily, and sloppy programming will not turn the programmer into
a well organized thinker.
Like programming, writing can be and is routinely done by people who are poorly
organized and do little planning. Regardless of whether it is done with pencil and paper
or with a word processor, bad writing does not make the writer a better thinker.
To summarize, there is no convincing support for the claim that learning about programming fosters mental discipline or that whatever is acquired in computer classes
transfers to other areas of learning.

5.3

The Argument of Informed Citizens

The last frequently used argument for widespread computer-literacy education is the
argument of informed citizens. It is also the most vaguely worded argument, often consisting of little more than this assertion: "Computers are everywhere, so people must need
to know about them in order to function." To participate fully in a society that "uses"
computers in so many common applications, it is argued, citizens must be computer
literate, and it is the responsibility of schools to provide this training. Richard Hersh,
Dean of the Graduate School of Education at the University of Oregon, articulated this
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position dramatically:
"If schools do not set up master plans for meeting these needs soon, they will
be responsible for turning out a generation of technopea-ants. ... It is up
to educators to see that the next generation become masters - not serfs - of
modern technology. " '
Advocates of the informed-citizens argument say that in the imminent future, people
who are not computer literate will be at a great disadvantage in all areas of life; indeed,
that the ability to use computers will be "prerequisite to everyday life situations.""'
Swept up in this rhetoric, it is easy for teachers to become convinced that it their
duty to teach computer literacy. A 6th-grade teacher said this to me: "We cannot, as
educators, ignore this. We have to make our students aware of this as a tool. They will
encounter it. We're going to be crippling them by not exposing them to it.""2 Another
teacher spoke at length about the lack of demonstrated value in using computers in
schools, but he continued to say that students should be taught to use computers. When
I asked him why he thought it was necessary to use computers, he replied: "It's an
important life skill, because computers are part of everyone's life."'
Indeed, in a typical day, a person may "use" computers in a car, wristwatch, microwave oven, coffee machine, telephone, VCR, and so on.

But although computers

appear to be omnipresent, it does not follow that we all need to know how computers
work. There are other technologies that people "use" more often than they use computers, but people need not understand how all these technologies work. Dan McCracken,
a former president of the Association for Computing Machinery, notes that a strong
informed-citizen type of argument could be made for something we might call automobile literacy:
"Cars are of tremendous importance in everyday life, the national economy,
and all kinds of public policy issues. Most people will spend far more time
6°Kelman,

4. Quoting Hersh, "Are Americans schools turning out technopeasants?" Instructor(May

1983) 27.
"1Hawley, preface written by Philip K. Piele, Executive Secretary, Oregon School Study Council.
62
Interview.
63
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and money on cars than computers, ever. A person starting driving today
has a 50% chance of being seriously enough injured in a car accident during
his/her lifetime to require hospitalization, and one chance in 50 of being killed.
Cars created our suburbs, ..., and created much of today's global economics
and politics .... That all adds up to a matter of great importance, by any
measure I can think of. ... Just as we don't require all drivers to know what

a differential is, there is no need to teach all students how to program."64
We learn to operate cars - and televisions, and telephones, and so on - incidentally, to
the extent that we need to make use of these devices. Similarly, people can easily learn to
operate word processors or spreadsheet programs, if they need to use them. But learning
how to operate an application program does not make one literate about computers in
any meaningful sense.
A better analogy for computers as they are used in today's society is electric motors.
Both are often embedded components in larger systems. In a typical day, one might
use electric motors in an alarm clock, electric shaver, refrigerator, car, stereo system,
and vacuum cleaner. Yet most people function quite well without knowing how electric
motors work, and no one talks about the need for electric-motor literacy. Like electric
motors, computers are becoming ever more invisible components of commonly used tools.
Some versions of the informed-citizens argument emphasize policy-making:
"In an information society such as ours, widespread understanding of computer technology and the consequences of computer use and misuse is necessary, even required, for public policy-making.

... For the individual, an

understanding of computer technology and uses is important because it reduces bewilderment about computers and promotes a balanced view of the
computer's role in society. Such understanding also enables people to use
and influence the design of computer-based social services and to develop informed opinions regarding particular computer applications having political,
"
economic and social implications. 65
64 McCracken,
65

3, 5.

Anderson and Klassen, 41.
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In The Sachertorte Algorithm, a book about computers that is both nontechnical and
meaningful, John Shore writes: "Learning more about computers can also help people to
participate intelligently in the formulation of public policy.""
Computer-literacy advocates worry that students who are not "exposed to" computers
will be "left behind" and may "feel helpless in the face of computer power, while those
who have used a computer for writing, programming, or graphics understand the limits as
well as the power of the machine." 67 But the "exposure" to computers that characterizes
computer-literacy classes can give people only the most superficial control over computers.
Students who are exposed to word-processing software may be able to control a computer
enough to format and print their text - and this may be an extremely convenient skill
to have - but they have learned nothing about computers that could help them control
computer uses in society.
There is a relationship between understanding and empowerment. Intelligent public policies related to computer use cannot be made by people who do not have some
understanding of computers. But computer literacy, as that topic is currently taught,
does not provide the kind of understanding of computers that could contribute to wise
policies. Computer-literacy classes may be doing harm, by turning out people whose
model of computation is extremely simplistic but who nonetheless believe themselves to
be "computer literate." Douglas Noble refers to the "propaganda of Computer Literacy":
"It introduces people to computers, gives them some hands-on experience,
and deludes them into thinking that all computers are friendly and easily
controlled because their little micro is so. In this way, CL mystifies in the
name of demystification. ... In fact, it is much more likely that a focus on

minimal technical competence, as in CL, will lead to a sort of pseudocontrol,
a false sense that one has power simply because one can make a computer
do a little something.

... Even if technical understanding were important

for democratic participation, the minimal technical information available in
such courses is many orders of magnitude removed from any significant un616Shore,
67

The Sachertorte Algorithm, 32-33.
Daiute, 16.
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68
derstanding which might serve to enhance public deliberation."

A little of the wrong information masquerading as technological literacy could lead
to dangerously unwise decisions about using computers. People whose education about
computer systems is limited to tiny programs are not equipped to make informed decisions
about the massive computer systems that run real applications. Such large systems are
qualitatively different than what students encounter in computer-literacy classes. Hence
the danger of trying to make people "computer literate" by exposing them to "toy"
computers.

5.4

Other Reasons

In addition to the three major reasons for teaching computer literacy, discussed above,
there are several "minor reasons." The minor reasons often surface after a discussion
reveals a lack of justification for the major reasons. The minor reasons have more to do
with how the educational system normally works than with research on education.
Some people argue that pressure from parents who want their children to learn about
computers is reason enough to teach computer literacy. It is then instructive to ask
why some parents want their children to use computers. Parents are under pressure
themselves: They read dozens of newspaper and magazine articles about the alleged
need for everyone to know about computers (the informed-citizen argument), and they
see dozens of advertisements that explicitly link good parenting with the purchase of
computers for one's children. Parents who have spent hundreds or thousands of dollars
on a home computer have a vested interest in computers; they are anxious for their
childrens' schools to validate the wisdom of their home purchases by making similar
purchases for school use.
Parents often ask me, as they do many computer professionals, what kind of computer
they should buy for their children. When I ask why they want a computer, they have
no answer but to wonder why I am asking such a silly question. When I ask what they
68

Noble, 58, 62.
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want to do with a computer, they have no answer, because there are few good uses for
home computers. (An exception may be word processing, a convenient tool that might
be useful for some children who are old enough to be writing papers regularly. See the
last chapter for more on this application.)
It appears reasonable that schools should be responsive to parents' and communities'
preferences for their children's education. But the first response should be a thoughtful
examination of justifications, priorities, needs, and resources, not a headlong rush into
implementation of a new curriculum item.
Other people argue that teachers' enthusiasm about computers would be reason
enough to use computers in schools for a variety of applications, including computer
literacy. Again, it is revealing to probe the basis of this argument; in this case, to probe
why some teachers respond positively when given a computer in their classrooms. Is
this response a reflection of educational value of computers, or is it the natural result
of being treated to a much heralded, state-of-the-art tool, in an otherwise poor working
environment? I spoke with teachers who were enthusiastic about their school's new computers because they would no longer have to prepare lesson plans on old mimeograph
machines; their schools could not afford copiers but had purchased computers. Every
school I visited lacked basic office equipment, clerical and other support services, private
office space, and other features of working environments that most computer professionals take for granted. The president of the National Education Association complains that
today's society treats teachers like very tall children.69 An article in an education journal claims that "the computer has become the new 'toy' for a select number of teachers
trying to escape the monotony of regular education and satisfy the public relations goals
70
of principals and administrators."

Computer-rich schools are treated not only to new equipment but much extra attention, from university researchers, television crews, etc. One afternoon in a Boston
primary school, I watched 2 students using computers, while 10 researchers observed,
videotaped, audio-taped, transcribed, and photographed those students. In an environ6 9America's Kids:
7°Neibauer, 88.

Why They Flunk, ABC television special program, 3 October 1988.
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ment - the U.S. public school system - in which 5,200 teachers are physically attacked
by students each month, 7 ' without that raising a public outcry, is it surprising that
some teachers and administrators respond with enthusiasm to positive attention from
the outside world, when that attention comes in the form of new computers?
Still other people argue that computer-literacy should be taught because students like
computers, hence will learn better if classes use computers. A System Specialist with the
Boston Public School System justified Boston's large computer purchases by saying that
"computers have had a positive motivational effect." '2 Some parents cite their children's
interest in computers as evidence that it is educationally worthwhile to expose children
to computers.
As already noted, some teachers are excited about using computers. When teachers
(or parents) are enthusiastic about teaching a given topic or using a given tool, they
communicate this enthusiasm to their students, who are likely to respond positively to
whatever is taught. Teachers' relationships with students are extremely important in
determining how well students learn. A sixth-grade teacher who used word-processing
programs in part of her English class said that her students performed better when her
teaching style included personal "conferences" with individual students, "as much for
physical closeness as educational information. Someone may want simply to be next to a
warm body and talk, and they use their writing as the vehicle to get that closeness."

3

In

interactions between parents and children using computers, the presence of a computer
may be the least relevant component:
"What little kids probably love most of all about software isn't the software
at all but the chance to sit on Dad's or Mom's lap. Once they're snugly in
place on the parental lap, kids love whatever is going on. ... 'Scaffolding'

is how child psychologists describe what the parents are doing by providing
support to the learning process
71Thomas
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Learning is a nurturing process.

As with teachers, some students' enthusiasm about

computers may have little to do with computers themselves.
Students who appear enthusiastic about using computers are not necessarily learning
better because of that enthusiasm:
"Students ... fail to associate their difficulties in achieving a solution with

their lack of planning. Students believe they need more terminal time, not
that they need to plan, to solve problems effectively. Students find the on-line
experience very motivating and they prefer to be on-line interacting with the
7 5
computer, even if they are not making progress in solving problems."
Kenneth Komolski, then head of the Educational Products Information Exchange, a nonprofit organization affiliated with Columbia University Teacher's College and Consumer's
Union, referred to "the fun factor," which masks serious questions about the real value
of learning with computers: "Parents go by and say, 'Oh, the kids are so involved.' But
is any learning really taking place? ... there is no evidence that students retain material
7
better - or even learn better than if they'd been drilled conventionally." 1
Moreover, many teachers complain that after the initial interest in the new machine
wears off, students quickly grow bored with "educational" software:
"But with most so-called educational software, says Gay Reetz, a Scarsdale,
New York, grade school teacher and computer literacy instructor, that attention fades quickly. 'They do their multiplications or whatever, and the buzzer
goes off and on, and some little man tips his hat, and they think it's great,'
Reetz says. 'They learn the music, they listen for the buzzers, but once they
77
have that down, the children are bored.' "
By 1986, Kim Natale, a high-school physical teacher who was the 1984 Colorado Teacher
of the Year, had this to say about students' reactions to school computing: "Two or three
years ago, the kids were all excited about using the computers. Now they say, 'Oh, do
75
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Students respond negatively to many of the same factors that teachers

of computer-literacy courses complain about. For these and other students, enthusiasm
about computers has already begun to wane.
Finally, some people agree with me that there is no good justification for teaching
computer literacy, but they argue that computer literacy is no different - no less justified
- than any other school topic.

Some of these are the same people who argue that

computer-literacy education is the necessary foundation for informed, critical decisions
about computer uses.

Yet, they themselves take a position about computer uses in

schools that they cannot defend. If "computer literacy" means anything, surely this
position is the epitome of computer illiteracy! Such an argument tells us much more
about the problems of the country's education system than about the desirability of
computer-literacy education.

7

SLevine, 78.

Chapter 6

Conclusions
The current optimism about computing is the most recent manifestation of an old fascination with technology. Langdon Winner, a political historian, notes: "It is not uncommon
for the advent of a new technology to provide an occasion for flights of utopian fancy.
During the last two centuries the factory system, railroads, telephone, electricity, automobile, airplane, radio, television, and nuclear power have all figured prominently in the
belief that a new and glorious age was about to begin." 1 Society has not looked very
critically at many proposed new uses of technology until later stages of technological development, when negative effects often are all too obvious. The computing profession is
notorious for making overly optimistic claims about the capabilities of computers and the
benefits of computer use. At the last Technological Literacy conference, Richard Devon
pointed out: "Typically, these claims for the importance of computers rest on prophecy
rather than on analysis of the present. However, in retrospect, predictions for computers
2
have not proven accurate."

The education system has repeatedly seen new technologies as its salvation. Computers are the latest in a long line of "educational technologies," following, for instance, radio,
phonograph, stereoscopes, film, adding machines, reading machines, teaching machines,
and television. Many of these now gather dust in school storage closets and appear on
'Winner, 106.
F. Devon, "In Praise of Computer Illiteracy." Bulletin of Science, Technology &1Society, 7,
1 & 2 (1987) 338. Presented at the Second National Conference on Technological Literacy, Washington,
D.C., 6-8 February 1987.
2 Richard
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school lists of "obsolete" equipment.3 Some teachers have already suggested to me that
computers soon will follow these other technologies into the clo,,ets.
The dramatic claims that were made about the revolutionary educational value of earlier technologies are echoed today in claims about alleged benefits of computer-literacy
education. Whatever the merit of these claims, once computers are in schools, momentum is established for continuing computer use and upkeep; strong vested interests are at
stake here. While acknowledging that promises made about earlier educational technologies were not realized, computer-literacy enthusiasts argue that there is something special
about computer technology - it is more interactive, more widespread, more flexible, more
complex than the older educational technologies - and that this something special c_vates computer technology and makes it essential that schools invest their scarce resources
in computers. Strong rhetoric and a variety of pressures unrelated to technology have
convinced some teachers that they are shirking their duty to their students, if they do not
teach computer literacy. An enormous gap separates the enthusiastic rhetoric - of educators, the media, parents, computer manufacturers, and many computer professionals
working in "computers and education" - from the reality of computer-literacy projects
in schools.
Computer literacy as a fundamental skill (like reading and writing) is oversold, misapplied, basically trivial in many applications, and not demonstrably up to its claims for
education. The founder of an educational software company (and a former educator) put
it this way:
"We are still under the influence of a hope more ephemeral than realistic.
In fact, the computer has done little that is educationally significant. What
it has done is capture our imagination, and prompt us to finance possibly
the biggest unfocused research effort in the world at a cost, or hardware and
software alone, projected to exceed $8 billion in 1987."'
Study and experimentation of new educational ideas is valuable. But when an entire
generation of students is the experimental subject, as is the case of computer literacy,
'Krepelka, "Action Plan," Appendix I, 2.
4 Snyder

and Palmer, 12-13.
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those who advocate computer-literacy education have a strong obligation to justify their
claims. Those who control the educational system have a corresponding duty to evaluate
proffered arguments critically.
Computers are tools that, when accompanied by good software such as well designed
word processors or spreadsheets, may facilitate mechanical aspects of working with words
and numbers. But while computers can help students with some mechanical tasks associated with retrieving data, processing words, formatting text, checking spelling, and
revising text, they do not ease the intellectual labor of analyzing information, generating
ideas, or expressing thoughts clearly. Contrary to the claims of one computer-literacy
teacher, for instance, software such as spelling and grammar checkers will not make us
5
wiser human beings.

The computer-literacy courses I learned about are strikingly similar. The construction
of these courses defines the "appropriate" level of discourse with respect to computers.
What do these courses tell us about "legitimate" computer issues?
By concentrating on low-level computer operation, typical computer-literacy .ourses
emphasize form at the expense of content. And by paying little attention to the social
context in which computer systems are developed, computer-literacy education restricts
the domain of classroom discussions of computers to technical issues. Issues of social
priorities generally fall outside this domain and are therefore delegitimized:
"But all forms of computer education, including that for professionals in the
field, include a bias against publicly made decisions on how computers ought
to be used. Training for computer scientists concentrates on techniques for
solving given problems, and bypasses any discussion of which problems are
important to solve. Why are so many resources devoted to military applications of computers and ornparatively few to medical applications? Why is
hardware plentiful enough in the U.S. for substantial amounts of it to be dedicated to game playing, and unavailable in underdeveloped nations for crucial
administrative tasks? Questions like these are unasked in our schools, and
5

Classroom observation.
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their absence discourages students from considering the answers important.
6
There is no public debate on how best to use computing technology."
By explicitly setting out to "teach" students to "have positive attitudes about computers," many computer-literacy courses make it difficult for students to develop an
informed, critical attitude about computers. Such instruction reflects widespread social
enthusiasm about the wonders wrought by science and technology. This enthusiasm with
technology, including computer technology, is rarely tempered by a realistic assessment of
consequences - realistic enough, for instance, to consider it possible not to proceed with
full-scale development and implementation of a new technological application, should the
risks involved be too great. Such an assessment of potential risks may not be feasible for
a population whose understanding of technology is largely superficial.
By offering only superficial exposure to simplistic models of computation, many
computer-literacy courses make it difficult for students to develop a meaningful understanding of computers. Computer-literacy students identify the computer as a very large,
fast calculator, but they do not have the faintest conception of it as a symbol-processing
device:
"The conceptual essence of the computer as a rule-governed, symbol-manipulating device largely escapes children. ... they seem to have no idea of how the
computer transforms that information in the course of its operations. Thus,
children lack any solid idea of the computer as a machine which computes."'
[emphasis in the original]
The impoverished models of computing fostered by computer-literacy education render
students incapable of accurately understanding computer power. As a result, "many
[computer-literacy) students believe in exaggerated capabilities of computers."'

Rather

than equipping students to judge for themselves the advantages and risks of proposed
6 llank
Bromley,
7 Ronald

"On Computer 'Literacy'," class paper, University of Wisconsin, 17 November 1987.
Mawby, "Structured Interviews on Children's Conceptions of Computers" (New York: Bank
Street College of Education, Center for Children and Technology, February 1984) 36. Technical Report
No. 19.
'Anderson and Klassen, 144.
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new uses of computers, such instruction is more likely to produce a population that will
accept the often inflated claims of the computer industry as realistic.
Some computer-literacy enthusiasts argue that computer-literacy education empowers people, by obviating the need for them to depend on computer experts, but many
computer-literacy classes actually encourage dependence on experts. Students may be
told that there are security problems in some computer systems but assured that they
need not worry about them, since computer experts are devising ever-better technical solutions to such problems. Similarly, students may be told that there are privacy problems
related to the use of computers but that they need not worry about those either, since
politicians and other experts have devised laws that solve the problems by "guaranteeing"
9
confidentiality of all files.
Students' classroom experiences - limited to tiny programs - lead to false models
of computing as applied to large, complex, real-world systems.

A co-director of one

university software-curriculum lab (and a philosophy professor), excited about the "revolutionary"' potential of the computer in education, said that "we can use this tiny toy
to get the basic principles of computer science across.' He cited four "basic principles"
that serve to "demystify the computer":
1. "A machine can execute cognitive functions (e.g., addition) without understanding
what is it doing, by the right programming.
2. With a few primitives, you can build up big machines.
3. With counters, loops, and sense organs, you can build anything.
4. These are all the secrets. The rest is size and speed." 10
But knowledge about "toy" computers does not scale up accurately, to apply to large
systems that do real work. In a class discussion of complex computer systems, students
extrapolated from their exposure to simple machines and programs to the belief that
9 Richman,

73.

'0 Daniel Dennett, Software, Imagination, Education Conference (Medford, MA: Tufts University, 31
May - 3 June 1988).
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computer specialists understand and control complex systems: "But if we create it,
someone must understand it.""

While worried about negative impacts of computers,

they reassured themselves that there are computer experts out there who are in control
of the complicated systems on which we depend. This is comforting but wrong. Many
complex computer systems are so large, and have been worked on by so many people,
for such long periods of time, that there is no individual or small group of people who
understands how the systems work. No one can confidently predict, for example, how such
a system will behave in all circumstances nor modify it to fix one "bug" without risking
the insertion of another bug. Understanding that many large systems are essentially
incomprehensible is critically important to evaluating such systems.
Schools considering computer-literacy instruction need to strip away unsupported
claims about it. Educators need to consider first not how to teach computer literacy, but
whether and how computer-literacy courses can contribute to their overall educational
goals. The results presented here indicate that computer literacy as it is taught now
does not train students for high-level jobs, does not make students "better" thinkers,
and does not equip students to make well informed decisions about computer use. A
genuine consideration of computer literacy requires that educators be prepared to consider as possible outcomes that computer literacy does not advance their educational
goals, or that it does not have a sufficiently high priority to warrant its inclusion in the
curriculum. Rejecting the rhetoric about the "computer revolution" or seeing through
the "transparent fraudulence" of current computer-literacy education 12 is not Ludditism,
it is merely good sense.
Although I reject the unjustified rhetoric surrounding computer-literacy education, I
do not think that "computer literacy" must necessarily be jettisoned from all school curricula. Computers affect many important aspects of our lives; it is reasonable that they
be discussed at school. The democratic process is best served if the general public has appropriate knowledge to participate in making decisions involving technical systems. The
question is, what is appropriate knowledge about computers, and do presently available
"Classroom observation.
12Douglas Noble, 64.
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computer-literacy programs deliver it? My research leads me to believe that the architects of current computer-literacy courses do not know what computer knowledge the
intelligent citizen needs to participate in decisions involving computer systems, and consequently, that current computer-literacy instruction fails to deliver its intended product.
It wastes the schools' scarce resources, time and money.
If introductory classes about computing are to be taught, I believe that they should
differ greatly from current computer-literacy classes in the following ways: They should
sp,-iid much less time reviewing the mechanics of operating tiny machines and the syntax
of applications software or programming languages. They should spend no time on rote
learning of lists, from computer components to uses. They should spend much more time
considering the capabilities and limitations of computers and thoughtfully discussing the
impacts of important computer applications.
One specific example of material that I believe may contribute to meaningful education about computers is a multi-media presentation entitled "Reliability and Risk:
Computers and Nuclear War," 13 distributed by Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility, an educational organization. The presentation attacks the myth of computer
infallibility by describing different types of computer errors, their sources and consequences. It explains how current political and military trends decrease the time available
for people to react to a crisis, thereby shifting critical decision-making responsibilities
to computers.

It explores the growing reliance on computerized decision-making and

how a computer error, especially in times of crisis, could trigger an accidental nuclear
war. The program lasts only half an hour and can obviously not cover computer use
in critical applications in detail. But it does present salient points about an important
and complex area of computer use, greatly heightens people's awareness of problems that
they are unlikely to learn about elsewhere, and stimulates exciting discussions and further thought. The presentation uses no computers, and the intended audience need no
computer experience.
The point of this presentation, and of other materials that I believe could begin to
3

Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility and Interlock Media Associates, "Reliability

and Risk: Computers and Nuclear War"(Palo Alto, California: CPSR, 1986) 30-minute multi-media
presentation.
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comprise a meaningful "computer-literacy" course, is to make issues related to computer
use clear to a broad audience. This means presenting not only the necessary technical
material - some such material is needed, but it need not be too detailed or too complicated for an average audience to understand - but much more importantly, presenting
contextual material:
"Real control of the direction the new technology will take involves political
understanding, not trivial technical understanding, and it must focus on decisions which affect the design and use of large systems, not on the ability to
create catchy little BASIC programs."

4

For instance, consider the 1988 episode in which the U.S.S. Vincennes cruiser shot
down an Iranian passenger airplane in the Persian Gulf. Much of the investigation of this
incident focused on the ship's computerized sensor-processing system, which is designed
to manipulate a huge quantity of raw sensor data into a form that is easily and quickly
accessible to people. The investigation concluded that this system had functioned correctly (that is, as intended). This focus on the computer systems provides a rclatively
narrow view of the incident.
Taking a wider perspective, the investigation also considered another "system," namely
the larger system that consists of not only the ship's hardware and software but also of
some of its personnel (particularly those involved in operating the intelligence-processing
equipment and in using its output to make decisions). The investigation concluded that
this system had not functioned as intended, perhaps because information was incorrectly
read from computer displays or incorrectly forwarded to higher-level officers. The investigation felt that the fault for this larger system malfunction lies within its boundaries,
and responsibility for the fault was assigned to particular people.
But this episode can be understood better if viewed through an even wider lens. In
this case, a wide-angle view reveals machines, people, and the larger context in which the
incident took place; i.e., in a politically unstable geographical location, and in the midst
of an ongoing military crisis (the ship had been under attack) - all of which combined
14Douglas

Noble, 62.
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constitutes a still larger system. With this system as contextual framework, we can begin
to understand the sorts of problems that can occur when a computer-driven system is
applied outside its original design perimeters.
Different kinds of questions are encouraged and discouraged at different levels of
abstraction. The advantage of a narrow focus is that it fosters a thorough examination
of detail. Such a detailed examination of the Vincennes computer system was certainly
relevant. But this advantage has a price. When the view is narrow and the focus is
on hardware and software, questions about the nature of the environment in which the
technical system is to operate, for example, politics, economics, psychology, and so on, are
not asked. Viewed through increasingly wider lenses, nontechnical factors that are often
more important than technical factors can come into focus. To understand the Vincennes
episode, it is important to know something about politics and crisis management, about
sea warfare in restricted as opposed to open waters, etc., and it is relatively unimportant
to know something about computer languages. I believe that only a wide-angle view that
takes social, economic, and political factors into consideration, can inform the public in a
way that may also empower them to judge proposed new computer applications. A wide
view is precisely what does not determine current efforts to teach "computer literacy."
Finally, computer-literacy education is a window through which we may learn some
general lessons about education.

The obsession in some circles with computers-and-

education, which often flies in the face of rational evidence, has helped define the level
of discourse with respect to education. When the focus of computer-literacy education
is on details of hardware and software, questions about larger issues such as teacher
preparation and curriculum planning are not raised.
Basic human needs are not being met in many school districts. Teachers work in
the front lines of education with insufficient basic resources, space, and equipment of all
sorts, inadequate training, and physically decaying facilities. They have little control over
the conditions of their working fives, and they have little respect or prestige. Priorities
need to be re-ordered when schools are adding computer-literacy classes while graduating
significant numbers of students who cannot read. The fundamental problems of an educational system in which 5,200 American public-school teachers are physically attacked
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by students each month1 5 are unlikely to be solved by a technical fix. The problems are
not spurious or random, nor are they being repaired by a technological band-aid; they
are systemic.
Educators have suggested a variety of solutions to many of the system's fundamental
problems: clarification of schools' goals, upgrading of shoddy school facilities, strengthening networks of community support, enhancing parental involvement, and meeting the
health and early education requirements of poor and disadvantaged students, are some
suggestions. Teachers would benefit from better reward systems, shared decision-making,
significant career-development opportunities, more demanding evaluation methods, significant encouragement of and recognition for creative teaching, and more prestige for
their profession. In the hands of a talented, motivated, well supported teacher, virtually
any tool, including a computer, may be used effectively. But this presupposes a society
that views education as a high priority.
It is tempting to believe that technology can solve tough social problems, human
problems. But genuinely wise decision-making about computer use cannot be founded
on existing "computer literacy," a conglomeration of bad software, run on outdated hardware, by poorly trained teachers, in unsupportive environments, with vague objectives.
While good computers running good software can be convenient tools that facilitate
some of the mechanical aspects of school work, there is no justification for mandatory
computer-literacy education as it is now taught - unrelated to the promise and problems
of large-scale, real-world computing. The student is left with a sense of magic; surely
this kind of literacy is a sham. By emphasizing mere recognition, not understanding,
computer-literacy classes are turning out people who falsely believe themselves to be
computer literate, but who know nothing about real-world computing and its risks.
Social forces have pressed for the use of computers and other new technologies in
schools, in the absence of rational evidence that these technologies are useful.

These

forces include strong market pressures, not only from computer hardware and software
manufacturers but also from the professional computers-and-education constituency. The
desperation that characterizes the U.S. educational system makes it particularly ripe to
"5 Thomas L. Martin Jr., 13.
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succumb to promises of quick, glamorous solutions to problems that by now appear
intractable.
Computer literacy is hardly a unique example of the prevalence of social pressures
over scientific evidence, nor is education uniquely susceptible to such pressures. Often
labeled as technological inevitability, the process underlying computer-literacy education
has been a headlong and uncritical rush toward an exalted technology. If there is one
lesson to be learned from computer-literacy education for the next new technology, I hope
it is that there is nothing inevitable about this process. Meanwhile, we should not allow
the euphoria about computers in schools to become a smokescreen, diverting attention
from fundamental educational problems - foremost of which is the lack of real literacy
among many graduates - that are not solvable by technological means.

6.1

Future Work

Computer literacy may be viewed through different lenses. In this paper, I have tried to
present a wider view than is normally taken. This is only a first step in considering
the issues that affect computer literacy.

Like any interdisciplinary topic, computer-

literacy education may be viewed productively from many perspectives, including those
of political science, economics, sociology, psychology, history, and ethnography. My work
has touched on some of the questions below, any of which would be a starting point to
a deeper understanding of computer literacy and the social implications of technology:
" What does computer literacy tell us about the broader issue of technological inevitability? What social forces come into play when a new technology is introduced,
how are these forces manipulated, and how have they determined who will control
computer use in schools? To what extent does scientific evidence play a role in
decisions about new uses of computer technology?
* How do computers in schools serve to amplify long-standing problems? How do
they serve as sources of new problems?
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" How does the computer industry view education as an economic market? Do different companies have different strategies for exploiting this market?
" How does the introduction of computers differ in a free-market economy as opposed
to a Marxian economy?
" How do views of computer-literacy education differ among different education interest groups; e.g., students, teachers, parents, school administrators, state and
federal government education departments?
" How does the current content of computer-literacy classes reflect many people's
perceptions and fears of computers? Have these perceptions and fears been manipulated? How does it reflect people's perceptions of their roles in society? What
does it tell us about people's visions of the future?
" What similarities and differences are revealed by cross-cultural study of computers
in schools?
In addition, as mentioned above, I believe that a useful sort of "computer-literacy"
curriculum could be developed, by avoiding the superficial, narrow focus of current
courses. Work on such a curriculum might bring together stakeholders in different communities, including education and computer science. A "wide-angle" computer-literacy
course might consider the risks and benefits of %-ing computers versus the risks and benefits of not using computers in different situations. A new course might teach students
enough about how computers work to understand how hard it is to completely specify
even very simple tasks. It might consider ethical issues associated with computer use;
e.g., the ethics of large-scale network use have received a great deal of recent media
attention. And it might describe selected applications of computers - important, largescale, complex applications - from several perspectives, to help students understand the
multiplicity of factors that need to be considered.
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Appendix A
Survey On Computer Literacy
(for Teachers)
" Please write as much as you like, and continue any answers on the back or on other
sheets.
" If you are teaching now:
- What do you teach, at what level, and where?
- Does your school have computers? If so, what type(s) and how many?
- Does your school plan to buy more hardware? software?
- If your school or district has a computer specialist, what is this person's background and function?
- Do you have previous experience with computers?
- If your school has a computer requirement, what is required?
- If your school teaches Computer Literacy, at what level(s) is it offered, who
teaches it, and what material is covered?
* If you aren't teaching now, what do you plan to do after attending this class?
" Why are you taking this course? As a requirement for a degree (which one)? For
personal reasons? Both?
" How do you define Computer Literacy?
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* Do you think Computer Literacy should be a school requirement?

Why or why

not?
* Whatever your answers to the question above, I'm very interested in your underlying reasons. If you think Computer Literacy encourages certain qualities, why?
If you think it doesn't, why not?
e If you think Computer Literacy should be required:
-

What is/are the right level(s), and how long a class should it be?

- What should be taught?
- How would you fit it into the class schedule? Would something else have to
be dropped?
- How would you fit it into the school budget?
* If you have doubts about requiring Computer Literacy, please explain them.
* What teacher training in computer literacy do you think is appropriate? How does
this compare with the training of the computer teachers you know?
* How does computer literacy serve what you think are the fundamental goals of the
educational system (e.g., the list of things that should be taught in school, which
you handed in awhile ago)?
e You already know that there is a lot of interest in Computer Literacy in schools.
What do you think is behind all this interest - how do you explain it? Do you
think it is justified or not?

Appendix B
Survey On Computer Literacy
(for Computer Professionals)
The following messages were distributed in several issues of the RISKS-LIST, an electronic digest whose full name is "Forum on Risks to the Public in Computers and Related
Systems." RISKS is moderated by Peter G. Neumann, representing the ACM (Association for Computing Machinery) Committee on Computers and Public Policy. Since
RISKSs' inception in August 1985, an average of 170 issues per year have been distributed; each issue contains approximately eight messages. RISKS reaches a very wide
variety of computer networks worldwide (including the United States - through the Internet and many local bulletin boards, western Europe, Japan, Australia, and New Zealand).
In addition, highlights of RISKS are printed in the ACM's Software Engineering Notes,
which has a readership of 12,000 people, many of whom do not read the on-line version
of RISKS. While it is very difficult to estimate the total readership of RISKS at any
time, Peter Neumann's rough estimate is on the order of 100,000 people. To subscribe
to RISKS, send requests to the Internet address risks-request@csl.sri.com.
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RISKS-LIST: RISKS-FORUM Digest Tuesday 25 October 1988 Volume 7 : Issue 67
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 88 10:36:36 edt
From: Ronni Rosenberg {ronni©VX.LCS.MIT.EDU}
Subject: Computer Literacy
I am writing a Ph.D. thesis on computer-literacy education. One way in which this
work differs from previous work is that it incorporates the perspectives of not only educators, but also computer professionals, the most computer-literate group in society. (To
the extent that "computer literacy" means anything, it must apply to computer professionals.) To get more feedback from the computer community, I am starting a RISKS
dialogue on computer literacy.
I will be sending several messages about computer literacy, asking for your opinions
and reactions. This is not a right-or-wrong issue. Since I am interested in what people
think about computer literacy, all responses are valid! Reply to me directly if you don't
think your message is appropriate for RISKS. (For instance, for my purposes, it is fine
for lots of people to send messages just saying they agree with what someone else said,
but such messages are best sent directly to me.) As usual, PGN [Peter G. Neumann] will
publish in RISKS the most relevant submissions. In this case, he will also forward to me
the other submissions on this topic.
All submissions are confidential. Anything that I quote or paraphrase will be presented anonomously, unless I get explicit permission from an individual to use his or her
name. Usually I don't attribute a comment more specifically than to say, for instance,
it is from "a Computer Science professor." You can indicate in your message the sort of
work you do with computers, if you like.

In a 1985 school survey, 96% of the respondents - classroom teachers, computer
coordinators, and administrators - said that their schools offered instruction in computer
literacy. What do you know about course content and materials, school hardware and
software, teacher training, and so on? Are your children learning about computers in
schools? Have you been involved in any sort of school advisory committee for computer
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education? If computer-literacy education has not crossed your path, what do you guess
is taught in a typical class?

RISKS-LIST: RISKS-FORUM Digest Saturday 12 November 1988 Volume 7:Issue 76
Date: Wed, 9 Nov 88 16:43:58 EST
From: ronni@juicy-juice.lcs.mit.edu (Ronni Rosenberg)
Subject: Computer Literacy #2
A typical computer-literacy course has the following components. What do you think
of this operational description of computer literacy? Should other topics be taught instead? in addition to these? Should everyone study this? As before, send mail to RISKS
or to me, depending on your preference.
1. TERMINOLOGY AND JARGON: This is designed to enable students to "talk
knowledgeably" about computers. Here are some definitions of a computer, from computerliteracy textbooks:
* "A computer is an electronic machine that solves problems or answers questions."
" "A computer ... is a machine that can handle large amounts of information and

work with amazing speed."
" "A computer is an electronic tool that helps people do many different things faster,
easier, or better."
Here is another definition, from a graduate computer-literacy class (for teachers, administrators, computer coordinators, and so on):
* "An operating system is a program that tells the computer how to deal with information - tells it how to move information, how to operate, how to do things ...
An operating system is done in a lower level language, machine language. It really
controls the flow of electricity through the circuits."
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2. HARDWARE: This is designed to give students a "working knowledge of computer
equipment."

Typical classes use Apple Hs.

The last large surveys show a national

average of 1 machine per 40 students (grades K-12). Many schools cannot afford two
disk drives per machine. A computer lab of 10-30 machines might have 1-3 printers (dot
matrix). Devices such as joysticks, mice, and touch-sensitive displays are too expensive
for most schools to buy (or these devices operate on machines that are too expensive),
but some schools buy one of each, to pass around a class. The emphasis is on identifying
components and handling equipment (e.g., floppy disks).

A 1988 survey showed that

among 11th grade students:
* 30% did not know what a cursor does,
* 60% did not know what a modem does, and
* 40% could not identify a spreadsheet as a software component or a video display
as a hardware component.
3. SOFTWARE: Exposure to "basic software concepts" is designed to enable students
to use computers as tools and to "remove the mystery of computers."

Typical classes

show programs for word processing (which predominates), spreadsheets, and databases
- ones that run on Apple Ils (or, in many cases, smaller machines). Students do not see
actual program documentation. The emphasis is on the syntax of program commands.
The survey cited above showed that students scored
* 72% correct on word-processing questions
* 52% correct on spreadsheet questions
* 31% correct on database questions
4. PROGRAMMING: When included, this means BASIC or LOGO programming.
Again, the emphasis is on learning the syntax of some language commands. Miniscule
programs (e.g., 10 lines) predominate.
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5. JOBS IN COMPUTING: When included, this means brief discussion of careers in

computing. There is a widespread sense that "computer literacy" is the passport to well
paying jobs.
6. SOCIAL IMPACTS OF COMPUTERS: When included, this encompasses computer uses, ethics, and legal implications. Under uses, students might be told, for instance, that the FBI uses computers to store data on criminals and crimes, but not about
privacy risks, data quality problems, etc. Students might be told that some people lose
jobs because of computer automation - and that these people can get other jobs working
with computers. Ethics means a mention of computer crime. Legal implications means
a warning that students should not copy software disks they use in class. Students are
explicitly encouraged to have "positive attitudes about computers."

Topics not cov-

ered include whistleblowing, the military influence on the computer profession, limits of
simulations, and risks of large computer systems.

RISKS-LIST: RISKS-FORUM Digest Thursday 3 November 1988 Volume 7 : Issue 83
Date: Mon, 28 Nov 88 12:36:39 EST
From: ronni@juicy-juice.lcs.mit.edu (Ronni Rosenberg)
Subject: Computer Literacy #3
Expenditures of time and money on computer-literacy education represent important
tradeoffs for schools. If you think that computer literacy should be taught in school, how
do you think schools should pay for it (hardware, software, training, maintenance)? How
should computer-literacy courses be fit into the school day?
Since school budgets and days are finite, these questions raise the issue of priorities.
Should computer-literacy education be a high priority for our education system? Why
or why not? How do you compare computer literacy with current education priorities?
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RISKS-LIST: RISKS-FORUM Digest Tuesday 6 December 1988 Volume 7 : Issue 89
Date: Tue, 6 Dec 88 15:12:11 EST
From: ronni@wheaties.ai.mit.edu (Ronni Rosenberg)
Subject: Computer Literacy #4
What are your reactions to a proposal for a different sort of "computer literacy"
course, described below? (I am not saying that all schools should teach such a course.)
Is it a good or bad idea? Why? Should the description be changed? If so, how? How do
you compare this with what you know about existing computer-literacy courses? Who
should develop such a curriculum? Who should pay for it? Please respond directly to
me. Thanks.

Compared to current computer-literacy classes, the proposed course would spend
much less time reviewing the mechanics of operating machines, the syntax of applications
software or programming languages, and rote learning of lists, from computer components
to uses. It would spend much more time considering the capabilities and limitations of
computers, through discussions of the impacts of important computer applications. This
might be a standalone course or a series of discussions interwoven into courses in, for
instance, social studies or history.
One specific example of material that could contribute to meaningful education about
computers is a multi-media presentation entitled "Reliability and Risk: Computers and
Nuclear War," produced and distributed by CPSR. The presentation explains how current political and military trends decrease the time allowed for people to react to a
crisis, thereby shifting critical decision-making responsibilities to computers. It attacks
the myth of computer infallibility by describing different types of computer errors, their
sources and consequences.

It explores the growing reliance on computerized decision-

making and how a computer error, especially in times of crisis, could trigger an accidental nuclear war. Lasting a half-hour, the program obviously cannot cover the topic in
great depth. But it does present salient points about an important and complex area of
computer use, greatly heightens people's awareness of problems that they are unlikely to
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learn about from magazine articles about computers, and stimulates exciting discussions
and further thought. The presentation uses no computers, and the intended audience
need no previous computer experience.
The proposed course might include discussions of
" SDI's computing requirements - so students could consider the concept of software
trusthworthiness and the potential for design errors in complex systems.
" The Vincennes episode - so they could consider the difficulty of using a system
outside the boundaries of its intended use.
" The FBI's National Crime Information Center (NCIC) - so they could consider the
relationship between civil liberties and computer technology.
" The National Test Bed, war games - so they could consider the limits of computer
simulations.
" Computerized monitoring techniques - so they could consider impacts of computers
on the workplace.
* How computer science is funded - so they could consider which sorts of problems
society views as important.
" Some of the myriad of RISKS stories - so they could consider the risks of depending
on computer systems.
And so on. Overall, the course would emphasize the importance of the social and political
context in which a computer system is developed and used.
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